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Culture and creativeness are two concepts often mentioned when it is about guaranteeing 
the successful future of the contemporary city. Increasing deindustrialisation of Western 
counties led to a reorientation of their economic base. The service sector and knowledge-
intense industries gained in relative and absolute importance and became the sectors where 
Western countries could keep their competitive advantage (Audretsch/Thurik, 2001). Part of 
the New Economy is the creative economy which unites the culture and art sector with 
media and entertainment, design, communication, software and ICT (UNCTAD, 2008). The 
connective feature of the different economic segments combined in the creative economy is 
the high symbolic value imbued in their products (Drake, 2003; Scott, 2004). Beside the shift 
to the emphasis of knowledge, services and creativity there also took place a shift in the 
organisational structure of the economy. One characteristic of this process was a substantial 
rise in small enterprises (Audretsch/Thurik, 2001). 
 
Following economic development also the systems of political regulation changed. Changes 
in the way political entities are managed as well as changes in the issues of regulation can be 
witnessed (Harvey, 1989). One of the results was a new appreciation and fostering of the 
creative economy, which in many cities got manifested through special policies directed to 
this sector (Ponzini/Rossi, 2009). Various authors (Hall, 1998; Landry, 2000; Florida, 2002; 
Scott, 2010) expressed their views if, and if yes, how, cities can create and attract creativities 
into their boundaries. Florida (2002) for example argues that by concentrating on the three 
Ts of Technology, Talent and Tolerance every urban agglomeration can be turned into a 
creative city. Others (Hall, 1998; Scott, 2010) stress out that the creative city cannot be 
planned, as its emergence is not just dependent on explicitly directed policies to support the 
creative economy but also on the social climate and geographical context of the city. This 
does not mean that urban policies do not have an influence at all; even though it is debated 
if explicit or implicit policies help fostering the creative economy and if it should be an 
aspiration to ‘administratively’ build up creativity. Anyway, there is agreement about, that 
different measures, dependent on the local context, can be taken to direct urban 
development towards increasing creative activity.  
 
Apart from the discussion on the effectiveness of policies directed towards the stimulation 
of creativity and the creative economy more and more authors challenges the assumptions 
of the ‘creative-city narrative’ (Ponzini/Rossi, 2009, p. 1040). They take a critical standpoint 
in the discussion on the causal connections between the creative city and the solving of 
urban social and economic problems (Peck, 2005; Evans, 2009). Particularly the underlying 
goal of promoting the creative economy, urban regeneration, tends to conflict with creating 




1.1 Selection of the case 
 
Cities, if they want to assure their flourishing economic base, have to react to economic 
changes (Audretsch/Thurik, 2001). In the context of the rising importance of the creative 
economy the city of Amsterdam does so, by supporting artists and entrepreneurs occupied 
in the creative economy. One of the strategies employed by the municipality is concerned 
with the creation of creative breeding places (broedplaatsen) or art factories. An own sub-
department within the municipality Bureau Broedplaatsen (BB) has been established in 2000 
and engages, through carrying out the broedplaatsenbeleid (creative breeding place policy), 
in the realisation of affordable working and living space for artists and creative 
entrepreneurs. The emphasis thereby lies on the clustering of the target group in physical 
proximity. Bureau Broedplaatsen works in cooperation with other actors like housing 
corporations and organisations specialised on the management of broedplaatsen and 
functions as facilitator between different parties.  
 
By creating a favourable environment for artists and creative entrepreneurs, the city wants 
to highlight its appeal for those groups as a place to live and work. The underlying idea is 
that the presence of artists and creative entrepreneurs will not just stimulate the 
Amsterdam cultural scene and lead to economic growth but also brings with it additional 
societal benefits for the city as a whole. The approach adopted by the municipality to attract 
artists and creative entrepreneurs is not just an end in itself but a means to reach broader 
economic and socially defined goals. On the one hand BB sees artists and creative 
entrepreneurs as direct contributors to ‘economic, social and cultural vitality and innovation’ 
(BB, 2008, p. 7) in the city. On the other hand the target group is assumed to have an 
additional value for the city and act as ‘engines of urban regeneration’ (BB, 2008, p. 9) and 
make a positive contribution to all issues connected to urban development (BB, 2005a, p. 2).  
 
The municipality of Amsterdam was one of the first to adopt a pro-active policy agenda, set 
up an organisational infrastructure and directed public funds of that magnitude towards 
stimulating growth in the sector of the creative economy. For the realisation of 
broedplaatsen BB works together with various partners like housing corporations, real estate 
owners, development bureaus, interest organisations, collectives of artists and creative 
entrepreneurs and organisations set up to manage broedplaatsen. The different actors 
involved, often have different backgrounds and motivations to engage in the creation of 
broedplaatsen. This fact, together with the broad agenda behind the broedplaatsen-policy 
and its (assumed) positive influence in a variety of societal areas as well as its connection to 
the sensitive issues of urban regeneration, the reassignment of space and the expenditure of 
public funds make the policy a conflictive field. These circumstances provide the framework 
to investigate in how far there are similarities and differences, concerning motivations, 
aspirations and practical issues between different actors engaging in the realisation of 





                   
 
Fig. 1.1, Context for the research project 
 
1.2 Research questions and methodology 
 
To find out in how far there are similarities and differences, concerning motivations, 
aspirations and practical issues between different actors engaging in the realisation of 
broedplaatsen four subquestions have been elaborated. 
 
 
(1) What are the motivations of the municipality of Amsterdam behind its 
broedplaatsenbeleid and which goals should be achieved through the policy? 
 
Even though the measures taken to realise the broedplaatsenbeleid are primarily directed 
towards enhancing the position of Amsterdam as an attractive location for artists and 
creative entrepreneurs it is assumed that the municipality expects a positive influence of 
broedplaatsen in various, much broader defined societal ambits. It also is assumed that in 
this sense the policy should not only fulfil its primary aim but also should contribute to the 
less clearly stated goals of neighbourhood upgrading, gentrification and improving 
Amsterdam’s position in the urban competition. 
 
 
(2) Which role do cultural, economic and social considerations play in the motivation 
of other actors engaging in the creation of broedplaatsen? 
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The scope of partners Bureau Broedplaatsen cooperates with in order to realise 
broedplaatsen is broad; so are the backgrounds of these partners. It is assumed that 
different actors lay their emphasis on different goals they want to reach by engaging in the 
creation and exploitation of broedplaatsen. According to their backgrounds and their 
reasons of existence, it is assumed that cultural, economic and social objectives are of 
differing importance to the respective actors. 
 
(3) Which role do broedplaatsen play for the individual (artist or creative 
entrepreneur), the neighbourhood and the city according to actors engaging in 
the creation of the same? 
 
Subquestion three serves to detect how different actors define the role that broedplaatsen 
play in the city and to further investigate why the various partners classify them as 
important in the urban functioning. Again it is assumed that their view on broedplaatsen 
mainly depends on their background. 
 
(4) Which problems and obstacles do various actors face when engaging in the 
creation and exploitation of broedplaatsen in Amsterdam? 
 
Because of varying objectives and points of emphasis among the partners involved in the 
creation of broedplaatsen it is assumed that they face different practical problems during 
creation and exploitation of broedplaatsen. Additionally it is assumed that they have various 
points of critique on practical matters, the cooperation with other parties and the general 
outline and direction of the broedplaatsenbeleid. 
 
To answer the four subquestions semi-structured interviews have been conducted with 
representatives of Bureau Broedplaatsen, housing corporations and broedplaatsen-
managing organisations and collectives. In order to identify the positions of Bureau 
Broedplaatsen on different topics policy-documents published by BB have been used 
additionally. All interviews have been transcribed and all written material has been analysed 
employing the qualitative content analysis by Mayring (2010). The texts have been coded 
inductively. Subsequently the material was grouped, in regards to content, into categories.  
Out of these categories topics were formed which present the results of the analysis. 
 
1.3 Scientific and societal relevance  
 
A reasonable amount of academic and non-academic literature deals with the topics of the 
role of the creative economy in the contemporary urban functioning, how to attract the 
creative economy, what kind of location features get appreciated by artists and creative 
entrepreneurs, the role urban policies and governance plays in the context of generating the 
creative city, the goals behind promoting the creative city and problematic developments 
connected to culture-led urban regeneration. For the context of Amsterdam various 
research projects have been conducted about the role of creative hotspots in the city 
(Breek/de Graad, 2001), which functions broedplaatsen fulfil (Sargentini, 2002) and how 
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they contribute to urban regeneration and renewal (Westerkamp et al., 20041). Even though 
there has been research conducted on why the municipality decided to set up Bureau 
Broedplaatsen and a broedplaatsenbeleid, it is not known what the motivations and goals of 
other parties are who work together with BB to engage in the realisation of broedplaatsen. 
This research project aims to present an overview of positions of the most important actors 
engaged in the creation and management of broedplaatsen in Amsterdam, the obstacles 
they face when doing so and their opinions on the broedplaatsenbeleid. The findings of this 
research will contribute to a better understanding why actors, with different agendas 
perceive initiatives that are aimed at incubating the Amsterdam cultural and creative scene 
as valuable. Additionally, the findings will make clear how the creative economy contributes 
to the development of urban society, according to the different parties. For the 
development of further broedplaatsen the municipality depends on the external parties 
whose positions are the subject of this research project. Through presenting their opinions, 
criticism and suggestions policy measures could be re-evaluated to assure broad support of 
the broedplaatsenbeleid in the future. Efficiency and effectiveness of the same could be 
improved by incorporating suggestions expressed by the executing parties.  
 
The answering of the questions might also contribute to challenge the role assigned to 
artists and creative entrepreneurs in the socio-economic functioning of the city and inherent 
to this to call into question the measures taken to foster urban regeneration and the positive 




This text is divided into two sections. The first one is dedicated to the theoretical discussion 
of the interdependence between social actions and space, the economic background of the 
creative city narrative, political and social implications of policies directed towards the 
creative economy and the conditions that stimulate creative processes (chapter 2 and 3). 
The second part forms the empirical part of this thesis and starts with an outline of the 
applied research methodology (chapter 4) and continues with an outline of the corner points 
of the broedplaatsenbeleid and the achievements of Bureau Broedplaatsen till now as well 
as with an introduction of the interviewed parties (chapter 5). In chapter 6 the results of the 
analysis of the interviews and policy documents are presented. In the last chapter the 
outcomes of the research are discussed and interpreted and the research questions 






Broedplaatsen are buildings or parts of buildings that have been realised with subsidies from 
Bureau Broedplaatsen. Other projects, even if they show similar characteristics, are not 
                                                 
1
 A full list of research projects carried out on various topics connected to broedplaatsen in Amsterdam and 
other cities can be found on the website of Bureau Broedplaatsen. 
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named broedplaatsen here. Broedplaatsen are often but not exclusively found in buildings 
that lost their original function. In most broedplaatsen the function as workshop building 
dominates, but there are broedplaatsen that also fulfil a housing function. The focus, 
anyway, lies on the working space function of the buildings. The primary aim of the 
broedplaats is to offer affordable working space to artists and creative entrepreneurs. 
Through the allocation of public funds to broedplaatsen artists and creative entrepreneurs 




The policy initiated by the municipality of Amsterdam with the goal of realising 
broedplaatsen. Bureau Broedplaatsen, initiated together with the broedplaatsenbeleid has 




The definition used here is based on the definition employed by the UNCDAT (United 
Nations Conference on Development and Trade) and comprises the following sectors 
(UNCTAD, 2008): 
 
- Research and development 
- Information and communication technologies 
- Creative industries: 
o Software 
o Computer games 
o Fashion 
o Advertisment 
o Cultural industries: 
 Music 
 Books and press 
 Arts 
 Film 




Together with artists creative entrepreneurs form the target group of the 
broedplaatsenbeleid. People working freelance or in small enterprises in one of the sectors 
of the creative economy are named creative entrepreneurs here. 
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Duintjer CS (source: MP) 
 
NDSM-kunststad (source: MP) 
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2. The interpretation of socio-spatial 
processes on the scale of the city 
 
 
2.1 Space, place and social action 
 
Every social action takes place in space. It follows that every social action has a spatial 
dimension and that space always has a social dimension. To understand social issues we also 
have to understand the spatial dimension of the same.  
 
Until the 1970s space was generally seen as a container for social actions; so was time 
(Cresswell, 2004, p. 171). After the quantitative revolution in the social sciences which took 
place in the 1950s and 1960s more comprehensive approaches and attempts have emerged 
to understand human behaviour. Humanistic geographers started to challenge the positivist 
perception of space, pledging to conceive human beings as conscious subjects with 
emotions, feelings and thoughts (Cresswell, 2004, p. 172). Moving away from studying 
‘undifferentiated space’ (Tuan, 1977, p. 6), experience, as intermediation between the 
individual and the environment, received increasing attention (Tuan, 1977). The new 
paradigm introduced by humanistic geographers sought to explain place by taking a 
subjective point of view. This new approach, anyway, did not incorporate the factor of social 
power relations, which is implicated in the construction of place and its different 
perceptions. Consequently Human Geographers tried to incorporate a structural component 
in the analysis of place perception, stating that the subjective place experience is influenced 
by the position of the individual in societal power relations (like socio-economic position, 
gender, ethnicity, etc.). Social practices and how they transform space into place became a 
new focus of attention (Cresswell, 2004, p. 172). Scholars like Henri Lefebvre (1991) and 
David Harvey (2006) introduced theories about the different components of space and place 
which try to grasp the complexity of these concepts. 
 
2.1.1 Lefebvre’s spatial triad 
 
Lefebvre’s spatial triad unites the three elements of spatial practices, representation of 
space and spaces of representation (Lefebvre, 1991) (see fig. 2.1). The category of spatial 
practices or perceived space unites three main aspects (Leary, 2009, p. 195). Beside the 
material city, everything that is tangible and observable, the processes that constantly make, 
reproduce, change and extend the city’s material form are part of the first element. But a 
city is more than its built structure and the maintenance of the same. It is a complex 
economic, political, social and cultural whole of numerous and manifold encounters. All the 
daily routines by which the city as organism is kept alive fall under the category of spatial 
practices (Leary, 2009, p. 195).  
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The systematic ways in which we make sense of material space in abstract terms is the 
category of representations of space or conceived space. To facilitate planning activities and 
the administrative regulation of space we employ maps, set up zoning laws and draw 
boarders. The representation of space is the rather abstract field in which the actions of 
scientists, planners and policy makers take place and forms a means to systematise and 
order material space for its efficient use and regulation (Leary, 2009, pp. 195-197).  
 
 
                   
                     Fig. 2.1, Lefebvre’s spatial triad (source: MP; based on  
             Lefebvre, 1991) 
 
Lefebvre’s last dimension of space refers to the realm of experience, the lived space. Images 
and symbols play an important part in the space of representation and ‘overlay physical 
space’ (Lefebvre, 1991, p. 39). Or as Leary (2009, p. 195) puts it: ‘This is society’s dominated 
space, a space of imagination and emotion’. Symbols and images are read through one’s 
social and cultural background and transport different messages to different groups in 
society which can lead to a challenging of the dominant interpretation of spaces and the 
subsequent creation of counter-spaces (Gottdiener, 1985, p. 128). To sum it up with the 
words of Leary: ‘The spatial triad […] understands the city as: a physical entity requiring 
resources for its maintenance and development, a space that is institutionally represented 
and a place that is socially interactive and historically situated, imagined by a range of actors’ 
(2009, p. 196). The different aspects of space, influencing each other in a dialectical way, 
have to be seen as a whole in order to understand them entirely.  
 
2.1.2 Harvey’s analysis of space 
 
The same is valid for the tripartition and definition Harvey (2006) employs to make the 
concept of space better approachable. He classifies space as absolute, relative and relational 
but states that: ‘Space is neither absolute, relative or relational in itself, but it can become 
one or all simultaneously depending on the circumstances’ (Harvey, 2006, p. 275). Absolute 
space is exactly measurable. It is the space something or somebody occupies in terms of 
degree of longitude and latitude. The physical distance between things can be indicated in 
absolute terms but this does not reveal anything about the context they are situated in or 
the relationship between them (p. 272). ‘Socially this is the space of […] bounded territorial 
designations’ (p. 272) and includes Lefebvre’s category of representation of space. Relative 
space, Harvey’s second analytical category, extends the first one in the sense that ‘all forms 
of measurement depend upon the frame of reference or the observer’ (p. 272.). Relational 
space situates actors and situations in a broader context. It is this context through which 
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things become meaningful (p. 274). ‘A wide variety of disparate influences swirling over 
space in the past, present and future concentrate and congeal at a certain point […] to 
define the nature of that point’ (p. 274). This is not restricted to physical interaction but also 
includes thoughts, dreams and fantasies. The notion of relational space overturns the 
classification of space (and time) as containers of actions and concludes that every action 
taking place forms its own spatial and temporal framework (p. 273).  
 
2.1.3 Place and its meanings 
 
To understand social action and the meaning of place, the different incorporated relational 
experiences and of individuals have to be understood (Harvey, 2006, p. 277). Place and all its 
elements are social constructs, reflecting the socio-economic functioning of a society and 
incorporating dominant or hegemonic norms (Cresswell, 2004, p. 169). The inscription of 
‘text on the material fabric of place [is] often the result of decisions made by the very 
powerful’ (Cresswell, 2004, p. 173) to assure the further existence of specific relations of 
production and property2.  
 
But again, the influence of social relations on place is not a one-way relationship but rather 
part of a dialectical process. ‘Because we have bodies, and bodies have to be somewhere in 
real space, all social relations are spatial, and all spatial relations are social’ (Markus, 2006, p. 
321). Social relations form place and place consequently influence social relations. This 
means that urban space is never neutral but used and contested in ways that reflect ongoing 
societal power struggles in the city and beyond. The making of place through certain 
activities and the dedication of space to specific functions is a political decision. The 
normative assignment of selected activities to spaces does not only favour the reproduction 
of existing power relations but ‘has been identified [as excluding] across a whole range of 
identities including class, race, sexuality, gender, and physical (dis)ability’ (Cresswell, 2004, p. 
174). The materiality of the city, its representation and actions taking place within its 
boundaries are the products of hegemonic and contested meanings.  
 
Meaning, anyway, is never fixed, but constantly changing and ‘open to counter meanings 
produced through other representations’ (Cresswell, 2004, p. 169). Through counter-
practices alternative meanings can get established and transform places into counter-spaces, 
offering an ‘initially utopian alternative to existing “real” space’ (Lefebvre, 1991, p. 349). 
Counter-spaces challenge the established uses and meanings of place. They can be 
temporary or turn into dominant places which again can be contested through alternative 
meanings.  
 
These theoretical considerations are useful when it is about to analyse and understand 
issues dealing with place, politics and the contested use of space. At the same time it is 
necessary to understand that political considerations, and the decision of what certain 
                                                 
2
 ‘An investor of surplus capital in a building project has two objectives: one overt, one covert. The overt, visible 
objective is to achieve explicitly stated aims […] of fulfilling a cultural need. […] But alongside such overt 
objective there is always a covert one – to produce or reproduce the position of power which made possible 
the investment of capital in the first place. To do this a building must reproduce a set of social relations’ 
(Markus, 2006, p. 322). What Markus employs for the relative small spatial entity of a single building can be 
extended to the scale of the city and further.  
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spaces should be used for is always linked to economic questions. How the functioning of 
the world-economy influences the decision of which spaces are used in which ways is 
explained by drawing on the theory on political geography by Taylor and Flint (2000). 
 
 
2.2 Translating global processes to local experiences  
 
Economic processes on a global scale influences what happens at the scale of the local and 
within the urban system (Taylor/Flint, 2000). The world-economy (scale of reality) gets 
mediated by national and local politics (scale of ideology) to our local daily lives (scale of 
experience) (see fig. 2.2). These three different levels influence each other mutually. 
However, the ‘holistic reality that is the concrete world-economy […] incorporates the other 
scales. […] Hence ultimate explanations within the system must be traced back to this 
“whole”’ (p. 44) as Taylor and Flint state. Ever increasing extension of the capitalist mode of 
production with the ultimate end of ‘accumulation on a world scale’ (p. 190) led to the 
situation that the events that structure our daily lives at the local level occur at a global scale 
(p. 44).  
 
              
 
Fig. 2.2, Division by scale (source: Taylor/Flint, 2000,  
p. 45; adaptation MP) 
 
This does not mean that economic globalization creates global political, social or cultural 
uniformity (p. 298)3. It rather means that the forces behind a variety of national or local 
processes in the realm of the economic, political, social and cultural can ultimately be traced 
back to global processes (p. 312). This influence, anyway, is not executed directly but gets 
mediated and filtered through the ideology of the national and local state (p. 44). Even if 
                                                 
3
 In fact the functioning of Capitalism requires and shapes a economic, social and geographical highly hierarchic 
system and uneven development. ‘Places are explicitly made and broken by sequences of investment’ 
(Taylor/Flint, 2000, p. 312) according to the conditions of capital accumulation.  
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economic processes have primacy over states and politics the two still ‘exist in a sort of 
symbolic relationship, with each needing the other […] [as] every state requires capital 
accumulation within its territory to provide the material basis of its power [and] every 
corporation requires the legal conditions for accumulation that the state provides’ (p. 190).   
 
Both, the economic and policy context have to be considered to get a complete picture of an 
actual local situation. Changes in the issues that are subject to political regulation and 
changes in the way this regulation takes place can be traced back to the changing needs of 
capital accumulation.  
 
2.3 The role of urban policies 
 
According to Taylor and Flint (2000) global processes have to be considered when finding 
explanations for specific local conditions. At the same time they stress out that if we want to 
understand national or global changes we have to look at the concrete local situations (p. 
300), since every global process manifests itself in various concrete local places (p. 315)4. 
Because of questions concerning administration and legitimacy local governments play a 
crucial role in the national political functioning (pp. 316-320); and so do urban policies.  
 
Additionally, the importance of the urban scale got reinforced in the last decades. The 
increasing globalisation of production and consumption brought with it a broad 
reorganisation of the division of functions between actors on different spatial scales. The 
cutting loose of systems of production from their national and regional context, first led to 
broad-scale deindustrialisation and subsequently to regional economic restructuring (Smith, 
2002). This lead to the situation in which: ‘The territorialisation of production increasingly 
centres on extended metropolitan centres, rather than on larger regions: the metropolitan 
scale again comes to dominate the regional scale, rather than the other way round. […] This 
rescaling of production toward the metropolitan scale is an expression of global change; at 
the same time, it lies at the heart of a new urbanism’ (Smith, 2002, p. 434). Connected to the 
new urbanism is a change in the mode urban systems are regulated. 
 
2.4 Urban Entrepreneurialism 
 
In his article on urban governance Harvey (1989) explains that there has been a shift 
concerning the way cities are regulated and the issues that are subject to these new modes 
of regulation. This shift has been classified as the transition from urban managerialism to 
urban entrepreneurialism. The 1970s recession did not only lead to economic changes but 
also challenged the traditional role of the national state as de-industrialisation led to a 
                                                 
4
 Post-structuralist geographers in general and specifically Actor Network theorists focuses on this point and 
argue that in the end everything happens at the ‚ground level’ (Murdoch, 2006, p. 71). According to Actor 
Network Theory what counts is the mobilisation and coming together of actors, therefore Actor Network 
Theory rejects the idea that certain scales determine what happens in others. What counts is not the structure 
(rejection of structuralist approach) but the networks (favouring relational approach) actors sustain. These 
might reach just to the next corner or to the other side of the world. Space in this sense is not divided in scales 
but made up by actions occurring within networks (Murdoch, 2006, p. 70).  
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‘widespread erosion of the economic and fiscal base of many large cities in the advanced 
capitalist world’ (p. 4). While the first concept reflected the commitment of the local state to 
welfare in order to promote social citizenship and collective consumption (p. 15), from the 
1970s on, in many urban projects a public-private-partnership approach was adopted 
extending the sphere of influence of the private sector (p. 8; see Elander/Blanc, 2001 for a 
more detailed discussion). Decision-making competences got to different extends delegated 
to private partners. At the same time local authorities involved in economic development 
activities, positively encouraged by the central administration (p. 4). Promoting the local 
area by creating attractive conditions for capital investment including subsidies and tax 
reliefs for firms, flexibilisation of the labour market and providing necessary infrastructure 
became new fields of action for policy makers (p. 4). The justification for subsidizing private 
firms was that only such measures could let the economy flourish again. In comparison to 
urban managerialism urban entrepreneurialism is characterized by the decision-making of 
non-elected private partners, the involvement of the state in boosting the economy through 
directing their policies less directly to the local community but rather to attract international 
capital and wealthy tourists; arguing that these measures will have positive effects for locals 
in the long run. According to the changing economic focus urban policies directed their 
attention to offering a high quality service workforce (p. 8) and the stimulation of quality 
consumption and cultural activities and the arts (p. 9). Harvey undermines that the ‘urban 
processes under capitalism are shaped by the logic of capital accumulation, they in turn 
shape the conditions and circumstances of capital accumulation at later points in time and 
space’ (p. 3). Swyngedow et al. (2002) show how the New Urban Policy is linked with shifting 
economic demands and policies and gets translated into concrete Urban Development 
Programmes (see fig. 2.3).  
 
              
 
 
Fig. 2.3, The relationship between the New Economic Policy, New Urban Policy and  






      Volkskrantgebouw (source: MP) 
       
    OT301 (source: MP) 
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3. The economic, political and social 
meanings of creativity and culture 
 
 
3.1 From mass production to flexible accumulation 
3.1.1 Fordism 
 
A major shift in the economic functioning has taken place since the end of the 1970s. This 
process has been described as the conversion from Fordism to Post-Fordism. From a rigid 
mode of capital accumulation based on mass production and mass consumption to a more 
flexible one, characterised by the fluidity of capital, the capturing of niche-markets and rapid 
changes in fashion dictums (Harvey, 1990). Due to the advancement of the welfare state as 
part of the Keynesian approach adopted after the Second World War, which guaranteed a 
certain wage and therefore consumption level, the economy in the Western world flourished 
(Harvey, 1990, p. 125). Major features of the Fordist production process where 
standardisation, task specialisation, top-down scientific management, automation and the 
large-scale use of machinery (Kaplinsky, 1993, p. 3). Cost reduction was the main goal behind 
standardized production, as the competitive advantage was the prize of the product. Labour, 
in this sense, was seen as one of the major expense factor that had to be minimised. When 
profit rates began to fall at the end of the 1960s, a logical consequence was the outsourcing 
of production to developing countries where living standards and wage levels were lower.  
 
3.1.2 The New Economy 
 
The ‘competitive response’ (Kaplinsky, 1993, p. 4) that followed in Western countries was to 
focus on product characteristics as competitive advantage. This gave rise to the importance 
of quality, design and marketing. As the criteria of product appraisal changed from prize to 
quality, the required resources for their production also changed. Not only more flexible 
automation technologies for machine adjustment got embraced but also a multi-skilled 
workforce whose different skills could be capitalised according to the respective production 
needs (Kaplinsky, 1993, p. 4). Lash and Urry (1994) add that because of the appraisal of 
multiple-skilled employees and the replacement of top-down decision-making processes by 
more responsibility for the individual worker, flexible production is also reflexive production 
(Lash/Urry, 1994, p. 122). The production process, the management of the same, the 
products, machines and required skills went through a transformation process from broad-
scale to flexible and easy adjustable, in order to respond fast enough to current trends of 
demand and profit from the ability to adjust rapidly. Scott (2004) states that: The New 
Economy consists of ‘a collection of manufacturing and service sectors whose operating 
features involve a high level of organizational and technological flexibility, transactions-
intense inter-firm relations, and the production of design-intense outputs. Significant 
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segments of high-technology manufacturing, business and financial services, and, most 
pertinently for present purposes, the cultural economy fit this description’ (Scott, 2004, p. 
462).  
 
Moving away from the ‘managed economy’ (Audretsch/Thurik, 2001) a structural change of 
the economy could be witnessed additionally. Namely, the increasing rise of small 
enterprises which became substantial carriers of economic growth (Audretsch/Thurik, 2001, 
p. 308; O’Connor, 2007, p. 21). Large-scale production has by no means disappeared ‘but a 
different and much more diffuse, bottom-up model has become increasingly important 
today, and this is focused above all on the innumerable small creative impulses that 
emanate from different segments of the local milieu. […] Each of these impulses my be 
insignificant in its own right, but their cumulative effect over time will often be expressed in 
powerful and durable waves of innovation’ (Scott, 2010, p. 127). Some more of the 
distinguishing marks the New Economy encompasses, which are also characteristics of the 
creative economy are outlined below. 
 
 
3.2 The commercialisation of the cultural experience 
 
Changes in production paradigms are not reduced to the same sphere but are intrinsically 
linked with consumption patterns and extend beyond the direct economic area. The 1970s 
recession got followed up by an economic restructuring (Kaplinsky, 1993, p. 64) which 
extended to the realm of politics, challenging the previous functions of the nation-state. Or 
as Kaplinsky puts it: ‘Each of these production strategies also involves […] in wider societal 
changes which are most appropriate to their functioning’ (Kaplinsky, 1993, p. 6). The 
adoption of liberalisation laws from the end of the 1970s on facilitated the extension of 
economic activities into the former state-led service sector (Harvey, 2005). But the extension 
of economic activities did not end by conquering the service sector. ‘Now the commercial 
sphere is making an equal important shift from being service-related to experience-
orientated. Cultural production represents the final stage of the capitalist way of life, whose 
essential mission always has been to bring more and more human activity into the 
commercial area’ (Rifkin, 2000, p. 8).  
 
3.2.1 The mingling of production principles 
 
What can be witnessed is an increasing infiltration of economic principles first, into the 
traditional field of activity of the state (basically large parts of the service sector) (Harvey, 
2005) and second, into realm of culture and experience (Rifkin, 2000). Art and culture and 
their experience or possession has always been highly imbued with symbolic meaning. What 
Lash and Urry detect is that: ‘Ordinary manufacturing industry is becoming more and more 
like the production of culture’ (Lash/Urry, 1994, p. 123). They turn around the original 
critique of Adorno on the culture industry, pleading against the employment of mass-
manufacturing on cultural achievements (Bernstein, 1991). Lash and Urry’s argument is, that 
the principle of cultural production, which has always been more innovative and design 
intense than the production of other goods, gets increasingly employed in other production 
sectors as well (Lash/Urry, 1994, p. 123). Anyway, it cannot be denied that this process of 
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influence has also taken place the other way round, like Adorno pointed out (Bernstein, 
1991). What becomes evident is, that principles of production from different spheres 
intermingled, mutually influenced each other and gave rise to an ‘economy of signs’ 
(Lash/Urry, 1994) in which ‘no hard and fast line can be drawn between purely symbolic 
goods and services on the one hand and purely utilitarian ones on the other hand’ (Scott, 
2010, p. 116).  
 
3.2.2 The consumption of signs 
 
The flexibilisation of production came hand in hand with the flexibilisation and 
individualisation of consumption patterns, attaching new importance to consumption as a 
means of identity construction. Products, and increasingly services and experiences (Rifkin, 
2000) do have to posses more than just an easy identifiable use-value. Their qualities extend 
very much beyond their material features and immediate uses into a symbolic realm. 
‘Individuals consume meanings and signs rather than the goods or services themselves […]. 
The result is a vast and deeply symbolic consumer society’ (Crewe/Beaverstock, 1998, p. 
290). Consumption, besides its function of satisfying physical needs, becomes a means of 
distanciation and distinction (Crewe/Beaverstock, 1998). In an advanced capitalist society 
meaning, cultural capital and power can be accumulated through consumption (Lash/Urry, 
1994). The selection of the right products to highlight one’s chosen or assigned identity 
occurs on the basis of their actual and supposed qualities. Material, design, incorporated 
labour and the representation of the product merge to a highly symbolic whole. The place of 
production or consumption of a commodity, service or experience is an important ingredient 
in this mixture (Molotoch, 2002).  
 
3.2.3 Place in product 
 
Certain places are known for certain products and products get to stand for certain places. 
Original favourable place characteristics, although difficult to trace back to their very original 
causes (Hall, 1998), can promote the rise of specific industries. Their clustering in a certain 
place can work as a self-propelling mechanism and stimulate the further growth of the same 
industry. A result is that place gets to stand for a product and products incorporates place, 
mutually constructing and self-reinforcing each other (Scott, 2010, p. 124). The mere fact of 
being produced in a certain place can attach symbolic and finally monetary value to a 
product (Molotoch, 2002). ‘Place-specific products accordingly possess distinctive qualitative 
features and are inscribed with localizes reputation and authenticity effects, and thus they 
can be imitated but never completely replicated elsewhere’ (Scott, 2010, p. 124). The 
symbolic importance of place has eventually consequences for the successful production and 
selling of the product that might influence the location choice of companies (Molotoch, 





3.3 The creative economy 
 
3.3.1 Definition of categories 
 
The high symbolic value incorporated in the final product is, what characterises the cultural 
and creative industries (Rutten et al., 2010, p. 2). Because of the difficulty to classify 
products as ‘purely symbolic’ or ‘purely utilitarian’ (Scott, 2010, p. 116) and the increasing 
incorporation of cultural production principles in other production sectors (Lash/Urry, 1994, 
p. 123) fixed definitions of the cultural and creative industries as well as the creative 
economy are also difficult to set up. Different authors have created and used their own 
definitions. Generally a differentiation can be made between the cultural industries, forming 
the core, the creative industries, extending the narrow definition of the cultural industries, 
and the creative economy incorporating the former two plus ICT and research and 
development activities (UNCTAD, 2008). These different sectors consist of the categories 
listed in figure 3.1.  
 
              
    Fig. 3.1, Cultural industries, creative industries and creative economy  
    (source: MP, based on UNCTAD, 2008) 
 
The more detailed definition of the creative industry is outlined by the Rutten et al. (2010), 
referring to the Dutch context. According to this definition the creative industries are divided 
into three subsectors; the arts and cultural heritage, media and entertainment industry and 
creative services (Rutten et al., 2010). A detailed listing of the categories that form the 
subsectors of the creative industry can be found in figure 3.2.  
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Fig. 3.2, Subsectors of the creative industry and the categories they consist of  
(source: MP; based on Rutten et al., 2010; van Aalst, 2005) 
 
 
Even if the creative economy have gained importance and production lays a new emphasis 
on services, culture and experience, it is still debated if these changes can be seen as a 
structural shift. Arguing that there is a quite broad leeway for changes within a certain 
production system some authors stress the possibility of coexistence of different production 
patterns and argue that the talk about a structural shift in the production system is 
exaggerated (Kaplinsky, 1993, p. 1).  
 
3.3.2 The value of information 
 
If Fordism is associated with standardised industrial production and the automation of 
human skills, the relative rise in importance of knowledge for the process of profit 
generation is a feature of post-Fordist economic functioning. Following the reality of 
globalisation, the economic focus of western countries became knowledge-based activities. 
The gain in importance of knowledge gets reflected by the amount of academic and non-
academic literature dedicated to the topic and the classification of the phenomenon with a 
wide range of names by different authors. Cognitive Capitalism (Moulier Boutang, 2007), 
cognitive-cultural economy (Scott, 2007) and connected to this immaterial (Negri/Hardt, 
2000) and intellectual labour or knowledge-based and information society as more generally 
used terms. These theories are especially significant if linked with the relative increasing 
importance of the creative industries. 
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The very basic ideas of all these concepts are summed up in the New Growth Theory, stating 
that new and innovative knowledge, together with high-technology make today’s economic 
growth. The focus lies on novel knowledge in the sense that higher profits can be realised if 
new and monopolistic information can be transformed into pioneering products (Cortright, 
2001). Technical knowledge as well as information about the consumer market is required to 
react fast enough to ever changing trends. Or in the words of Ewen: ‘In a society where 
image-management is a strategy of commerce, industry, and politics, style becomes a basic 
form of information’ (1990, p. 52). But there is still a necessary link missing between these 
two steps of information gathering and transformation of this information into a novel 
commodity. Here the concept of creativity comes into play.  
 
 
3.4 The concept of creativity 
 
3.4.1 Defining the notion 
 
Scott (2010) refers to these three related concepts as ‘learning, creativity and innovation’ 
and states: ‘learning provides important informational and procedural foundations for 
creative activity; creativity itself is more concerned with thought and action […] directed to 
the production of novel insights and perceptions […]; innovation derives from these insights 
and perceptions but is more specifically focused on their implementation in various domains 
of practical application’ (Scott, 2010, p. 119, emphasis in original). The concept of creativity 
is generally linked with notions of originality, fantasy, multi-dimensional thinking, 
unconventional solution-finding and willingness for experimentation. These different terms 
represent different stages in the creative process (Arieti, 1976, p. 210). According to the 
Encyclopaedia Britannica creativity is ‘the ability to make or otherwise bring into existence 
something new, whether a new solution to a problem, a new method or device, or a new 
artistic object or form’ (Britannica.com). This definition should be extended by another 
dimension. A more exact definition of creativity draws on two features. First, creativity is 
about bringing something new into being which, second, is ‘socially meaningful’ in the sense 
that it ‘has inter-subjective significance and that [it] can therefore be apprehended by third 
parties’ (Scott, 2010, p. 120). Exact classifications about the concept of creativity and where 
its boundaries in relation to associated concepts like originality or innovation are, are 
difficult to draw and differ between authors (Arieti, 1976; Hausmann, 1981; Hall, 1998; 
Scott, 2010). Whether creativity is a characteristic that can be attached to the process of 
creating (Arieti, 1976; Scott, 2010) or to the final out-put of this process (Drake, 2003) is also 
a point of discussion. Generally, creativity is not restricted to a certain field of action, 
profession or age5 and is more of a universal applicable quality; well represented in the term 
‘mundane creativity’ (Hall, 1998, p. 6).  
 
 
                                                 
5
 Although Hall states that young people might be more creative, as they occupy a somehow marginal position 
in society and have ‘not fully subscribe[d] to the dominant value system’ (1998, p. 17) yet.  
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3.4.2 Internal explanations 
 
The numerable amount of books written on creativity in the end all persecute the same goal: 
to come to a tangible explanation of the circumstances under which creativity flourishes and 
to detect which measures have to be taken to create such circumstances (Arieti, 1976; 
Hausmann, 1981; Hall, 1998). In the search for the origins of creativity two main approaches 
can be distinguished. Internal approaches focus on the psychological aspects and seek to 
find these explanations within the individual itself. Related to the psychological approach are 
complex cognitive processes of how we perceive our environment, in which way we 
associate symbols and reassemble them in new contexts and finally how the creative 
individual makes sense of the world he/she lives in (Arieti, 1976, p. 37).  Personal 
characteristics and capacities form one necessary part in the emergence of creativity, but as 
individuals are always embedded in specific social contexts, the second approach, which 
looks at the external factors of creativity, should also be considered. 
 
3.4.3 Social conditions for creativity 
 
The external view on creativity again can be approached from two different directions, from 
a sociological and from a geographical one, although they are closely connected. ‘Creativity 
can be seen explicitly as a social phenomenon entwined within overlapping sets of social 
relationships that significantly influence is substance and forms. It follows immediately that 
geography is implicated in these matters, for all social relations are necessarily characterized 
by extensions in space’ (Scott, 2010, p. 121). Creativity is in different ways related to the 
social context in which the individual lives, works and creates:  
 
 First, creativity does not emerge out of nothing but explicitly needs ‘something to 
react against’ (Hall, 2000, p. 646). Hall links the level of creativity that arises within a 
society to the level of revolution within this specific society. Conflicting socio-
economic developments, social tensions, instability and a challenging of established 
values, facilitates the rise of different new thoughts and ideas (Hall, 2000, pp. 645-
646).  
 
 Second, beside the impact of the general social climate, the concrete economic 
conditions, the level of wealth of the community as a whole and of certain individuals 
gets recognised by Hall (2000) as a prerequisite for the realisation of creative ideas. 
Patronage, which postulates a certain degree of wealth, is fundamental for artists or 
scientists to assure their further engagement within their field.  
 
 Third, the creative output needs to be recognised by (at least) parts of the society as 
creative (Scott, 2010). Hall, in this sense, sees the creative individual in a position at 
the edge of society. A member at the margins, but still a member. Half outsider, 
hanging on to and creating new ideas (to reflect critically, a certain distance from the 
mainstream society is required) and half insider, because of the need to 
communicate these ideas to a wider public (Hall, 2000).  
 
 The fourth argument looks at the collective dimension of the process of creation. This 
view turns away from the popular perception of the creative genius as solitary and 
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isolated and positions him/her in an environment where he/she develops, refines 
and realise ideas in the exchange and collaboration with others (Becker, 1982; 
Baycan-Levent, 2009). Directly linked to this issue is the connection between diversity 
and creativity within a society. ‘Creativity, in general, seems to be enhanced by 
immigration and cultural diversity’ as ‘more diverse groups have the potential to 
consider a greater range of perspectives […] and generate more high quality and 
innovative solutions’ (Baycan-Levent, 2009, p. 575).  
 
Anyway, it should be kept in mind that there still has to be something within certain 
individuals that makes them creative and others not. Having said this, social and cultural 
circumstances, which are fundamental, function as a trigger to uncover and display personal 
creativity.  
 
3.4.4 The geographical dimension 
 
Discussing the geographical dimension of creativity, different mutually influencing 
connections between place and creativity can be discovered. The first consideration refers to 
place as a source of stimulation in the sense that ‘localised experience [works] as a source of 
ideas’ (Drake, 2003, p. 515). The brining together of different sorts of local or cultural 
knowledge (i.e. the creative person’s own internalised local knowledge with the local 
knowledge of a new place) might constitute a source of inspiration and offer a novel 
viewpoint on specific issues. This might not just be valid for concrete technical knowledge 
but also for knowledge about different approaches for problem-solving or combinational 
thinking (Baycan-Levent, 2009). Hall (1998, 2000), therefore, classifies cosmopolitan cities as 
a special source of creativity as they unite people with various cultural backgrounds. This 
coincides with the findings of Baycan-Levent (2009) stating that cultural diversity increases a 
society’s level of creativeness and innovation. But, as Scott recognises: ‘Neither cultural 
homogeneity nor exaggerated forms of heterogeneity appear to be conductive to high levels 
of learning and innovation. […] The information load on any individual combines 
reinforcement of the familiar with just a sufficient degree of the unfamiliar as to spark off 
meaningful self-examination about established habit of thought’ (Scott, 2006, p. 8). It gets 
clear that the social and geographical dimension are very much intertwined.  
 
Second, the possibility of place might extend beyond its function of offering a forum for 
knowledge exchange. Hellbrecht (2003) suggests, that ‘the look and feel of an urban 
landscape can play a role in knowledge production processes’ (quoted in Hutton, 2006, p. 
1823) themselves and also Drake states that a ‘place can provide inspiration and a source of 
ideas for individual artists’ (2003, p. 511). He emphasises, although referring to aesthetic 
creativity, that one’s ‘subjective, personal or emotional response to place will affect how […] 
[we] may use the attributes of that place for aesthetic inspiration’ (Drake, 2003, p. 513). The 
third geographical aspect influencing creativity, identified here is the one of physical 





3.5 Physical clustering 
 
Clustering can take place at different geographical levels, like regions, cities, neighbourhoods 
and buildings. The most obvious evidence for the benefits of clustering is, that cities, thus 
places where the proximity between many people is very high, are sites where new ideas 
develop and get realised most frequently (Hall, 1998; 2000). Even though drawing the 
conclusion that a large city automatically is a creative city or that a creative city has to be a 
large city cannot be supported in general, Scott (2004, p. 466) recognises that metropolitan 
areas offer the best environment for the development and realisation of creative ideas.  
 
3.5.1 The original concept of clusters 
 
The traditional perception was that physical proximity between firms leads to economic 
benefits through increasing inter-firm transactions and advantages in terms of commuting 
and job search (Scott, 2010, p. 117). At the end of the 19th century, Alfred Marshall 
indicated, that the clustering of industries would have an additional effect, namely a 
dynamic of innovation arising out of inter-firm proximity (Hall, 1998, p. 302). The basic idea 
is that, because of the gathering of specialised or complementary producers in physical 
proximity a social net for the flow of information will emerge (Scott, 2006, p. 8). ‘Numerous 
studies have shown that such multifaceted processes of contact and interchange are a 
critical factor in the generation of new ideas, sensitivities, and insights in industrial 
agglomerations. […] As extended formal and informal exchanges of information occur in any 
cluster […], considerable learning and sensitization are liable to go on – much of the time 
unselfconsciously – about different aspects of product design, production technology, the 
general business environment, and so on’ (Scott, 2006, p. 8).  
 
3.5.2 Proximity and the New Economy 
 
Even if the original idea of clustering descends from the field of heavy industrial production 
(Hall, 1998, p. 291), it seems to be even more valuable for the sectors of the New Economy, 
for which knowledge and information are crucial and in which the place of production or 
consumption additionally plays an important role for the symbolic value of the product 
(Molotoch, 2002). ‘In fact, much work in the new economy is organized specifically in ways 
that seek to capture and optimize these transactional aspects of creativity’ (Scott, 2010, p. 
120) as Scott states. And: ‘Not least among these agglomeration economies are spontaneous 
information spillovers that stimulate creativity and that partially drive the chronic syndrome 
of ever-shifting product designs and symbologies that runs rife through much of the modern 
cultural economy (Scott, 2010, p. 119). Especially for self-employed, freelance workers and 
smaller firms, which again gained more importance with the rise of the new economy 
(Audretsch/Thurik, 2001; O’Connor, 2007) the building up of work related informational 
networks to keep updated about job opportunities and recent developments in their field is 
crucial for their career (Scott, 2006).  
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3.5.3 Networks and connections 
 
A precondition for creative flows to emerge, are networks of information transmission and 
agglomerations provides a good structure for such channels or nets to come forward (Scott, 
2006, p. 7). Additional infrastructure within clusters, apart from mere working places, might 
function as framework for the appearance of information networks. The gained 
‘information, in turn, may then be incorporated in small innovations and marginal 
improvements in local productive practices. […] An accumulated stream of them can be of 
major significance in helping to maintain the competitive edge of an agglomeration of 
interrelated producers’ (Scott, 2006, p. 8). Or as Hall puts it: ‘If one man starts a new idea, it 
is taken up by others and combined with suggestions of their own; and thus it becomes the 
source of further new ideas’ (1998, p. 303).  
 
Markusen stresses that living or working in proximity is also valuable for artists because it 
stimulates the flow of ‘ideas and feedback […] among informal friendship networks’ (2006, p. 
1934). This process can be further backed through the existence of cafes or collective 
working or exposition space in the vicinity where experiences and information can be 
exchanged and discussed. According to Markusen such settings have an additional effect as 
they contribute to the ‘collective visibility’ (2006, p. 1934) of artists in the city.  
 
3.5.4 Self-sustaining agglomerations 
 
Once established as a cluster, an agglomeration will extend, as long as it is the place to be. 
Not only will there be ‘inflows of talented migrants who recognize that their ambitions are 
most likely to be satisfied in specialized clusters where their aptitudes are most in demand’ 
(Scott, 2010, p. 123) but also established firms may move their business location. This has 
partly to do with the mutual influence between place and product through which successful 
products promote their place of production and increase the attractiveness of that certain 
place as company location for entrepreneurs in the same business. Over time, this will lead 
to a condition in which ‘technological development is limited to well-defined zones’ (Hall, 
1998, p. 197). An agglomeration may reinforce its internal ties as labour force for different 
production steps are drawn from within, but will still be highly connected to other parts of 
the urban economic functioning. Hutton in this context says: Clusters ‘operate not as 
autonomous entities within the urban economy but, rather, function as production 
ensembles intimately linked (and complemented by) local consumption sectors and 
industries’ (2009, p. 988).  
 
3.5.5 A formula for economic success?  
 
Clustering facilitates the emergence of networks. Anyway, a company’s network is not 
restricted to the cluster but extends far beyond. Geographical clustering therefore might 
strengthen certain nodes in a network but should not be overestimated in their impact. In 
trying to answer the question why creative or innovative clusters emerge in a certain place 
Hall concludes that there has not been a satisfactory answer as the very ‘first cause’ is 
difficult to identify (1998, p. 295), especially when only focusing on economic factors. 
Therefore, drawing on Putnam and his study on regional economic development in Italy, he 
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suggests, that: Innovative clusters ‘may be found everywhere, but they are much more likely 
to make their breakthroughs in certain kinds of regions. These regions are characterized not 
by an abundance of fixed resources, but rather by a set of developed social and cultural 
structures favourable to conceptual advances’ (Hall, 1998, p. 302). Policies, increasingly, 
involve in creating favourable conditions for cluster economies to emerge and try actively to 
engineer urban and regional economic development (Turok, 2003). Anyway, the success of 
this approach is not guaranteed as ‘a concept so elastic as the cluster can not provide a 
universal and deterministic model on how agglomeration is related to regional and local 
economic growth’ (Martin/Sunley, 2003, p. 28) and second ‘geographical concentration does 
not mean that this concentration is the main cause of […] economic growth or relative 
success’ (Martin/Sunley, 2003, p. 29).  
 
In the context of the increasing importance of the creative and cultural industries for 
economic growth, the discussion on how to incubate creativeness and innovation and the 
rising inter-urban competition, Florida’s theory of the creative class and the role it plays in 
the creative city narrative is worth mentioning. 
 
 
3.6 Florida’s theory of the ‘creative class’ 
 
In the context of de-industrialisation, the shift to urban entrepreneurialism and the new 
emphasis on cultural production and consumption the paradigm of the creative city arose. 
Especially since the publishing of Richard Florida’s books The rise of the creative class (2002), 
The flight of the creative class (2005a) and Cities and the Creative Class (2005b) there has 
been much discussion around the concept of the creative city. Florida was not the first 
scholar to point out the importance of cultural assets within the city. A number of scholars 
have talked about the concept of a cultural led urban renaissance before him. Anyway, 
Florida’s work plays a crucial role in the contemporary discourse and led to an intensified 
discussion about the topic; evoking tempered reactions from supporters but even more from 
his critics (Peck, 2005; Markusen, 2006; Evans, 2009; Ponzini/Rossi, 2010). 
 
3.6.1 Defining a common denominator 
 
Florida presumes that knowledge and creativity play an important role in the current 
economic functioning and that the existence of these resources, determine the economic 
success or failure of a region. The creative class and the functions it exerts in the current 
economy stands central in his theory. Florida divides the creative class into two groups: ‘I 
define the core of the Creative Class to include people in science and engineering, 
architecture and design, education, arts, music and entertainment, whose economic 
function is to create new ideas, new technology and/or new creative content. Around the 
core, the Creative Class also includes a broader group of creative professionals in business 
and finance, law, health care and related fields. These people engage in complex problem 
solving that involves a great deal of independent judgement and requires high levels of 
education or human capital’ (Florida, 2002, p. 8). In figure 3.3 it gets clear that Florida’s 
definition of the creative class is much broader than the definition of the creative industries 
or the creative economy (see fig. 3.3). What all these occupational groups share and the 
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reason why they together, according to Florida, form a class, is that they ‘share a common 
creative ethos that values creativity, individuality, difference and merit’ (Florida, 2002, p. 8).  
 
                     
 
Fig. 3.3, Florida’s definition of the creative class consisting of creative 
core and creative professionals; (source: MP; based on Florida, 2002, p. 8) 
 
Florida’s categorisation of different occupational groups under the little defined concept of 
the creative class got criticised for various aspects. Ponzini and Rossi (2010) argue that the 
employment of the term creative class and policies directed to this group subsumes a 
number of different actors under a single concept, re-inventing them as a common interest 
group or ‘macro-actor’ (Ponzini/Rossi, 2010, p. 1043). Markusen (2006) states, that the 
members of the creative class have little in common and that Florida equalises creativity 
with levels of high education. ‘It is nearly impossible to conceptualize a common class 
interest for its purported members. […] Recent scholarly work […] demonstrates that the 
‘creative class’ […] boils down to people in occupations defined by high levels of higher 
education. […] Talent, skill, and creativity are not synonymous with higher education’ 
(Markusen, 2006, p. 1921).  
 
3.6.2 Economic growth and the ‘creative class’ – A ‘suggestive correlation’? 
 
As creativity plays a crucial role for contemporary economic success the importance of the 
creative class in political terms can be derived from their economic importance (Florida, 
2005a, p. 26). The few places able to attract a wide range of members of the creative class 
are also the economic front-runners of our time as they consequently succeed in attracting 
more and more production sectors and businesses (Florida, 2005a, p. 145). Through this 
their population, the amount of wage earners and tax payers growth and ultimately the 
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resulting in increase in wealth. In this line of argumentation the creative class does not 
follow employment possibilities but different industries follow the creative class. According 
to Florida not economic features are decisive in attracting the creative class, but openness to 
new ideas, styles and cultures, diversity and the possibility to realise one’s creative potential 
are the basis on which the creative class chooses where to live and to work (Florida, 2005a, 
p. 72). Peck (2005) sums up Florida’s ideas: ‘Growth derives from creativity and therefore it 
is creativity that makes growth; growth can only occur if the creatives come, and the creative 
will only come if they get what they want; what the creative want is tolerance and openness, 
and if the find it, they will come; and if they come, growth will follow’ (Peck, 2005, p. 757). 
Peck classifies this as a ‘suggestive correlations’ (Peck, 2005, p. 757) and has been 
denunciated by others for its ‘oversimplification’ (Ponzini/Rossi, 2010, p. 1041).  
 
3.6.3 Explaining the geography of creativity 
 
According to Florida the geography of creativity can be understood when looking at the 
three T’s of technology, talent and tolerance. The existence or non-existence of every of the 
three T’s indicates the creative potential of a city or region (Florida, 2005a, p. 37). The role of 
technology and talent for economic growth has been appreciated by economists long before 
Florida did (Hall, 1998). Florida adds the variable of tolerance to explain the economic 
success of some places in comparison to others (Florida, 2005a, pp. 37, 68). ‘Truly successful 
societies go out of their way to be open and inclusive, and the places most likely to mobilize 
the creative talents of their people are those that don’t just tolerate differences but are 
proactively inclusive’ (Florida, 2005a, p. 39, emphasis in original). However, the conclusion 
that certain cultural features in a society (and the degree of tolerance is one factor) 
influence their economic position is not a new finding but has been stated by Max Weber at 
the beginning of the 20th century relating the Protestantism and capitalist development to 
each other and later on by Robert Putnam in his study on the economic regional differences 
in Italy (Hall, 1998, p. 301).  
 
 
3.7 Political and social implications of the creative city 
narrative 
 
3.7.1 Making room for creativity 
 
As trendy neighbourhoods ‘are the very front of creativity, essentially because they attract 
creative people’ (Peck, 2005, p. 741, emphasis in original), creating a favourable 
environment for the creative class should be the main concern of policy makers trying to find 
solutions to urban economic decline (Peck, 2005, p. 741). Florida recommends providing ‘the 
physical and social space needed for creative and economic opportunities to take root’ as 
‘cheap but authentic structures have always served as an inspiration and invitation to take a 
chance on our city neighbourhoods’ (Florida, 2005b, p. 259). Beside that ‘cities and regions 
are to be pushed to improve their cultural liveliness, social inclusion and tolerance and, more 
generally, their “quality of life”’ (Ponzini/Rossi, 2010, p. 140). Scott (2010) warns to treat 
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cultural and creative policies as isolated policy issues: ‘Creativity and its specific forms of 
expression […] are induced in complex socio-spatial relationships constituting the local 
creative field, which in turn is centrally rooted in the production, employment, and local 
labour market dynamics of the city. Policies that seek to promote creativity in cities must 
carefully adjust their priorities in light of the different ways in which these relationships 
intersect with one another’ (Scott, 2010, p. 125). Nevertheless, according to Florida it is all 
about attracting a certain population segment, namely an affluent one with a specific taste. 
This reflects the new task policy-makers and other major actors in the city opted for and can 
be interpreted as part of the turn to urban entrepreneurialism (Harvey, 1989).  
 
3.7.2 Universal applicability? 
 
According to Florida, any city, given sufficient political will of its leaders, can actively involve 
in the positive creation of its own future, by focusing on attracting the creative class (Peck, 
2005, p. 747). Because of this apparently quite simple formula the discourse of the creative 
city spread rapidly around the globe and got manifested in special think-tanks, policy 
networks and conferences concerning the topic (Evans, 2009, p. 1006) and seems 
unavoidable for contemporary cities (Evans, 2009, p. 1007; Scott, 2006, p. 10). Re-imagining 
and rebranding of places are the central key-words employed by policy-makers in hope for 
not just attracting the creative class but additionally affluent tourists and investment (Scott, 
2006, p. 10). The strategies employed differ from place to place and get adapted to local 
conditions but the overall lines of development are quite similar (Evans, 2009, p. 1006). Peck 
(2005) identifies common features, which various cities, engaging in the discourse of 
attracting creativity share. The finding of ‘creative leaders; building new systems of 
communication within the local community; enabling artists and other creatives to build 
sweet equity in emerging creative neighbourhoods; promoting the adaptive reuse of 
buildings; supporting festivals and other street-level events; and, above all, being 
“authentic”’ (Peck, 2005, p. 749) are the most important ones.  
 
3.7.3 The role of culture 
 
Additionally ‘all commentators on the topic are accord about the importance of culture in all 
its forms as a key element of the creative city, if only in the sense that the cultural milieu of 
the city provides amenities that are highly valued by creative workers’ (Scott, 2010, p. 125). 
Scott (2006) notes that the existence of a critical amount of creative class members as well 
as the existence of cultural facilities sustain each other as the creative class is involved in 
production as well as in consumption of cultural products and services. ‘Policy makers 
around the world are beginning to recognize this interdependent duality by pressing ahead 
with local economic development programs in combination with cultural promotion efforts 
of various sorts. The latter efforts are often expressed in place-making and place-promotion 
activities and in elaborate programs of urban environmental renovation’ (Scott, 2006, p. 10). 
Through a combination of non-material factors (like the creation of a cultural atmosphere or 
apparently favourable conditions for the emergence of creativity) and material factors (like 
the upgrading of neighbourhoods or the building of museums, event and concert halls and 
the re-use of buildings) urban governments try to attract the creative class (Ponzini/Rossi, 
2010, p. 1040).  
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3.7.4 Culture-led gentrification 
 
The portrayal of the creative city discourse ‘as quasi-scientific policy rationale’ (Evans, 2009, 
p. 1005) has provoked critical reactions among scholars. The concept and its application are 
still quite vague, measuring the effects of policy applications is still problematic and the 
change of enforcing social inequality is quite high (Ponzini/Rossi, 2010, p. 1040). Especially 
the gentrification effect that cultural upgrading of neighbourhoods has is a major point of 
criticism. Cities who opted to actively involve in the creative or cultural city narrative are 
often ‘dominated by up-scale streetscapes, expensive shopping facilities, and well-appointed 
residential enclaves, the latter frequently coinciding with gentrified inner city 
neighbourhoods’ (Scott, 2006, p. 4). Furthermore: The creative class policy has favoured the 
interests of local politicians and their closer institutional partners. […] [This] has proved to be 
concerned more with real estate revitalisation than with issues of social inclusion and life-
chance provision’ (Ponzini/Rossi, 2010, p. 1037). Less affluent inhabitants, according to their 
low bargaining power are the most unfortunate in the process of re-orientation of urban 
policies. Pricing-out and designing-out of local residents are two often witnessed outcomes 
directly related to cultural-led regeneration (Ponzini/Rossi, 2010, p. 1054). In the end it 
seems as if creative class is a new term for the well educated middle-class and that the 
creative class policies are measures to sustain high value production and consumption 
instead of solving poverty-related urban problems. Peck stresses that ‘urban creativity 
strategies facilitate and extend the “third generation” form of gentrification, in which the 
(local) state assumes and increasingly active role in retaking the city for the middle classes’ 
(Peck, 2005, p. 762).  
 
3.7.5 The instrumentalisation of culture  
 
Beside the problematic social implications culture-led regeneration might have, the very 
understanding of notions like culture and art, which are decisive for the creative city 
narrative (Scott, 2010, p. 125), raise some problems. Markusen (2006, p. 1935) points out 
that most artists are aware of the negative effects that culture-focused strategies have on 
lower income groups and the re-direction of support. However, artists are in many cases 
dependent on subsidies and funds and ‘are often supported by elites […] but are, 
nevertheless, frequently opposed to the elite’s values – aesthetic and political. They remain 
a powerful source of articulated opposition to the societal status quo and a major force of 
innovation’ (Markusen, 2006, p. 1922). Supporting artistic production and the building of 
‘entrepreneurial artistic enclaves’ (Markusen, 2006, p. 1936) gets strategically employed by 
developers to make neighbourhoods more profitable. In this context, concepts like tolerance 
and openness or culture and the arts are not appreciated for their own sake, but because 
they are seen as competitive advantages which should lead to economic benefits in the long 
term (Peck, 2005, p. 764). Creative strategies ‘commodify the arts and cultural resources, 
even social tolerance itself, suturing them as putative economic assets to evolving regimes of 
urban competition’ (Pekc, 2005, p. 763). Creative city strategies are in this sense a highly 
ideological tool for ‘on the one hand dealing with the allocation of given material and 
political resources and, on the other hand, institutionally enabling the disciplining of cultural 
actors’ (Ponzini/Rossi, 2010, p. 1053). Finally, the creative city narrative can be classified as 
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‘discursive-regulatory project’ (Ponzini/Rossi, 2010, p. 1043) that perfectly fits the 
entrepreneurial stance city, councils are taking (Peck, 2005, p. 764). ‘City leaders […] are 
embracing creativity strategies not as alternatives to extant market-, consumption- and 
property-led development strategies, but as low-cost, feel good complement to them. 
Creativity plans do not disrupt these established approaches to urban entrepreneurialism 
and consumption-orientated place promotion, they extend them’ (Peck, 2005, p. 761, 





Pakhuis de Zwijger (source: MP) 
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4. Research design and methodology 
 
The theoretical part, outlined above, forms the basis on which the research will be 
conducted. Even though the analysis of the written material is conducted inductively, the 
findings of the analysis will at the end be compared to different theoretical assumptions. 
 
The findings of this research project should lead to insights in how far there are 
contradictions and similarities concerning the motivations, goals and practices of different 
actors that engage in the realisation of broedplaatsen in Amsterdam. The three groups of 
actors that are considered in this research are broedplaatsen-developers and organisations 
managing broedplaatsen, housing corporations and Bureau Broedplaatsen as they form the 
main players in the realisation and maintenance of broedplaatsen.   
 
The whole research project will be conducted applying a qualitative research strategy. 
Analytical tool is the qualitative content analysis by Mayring (2010) which is a tool for the 
systematic analysis of written texts and follows the steps outlined below: 
 
                                       
    Fig. 4.1: Analytical steps qualitative content analysis 








4.1 Assignation of material 
 
The material that is going to be interpreted consists of different sorts of written texts. First, a 
selection of official documents published by Bureau Broedplaatsen were reviewed and 
analysed according to the principles mentioned below (see chapter 4.3). Subsequently, 
partly based on the findings of the employed document analysis, interview guidelines have 
been worked out (see attachments 1-3). The largest part of the analysed material are semi-
structured interviews taken with the head of Bureau Broedplaatsen, housing corporations 
and organisations managing broedplaatsen. All interviews have been conducted using an 
interview guide consisting of a list of topics. Interviews conducted with broedplaatsen-
developers and broedplaatsen-managing organisations all covered the same topics. Separate 
interview guides where used for the interviews with Bureau Broedplaatsen and the housing 
corporations. In total ten interviews where held. Nine of them where recorded and 
afterwards transcribed (see attachments 4-11 & 13). During one of the interviews notes 
where taken and afterwards converted into a running text (see attachment 12). The 
correctness of the information in the text was confirmed by the interviewee. If the 
interviewees whished so the transcribed interviews where send back to them for revision 
and approval.  
 




Prior to the interviews a number of official documents published on the website of Bureau 
Broedplaatsen had been analysed. In the first place, all 20 documents published on the 
website of Bureau Broedplaatsen have been reviewed and checked for there usability. After 
filtering out the yearly and half-yearly reports about the activities and future plans of Bureau 
Broedplaatsen, what was left were only the interested documents for this research left. 
The guiding question in the analysis of these documents was: What are the specific 
motivations and goals of the city of Amsterdam behind its Broedplaatsenbeleid? The results 
of this analysis served as basis to set up a topic lists for the different interviews. The 
following documents (fig. 4.2) have been analysed guided by the principles outlined below 
(see chapter 4.3): 
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The initial goal was to conduct interviews not only with a civil officer from Bureau 
Broedplaatsen but also from other departments within the municipality to which the 
activities of Bureau Broedplaatsen are related. Therefore the following services within the 
municipality of Amsterdam where contacted: 
 
 Bureau Broedplaatsen 
 Economische Zaken (EZ) [Economic Affairs] 
 Dienst Ruimtelijke Ordening (DRO) [Spatial Planning] 
 Dienst Maatschappelijke Ontwikkeling – Kunst en Cultuur (DMO) [Societal 
Development – Art and Culture] 
 
The economic, planning and societal development office replied but were not interested to 
participate in the research project.  They recommended to contact Bureau Broedplaatsen as 
this is the office dealing with all questions related to the Broedplaatsenbeleid. With the head 
of Bureau Broedplaatsen an interview was scheduled and conducted. 
 
4.1.2 Broedplaatsen-developers and managing organisations 
 
On the website of Bureau Broedplaatsen a list can be found with all the projects that 
received subsidies from Bureau Broodplaatsen and therefore can be classified as official 
broedplaatsen. From the 44 projects listed a selection of projects and managing 
organisations were made. Criteria of selection were:  
 
• Size of the project  preference for larger projects because of their 
representativeness 
• Number of projects developed or managed by an organisation  preference for 
larger organisations because of their importance as actors 
• Up-to-dateness of information found on the project or the organisation  
preference for ongoing projects because of interest in the situation nowadays 
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• Diversity of commercial and non-commercial organisations/businesses  preference 
for different views; commercial and non-commercial organisations/businesses might 
have different agendas and look at the same issue from an other point of view 
 
According to these criteria the following organisations where contacted by e-mail and/or 




 Eerste Hulp bij Kunst (EHBK) – 
OT301 
 Kunstwerk Loods 6 
 Creative Spaces 
 Pakhuis de Zwijger 




 Open Ateliers Zuidoost 
 Wittenplaats 
 De IJsbrand 
 Smart Project Space 
 Marci Panis 
 Pakhuis Wilhemina 
 Plantage Doklaan 
 Podium Mozaiek 
 
From these 17 developing or project-managing organisations that where contacted seven 
were willing to participate in the research project. The other ten did not react to the request 
or were not interested in participating. The interviews form the only source from with the 
standpoint on various topics of different broedplaats-managing organisations will be found 
out.  
 
4.1.3 Housing corporations 
 
Housing corporation form another important actor in the realisation of broedplaatsen as 
many buildings where broedplaatsen are accommodated are the property of housing 
corporations. The six most important corporations that play a role in the realisation of 
broedplaatsen are: 
 




 De Key 
 Eigen Haard 
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All six housing corporations where contacted by e-mail and phone. Two were willing to 
participate in the research project. The interviews are the only sources for detecting the 
motivations of housing corporations to participate in the realisation of broedplaatsen. 
In total the following interviews have been conducted: 
 
       
 
        Fig. 4.3, Listing of all interviewees  
 
 
4.2 Research questions for analysis  
 
 
The aim of this research therefore is to investigate in how far there are similarities and 
differences, concerning motivations, aspirations and practical issues between different 
actors engaging in the realisation of broedplaatsen. Therefore the following four research 
questions have been elaborated:  
 
1) What are the motivations of the municipality of Amsterdam behind its 
broedplaatsenbeleid and which goals should be achieved through the policy? 
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2) Which role do cultural, economic and social considerations play in the motivation of 
other actors engaging in the creation of broedplaatsen? 
 
3) Which role do broedplaatsen play for the individual (artist or creative entrepreneur), 
the neighbourhood and the city according to actors engaging in the creation of the 
same? 
 
4) Which problems and obstacles do various actors face when engaging in the creation 
and exploitation of broedplaatsen in Amsterdam? 
 
 
As pointed out by Mayring (2010, p. 56) different directions of content analysis can be 
distinguished. Following the research questions and the set up of the research project the 
aim is to tell something about the subject matter of the selected documents and interviews 
and to filter statements on motivation and reasons to engage in the realisation of 
broedplaatsen. 
 
4.3 Process of analysis 
 
The written material was analysed employing a range of codes and categories that are 
inductively elaborated. The coding and elaboration of categories was done manually without 
using special software. All written material was first limited by looking it through carefully 
and excluding the passages that were not seen as useful for answering the research 
questions. Second, all useful passages are openly coded. The codes are the smallest entities 
of analysis, consisting of meaningful parts of sentences or whole sentences, in which the 
texts are split up. The helping instruments in the process of coding were a ‘coding manual’ 
(Bryman, 2008, p. 283) and ‘code maps’ (Crang/Cook, 2007, p. 143) which have been re-
drawn several times in the course of the analysis. Third, out of all elaborated codes, more 
abstract categories were developed whereby one category incorporates various codes. 
Forth, out of the categories topics were formed. This was done in order to present the 
results of the analysis in a logical succession and structured according to their content 
(Mayring, 2010, p. 98).  
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5. Situating the context 
 
5.1 Bureau Broedplaatsen and its policies 
 
In 2000 the city council of Amsterdam decided to set up what was then called Project 
Broedplaats Amsterdam, nowadays Bureau Broedplaatsen (BB).The broedplaatsen-policy 
was initiated by the municipality of Amsterdam after many squatted buildings in the city, 
which functioned as (sub)cultural hotspots where evicted because of large-scale urban 
redevelopments. Realising that the evicted groups contributed essentially to the 
(sub)cultural scene of the city, its image and its attractiveness the city council decided to 
relocate the former squat-collectives. ‘The council established a working group, which 
recommended investing 100 million guilders (40 million euros) in subcultural infrastructure. 
Paradoxically, this investment was possible because of the huge increase in the prices of the 
council’s own property holdings’ (van de Geyn/Draaisma, 2009, p. 206).This investment in 
(sub)culture has to be interpreted in the context of increasing competition between cities in 
which cultural assets play a more and more important role (van de Geyn/Draaisma, 2009, p. 
206).  
 
Corner points of the programme initiated in 2000 were: 
 
 For minimal 2.000 artists and creative entrepreneurs new workshop buildings have to 
be found and made suitable to their needs (BB, 2001, p. 1). 
 
 The two target groups are individual (semi)professional artists and groups of creative 
entrepreneurs who work in cooperation and whose primary goal is not economic 
success (BB, 2001, p. 3). 
 
 Artists who want to find a new working space through the project Broedplaats 
Amsterdam have to have finished an artistic study, be part of a professional 
association for artists, or can proof that they work as artists (exhibitions, grants, 
commissioned work, etc.) (BB, 2001, p. 3). 
 
 Not included into the target group are artists and creative entrepreneurs who can 
afford to rent for commercial prices, who already have suitable working space or who 
rent legally and whose working place is not threatened by eviction (BB, 2001, p. 3). 
 
 
BB publishes documents about the progress on projects and further plans twice a year. In 




 Since 2008 the Commissie Ateliers en (Woon)werkpanden Amsterdam (CAWA) 
(Commission for artists workshops and living/working edifices Amsterdam) assesses 
if somebody can be classified as professional artist and also calculates if the classified 
artists do not exceed income and wealth limits (BB, 2011, p. 3).  
 
 BB only subsidizes new broedplaats-projects if the maximum rent for CAWA-
classified artists doe not exceed 58 euro/m² per year (v.v.o., i.e. including service and 
common used spaces) including service cost but without gas, water and electricity 
(BB, 2011, pp. 2, 3).  
 
 Anyway, BB promotes a combination of different rental prices within broedplaatsen. 
Other renters than artists, like creative entrepreneurs do not profit from subsidies 
assigned by BB. The rental price creative entrepreneurs have to pay is in most cases 
higher than the subsidized rental price for classified artists (BB, 2011, p. 3).  
 
 The subsidies BB allocates nowadays do not exceed 250 euro/m² in case the 
respective building is used as broedplaats for a period of ten years. If the building is 
used for a shorter period, this results in less subsidy per square meter (BB, 2011, p. 
3).  
 
 In total an amount of 43 million euro has been assigned to the broedplaatsen-fund of 
which 40,9 million euro have been spent till now (stand of January 2011) (BB, 2011, 
p. 10). 
 
 6 million euro have been assigned to the broedplaatsen-fund for the period of 2011-
2014. 
 
 At the moment BB is working on the policy document for the continuance of the 
broedplaatsenbeleid for 2012-2016 (BB, 2011, p. 2). 
 
 
In the period between 2000 and 2010 the following achievements have been made (BB, 
2011, p. 18): 
 
 
 About 50 projects all over Amsterdam have been realised. 
 
 Resulting in 1.372 working space units for artists and creative entrepreneurs. 
 
 In total 105.583 m² have been (temporally) transformed into broedplaatsen. 
 










Since January 2003 broedplaats Xpositron uses two buildings in the Elektronstraat, part of an 
industrial zone in Westpoort (number 13, fig. 5.1). The two buildings together offer nearly 
4,000 m² of working space, partitioned into 54 studios. These are rented to about 70 
businesses with a total of about 100 people working in Xpositron. The broedplaats came into 
being when the collective of artists and entrepreneurs that rented workspace in the old 
Tramremise in Amsterdam-West had to leave their accommodation and was looking for a 
suitable building for relocation. When moving in a subsidy from Bureau Broedplaatsen and a 
discount from the owner Eric de Vlieger made it possible to do necessary construction work 
and prepare the buildings for its new use. In 2003 a rental contract for ten years was signed 
but after five years the two buildings where bought by Stichting Xpositron. The same 
organisation manages the broedplaats (attachment 4, pp. 4-17).  
 
5.2.2 Lingotto // Kauwgomballenfabriek   
 
The commercial project development bureau Lingotto exists since 2000 and is specialised in 
multifunctional and (re-)developments. In June 2006 Lingotto bought the former factory site 
of the chewing gum producer Maple Leaf (number 33, fig. 5.1) which at this point was 
already vacant for ten years. The whole complex situated on an industrial site in Amsterdam-
Oost consists in total of five building. For the redevelopment for the site was done in phases. 
In January 2007 the first renters moved in. Through the incoming rent-flow further 
redevelopment could take place. The redevelopment was partly co-financed through Bureau 
Broedplaatsen with which Lingotto has a ten year contract, expiring in 2016 which obligates 
Lingotto to rent some of their studios to the broedplaatsen target group. At the beginning of 
2007 ten Kauwgomballenstudios have been completed; five of them are rented as 
broedplaats-units. These studios are between 100 and 300 m² and designated for dance and 
theatre. The second building with broedplaats-units comprises eleven studios between 50 
and 80 m². All other units, which are in total 90% of the whole surface of the 




Fig. 5.1, Map of Amsterdam with realised broedplaatsen-projects. Projects the interviewees where engaged in 






5.2.3 Eerste Hulp bij Kunst – EHBK // OT301  
 
The project OT301 came into existence in 1999 when a group of squatters, formerly dwelling 
and working in the OLVG hospital in Amsterdam-Oost, got evicted. Trying to find a new place 
to stay, the group, mainly consisting of artists, squatted the building of the former film 
academy at Overtoom 301 in Amsterdam-West (number 6, fig. 5.1) and founded the 
organisation Eerste Hulp bij Kunst (EHBK). Two years later OT301 got officially recognised. 
The collective signed a four-year rental contract with the former owner stadsdeel Oudwest 
and at the same time where handed over a subsidy from Bureau Broedplaatsen of 770,000 
euro for repair and renovation works. After being closed for the public from November 2002 
till spring 2004 because of a lack in safety standards OT301 now offers living as well as 
working space for young experimental artists, various public facilities like a vegan restaurant, 
two studios for concerts and a cinema as well as a gallery. Since 2006 EHBK is the owner of 
the building. Every renter in OT301 is member of the organisation EHBK, counting 24 
members at the moment and decisions are taken collectively. In total about 50 to 60 people 
use the OT301 building as their working space. Besides offering living and working space the 
public function of the building stands central. Cultural programming with low entrance 
prices is facilitated by occasional subsidies from the Amsterdamse Fonds voor de Kunsten 
(AFK) and the Fonds Podiumkunsten. At the moment EHBK is busy with the project ‘de 
Overhaal’ elaborating a new concept for OT301 with among others including finding an 
operating mode of self-sufficiency and subsidy-independence (attachment 6, pp. 29-36; 
ot301.nl).  
 
5.2.4 Kunstwerk Loods 6 // Quarantainegebouw & Bonte Zwaan 
 
Stichting Kunstwerk Loods 6 was founded by artists and creative entrepreneurs who had 
squatted the building Loods 6 on the KNSM-eiland in the eastern port area of Amsterdam. 
After negotiations with the city administration Loods 6 became officially recognised. 
Renovation works, financed with a loan from housing corporation de Key, followed and were 
completed in 1997. Loods 6 was realised without subsidy from Bureau Broedplaatsen and 
therefore cannot be found in the official list in figure 5.1. Anyway, because of the successful 
concept employed for the exploitation of Loods 6 the foundation was asked in 2005 by de 
Key to manage the Quarantainegebouw (number 10, fig. 5.1); a broedplaats-project de Key 
wanted to set up in one of its properties. Kunstwerk Loods 6 was actively engaged in setting 
up a concept for the project and is now the main renter of the building who sub-rents the 16 
units (including an exhibition room, music studios and a café). The third project Kunstwerk 
Loods 6 manages since 2007 is the Bonte Zwaan (number 20, fig. 5.1). Owner of the building 
with 31 units is also de Key. All three projects are managed according to the same principles, 
have two different rent categories and some sort of public function but differ in size 
(attachment 7, pp. 37-45).  
 
5.2.5 Creative Spaces // Duintjer CS 
 
The former ABN-Amro headquarter building Duintjer CS (not on official map, DCS on fig. 5.1) 
was in 2007 bought by the housing corporation Stadgenoot and investor Vesteda. Part of the 
renters of the former Post CS building, which got demolished, where relocated to Duintjer 
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CS, which is used since July 2008, as working space for creative entrepreneurs. The process 
of relocation was supported by Bureau Broedplaatsen in form of a subsidy. After the 
bankruptcy of the corporation FanU – Venues and More, that initially managed Duintjer CS, 
two years ago Creative Spaces was set up. Creative Spaces helps real estate owners in the 
process of renting their buildings to various smaller parties working in the creative 
industries. Anyway, Creative Spaces does not rent and subsequently sub-rent the 90 units in 
Duintjer CS. The units belong, according to their size, to one of three rent categories. All 
rents are commercial rents, but are a little lower for larger units than for small ones. After 
some uncertainties about the future of the building an arrangement has been made to keep 
the buildings current use till the end of May 2013 (attachment 8, pp. 46-54).   
 
5.2.6 Cultuurfabriek - Pakhuis de Zwijger 
 
Pakhuis de Zwijger (number 27, fig. 5.1) is part of the redevelopment of the southern banks 
of the IJ. Since September 2006 Pakhuis de Zwijger offers studios for permanent as well as 
halls for temporary rent for organisations, businesses and events connected to the creative 
industry. Permanent renters are Cultuurfabriek, Waag Society, Mediagilde, Amsterdams 
Fonds voor de Kunst and radio station Salto. In comparison to other broedplaatsen the 
function of offering a platform for discussion and external events stands central in Pakhuis 
de Zwijger. Stichting Pakhuis de Zwijger rents the building from Stadsherstel and subrents it, 
permanently as well as temporally to third parties. Management and organisation are also 
done by the foundation. Cultuurfabriek is closely linked to the foundation and organises all 
sorts of cultural events taking place in one of the six locations in the Pakhuis. Pakhuis de 
Zwijger is partly subsidised with money from Bureau Broedplaatsen. For temporally rentings 
this means that Cultuurfabriek can choose whether the want to rent out the locations for 
commercial or subsidised prices. Beside that Pakhuis de Zwijger is part of the Kunstenplan 
and therefore also gets structural subsidies from the municipality (attachment 9, pp. 55-62). 
 
5.2.7 Urban Resort  
 
The foundation Urban Resort was set up in 2006. The largest project Urban Resort manages 
is the former building of the newspaper de Volkskrant (number 36, fig. 5.1). There, about 
10.000 m² are sub-rented to artists, creative entrepreneurs as well as social organisations. 
Besides the units that are available for permanent rent, with about 300 renters, the 
Volkskrantgebouw includes various locations that can be rented temporarily as well as a bar 
on the 7th floor. Urban Resort has a rental contract with Stadsgenoot that will expire in 2014. 
Broedplaats Westerdok, Wijk 7, de Vlugt and de Heining are the other projects Urban Resort 
organises and manages (urbanresort.nl) 
 
5.2.8 Kinetisch Noord // NDSM-werf 
 
The former shipyard situated in Amsterdam-Noord offers a very characteristic industrial 
working environment for all sort of different activities connected with the creative 
industries. On two locations, the Oostvleugel and the Kunststad, in the vast shipyard area 
about 7,000 m² indoor space is used for studios. Beside that the NDSM-werf (number 35, fig. 
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5.1) also encompasses an indoor skate park and another 10 hectares of outdoor space 
occasionally used for festivals.  Stichting Kinetisch Noord manages the broedplaats. It was in 
1999 when a group of artists, skaters and architects for the first time presented their 
redevelopment plans for the shipyard to Stadsdeel Amsterdam-Noord. The collective 
Kinetisch Noord, consisting of artists and creative entrepreneurs with different backgrounds, 
did a lot of the construction work themselves that made possible the reuse of the former 




Housing corporation Ymere is owner of the buildings where the following broedplaatsen are 
realised in: Garage Notweg (number 43, fig. 5.1), het Sieraad (number 34), Westerdok 
(number 38), Chiellerie (number 18) and the Frederik Hendrikstraat (not on official map, FH 
on fig. 5.1). The Garage Notweg, the largest of these projects, was realised in 2009 and 
offers more than 2,000 m² of working space to artists and creative entrepreneurs. The 
project also includes a restaurant as well as a community centre. Broedplaats Westerdok 
which offers 15 studios is owned by Ymere and managed by Urban Resort. In het Sieraad has 
eight studios and Chiellerie is an open gallery in the Raamgracht also realised with subsidies 
from Bureau Broedplaatsen (attachment 11, pp. 73-82; 
bureaubroedplaatsen.amsterdam.nl). 
 
5.2.10 De Alliantie 
 
Housing corporation de Alliantie is engaged in two broedplaatsen-projects at the moment. 
Studio OH3 (number 39, fig. 5.1) offers about 3,500 m² of space to artists, creative 
entrepreneurs, various organisations and a coffee corner. The broedplaats is managed 
Codum. The second project is the former ACTA-gebouw which is not realised yet. For this 
project de Alliantie is negotiating with Urban Resort to take over the management of the 
same. Beside broedplaatsen-units it is also planned to accommodate students there, once 









6. The relevance of broedplaatsen 
 
In the following chapter the results of the analysis of the transcribed interviews and the 
documents are presented. The statements made by the interviewees and the publication by 
Bureau Broedplaatsen (BB) are categorised and grouped into seven different topics. Each of 
the seven topics is divided into various subchapters representing different issues the 
interviewees where talking about. It was tried to fully represent the interviewees’ 
perspectives on the various issues and to emphasis similarities as well as contradictions 
between the views of all the interviewed persons. The conducted interviews as well as the 
used documents from BB are in Dutch. Quotes which make clear or underline positions of 
the interviewees and BB were translated into English by the author. All direct original quotes 
are listed at the end of this document. The page numbers behind quotes, if not indicated 
differently, refer to the transcribed interviews combined in the appendix.  
 
The different topics and subchapters overlap at several points. Anyway, it has been tried to 
define the scope of every topic and subchapter and to avoid repetitions. Because of the fact 
that the belonging of various statements to certain topics or subchapters is not definite, the 
whole chapter should be read as a whole in order to fully grasp the different standpoints of 
the actors.  
 
Each subchapter ends with a table summing up the most important issues and positions 
presented in the respective chapters. If an interviewee is not included in the summarizing 
table, it means that the respective person did not mention his/her attitude about the issue.  
 
The first six subchapters summarize the positions of different actors about the role 
broedplaatsen fulfil in the urban functioning. Subchapter 7 is a collection of statements of 
criticism on the direction of the broedplaatsenbeleid and practical issues the realisation and 
management of broedplaatsen is linked to.  
 
6.1 Cultural production and consumption  
 
Regarding the topic of culture BB states that the goal of the broedplaatsenbeleid is to keep 
Amsterdam a city, artists feel attracted to and where artists want to establish themselves 
(BB, 2005a, p. 1). The aim is to underline the place qualities of Amsterdam artists might 
appreciate: 
 
 ‘Artists, the subculture with its multiple squat collectives, artisans and the free 
spaces at the edges of the city have lend Amsterdam its unique character and its 
allurement as diverse, tolerant and creative city’ (BB, 2008, p. 71). 
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6.1.1 ‘Space for creativity is after all essential for Amsterdam’ 
 
The instrument to achieve the stated aim is the creation of ‘affordable work and 
presentation spaces [that] create chances for talent and experiment’ (BB, 2005a, p.22). The 
emphasis here lies on the relatively low rental price of the new created work spaces. This 
intention has been formulated on the basis of the facts that: 
 
 ‘Amsterdam is still a popular location to settle down for creatives from all over the 
world’ (BB, 2005a, p. 13). 
 
 Each year hundreds of students finish their art and art-related studies in Amsterdam 
(BB, 2005a, p. 1). 
 
 ‘The demand for suitable and affordable accommodation within the target group is 
still high’ (BB, 2005a, p.14). 
 
 ‘According to the Rietveld Academie and the Sandberg Instituut, the best qualified 
students leave Amsterdam after graduation because of scarceness of affordable 
living and working space’ (BB, 2005b, p. 115). 
 
 ‘Broedplaatsen offer the perspective for, often foreign, top talents to encounter 
(living and) working space’ (BB, 2005b, p. 96) 
 
 ‘Space for creativity is after all essential for Amsterdam’ (BB, 2008, p. 57) 
 
The goal is: 
  
The ‘realisation of small-scale infrastructure for (mainly) non-commercial, cultural 
entrepreneurs, especially (semi-)professional artists and the creations of conditions 
for a sustainable maintenance of the same infrastructure in the city’ (BB, 2001, p. 38).  
 
With the expected output that: 
 
 ‘The amenities offer cultural entrepreneurs a chance to start and continue a 
cultural/artisan venture’ (BB, 2001, p. 19). 
 
 ‘Broedplaatsen offer the opportunity for creatives, in the broadest sense of the 
word, to conquer, in their own way, a place in Amsterdam’ (BB, 2008, p. 510). 
 
Ivo Schmetz (EHBK) agrees that its difficult for starting artists to find affordable workspace 
and that the city, if it wants to profile itself as a creative centre, has to take adequate 
measures. 
 
‘For young artists, yes, it is very difficult to find a place. Because…Amsterdam is very 
expensive. And Amsterdam is a city that, in a way always…profiles itself as creative 
city. Where the creative industry is also important. So then I think you also have to do 
something for it’ (p. 3511).  
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The vision of Ina Pronk (Kunstwerk Loods 6), regarding the importance of affordable studios 
for artists coincides with the motives of BB:  
 
‘I think it is important that artists get a good place in the city because otherwise the 
all leave the city. That also impends a bit and this was the most important reason why 
BB was founded. They just saw all the artists…or the go abroad or they go to another 
city because here there are no…there where no spaces available’ (p. 4312). 
 
That is why she also appreciates the measures taken by BB: 
 
‘What I think is very positive is, that through the foundation of BB many buildings 
emerged where artists got some space. I think that is really a huge advantage’ (p. 
44)13. 
 
Eva de Klerk (Kinetisch Noord) also is positive about the fact that through the work of BB 
affordable working spaces for artists have been realised and that the initiation of the policy 
was demand-led (p. 98). Nico de Wit (Creative Spaces) on the other hand is more sceptical 
about subsidies directed to the arts: 
 
‘I share the opinion that…you should appoint money to boost the creative sector 
every now and then. For artists I’m a bit more hesitant’ (p. 53)14.  
 
‘I have difficulties with that. Who is going to label that? Who, what and why?’ (p. 
5215).  
 
‘In fact you then end up in a more, or maybe exclusively, political area. Do you want 
that? Should you want that?’ (p. 52)16. 
 
6.1.2 The public function of broedplaatsen 
 
BB states that beside the fact that broedplaatsen fulfil the need of artists and creative 
entrepreneurs in search for affordable working space they also have the potential to enrich 
the supply of cultural events in the city (BB, 2001, p. 1).  In some cases, they are places 
where both, cultural production and consumption takes place.  
 
OT301 is one of the places where the public function is most visible. Ivo Schmetz explains: 
 
‘This building…and it was in first instance meant for artists. Young artists who could 
work here. But at the same time also with a public function to show things’ (p. 2917). 
 
‘For an affordable price, so to say. Thus not, so to say, the high standards you have 
everywhere. You know, we try to keep everything low’ (p. 3018). 
 
Ina Pronk also advocates the idea of broedplaatsen that comprise a public function and she 
detects some other advantages a public function brings about: 
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‘This gives such a building de possibility to encounter each other if you rent a studio 
there and to present itself. That you are not a closed…workshop building. That you 
organise activities. And with that you also divulge your building and also find renters 
more easily. Who then again find it appealing to rent in a building where all sort of 
things happen’ (p. 4419). 
 
The group who built up Xpositron had a similar ideal, namely to open up a project and 
exposition space close to the entrance of their building. Unfortunately this could not be 
realised (p. 5).  
 
6.1.3 ‘There is no culture without subculture’ 
 
Another initial motive to launch the broedplaatsen-policy was, because of urban re-
development projects, especially at the banks around the IJ, many squatted buildings where 
evacuated. With the disappearance of these buildings also the possibilities for affordable 
alternative ways of working and living disappeared (BB, 2001, p. 1). At the same time 
subculture plays an important role in keeping up the city’s image as creative and free-
minded and the city authorities appreciate the ‘unexpected, spontaneous or informal 
encounters and activities in Amsterdam’ (BB, 2005a, p. 1) to which artists and creative 
entrepreneurs contribute to.  
 
Ivo Schmetz sees OT301 as a place that offers the possibility to engage in the production of 
subcultural and alternative projects and programmes: 
 
‘And this is also determined in our statute that we want to be a place for young 
artists and experimental performing arts and for young talent and young people who 
can evolve here’ (p. 3020). 
 
They want to be a place where artistic experiment is not just programmed, but also a venue 
where the same can be experienced and consumed: 
 
‘I think that we are a supplement to the normal programming and…stream of acts 
and presentation in the city. I think that we indeed offer something that other places 
don’t have’ (p. 3421).  
 
‘Things that are very low key, low profile and which cannot yet perform on podia like 
Paradiso or Melkweg and clubs and so on’ (p. 3422). 
 
Low prices, for rent as well as for entrance fees play a crucial role to ensure that the current 
function of OT301 can be maintained: 
 
‘It’s important for the future to look [...] how we can keep existing and still be what 
we are? This means handling low prices, for renters but also low prices for concerts 
and performances. Because this is important for the city. A place like this is a place 
where subculture comes from. And we always said: There is no culture without 
subculture. And we also want to stay like that, so to say. A place where things come 
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into existence and things get incubated, so to say. In fact, a sort catalyser for small 
new initiatives and things’ (pp. 32, 3323).  
 
Bas van de Geyn (Urban Resort) also thinks that the most important measure to assure the 
development of new ideas is to keep rental prices low: 
 
‘That is very pleasurable and that is also a guarantee, if things fail maybe. Or that you 
just can make your art, like you want to make it’ (p. 9324). 
 
Former squatted buildings that grow to subcultural hotspots provided a certain seedbed for 
innovations to emerge. For Bas van de Geyn they serve as a role model and example of what 
broedplaatsen could be. For him a broedplaats should try to capture exactly this essence. 
There are a number of examples of innovations that arose out of the former free spaces that 
underline their cultural importance. 
 
‘Like the emergence of the first…internet culture I almost have to say. The thought of 
an open source internet. A large part of the whole club culture in Amsterdam, which 
was very progressive at that time developed at that moment and…on the cultural 
level. So all sort of possible forms of theatre, urban experiment’ (p. 8825). 
 
Nico de Wit (Creative Spaces), again, has his doubts about subsidising artistic experiment: 
 
 ‘I think that everybody has to ask himself: What am I going to do? Okay, I’m going to 
be an artist. Fine. Is there demand for it? Am I...Mick Jagger? Yes, there is demand! 
I’m going to make a lot of money. Fine, go ahead. But if you are an amateur, also fine. 
But don’t expect that you get something for it. Than it’s more like a hobby than’ (p. 
5426). 
 
Another critique, although in the opposite direction is articulated by Bas van de Geyn: 
 
 ‘What of course is a pity is […] that they [BB] did not create space for, so to say free 
spaces, like […] the former old Graansilo. The level and the scale of the places as they 
were at the end of the ‘90s did not return with the broedplaatsenbeleid. And that is 
actually a big deficiency of the broedplaatsenbeleid, that this was not achieved. That 
was the original idea’ (p. 95 27).  
 
Eva de Klerk (Kinetisch Noord) sees it similarly and thinks that the broedplaatsen who form 
the cultural humus layer of the city, are the last resorts where the liberal image of the city is 
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Fig. 6.1, Summary of different positions from various actors on the role of broedplaatsen for the cultural,     
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6.2 How to stimulate creativity 
 
Besides simulating artistic creativity and production broedplaatsen are also expected to 
boost creativity in other fields than just the arts, namely in the sectors of the creative 
industry.  
 
6.2.1 Locational preferences 
 
Beside the category of the rental price, the characteristics of a location play an important 
role in the question why artists and creative entrepreneurs prefer certain location over 
others. This is an indicator for which sort of environment can work as a source of inspiration. 
 
‘In what remains regarding our comparative advantage, “high concept” and design 
are essential. This requires an environment that stimulates innovation, dynamic and 
unexpected connections. Because the broedplaatsen-policy exceeds much beyond 
the domain of the arts’ (BB, 2005b, p. 928).  
 
Eva de Klerk agrees that the renters on the NDSM-werf appreciate the special place where 
they are working: 
 
‘Special building, raw and monumental, a nice rough environment and much outdoor 
space’ (p. 9729) are the characteristics that make the make the former dockyards an 
attractive location.  
 
Monique Cruijff (Lingotto) thinks that the renters in de Kauwgomballenfabriek value similar 
characteristics: 
 
‘You know, it’s a bit raw, not everything with low ceilings and totally sleekly polished. 
[…] Many renters perceive this as very appealing’ (p. 2630).  
 
‘And we think that’s attractive for artists but also for commercial establishments. 
Because it gives a certain vibe that you’re in such a building…It didn’t turn into a dull 
office building. And it also attracts a certain kind of renters through this’ (p. 2531). 
 
Beside the fact that artists and creative entrepreneurs appreciate the some sort of rough 
surroundings Bas van de Geyn (Urban Resort) detects another feature he thinks, at least 
parts of the renters in the Volkskrantgebouw welcome. Namely, a certain degree of 
unfinishedness, that creates the feeling of having the possibility to give shape to your own 
working environment. 
 
‘An environment that isn’t programmed yet and where you have the feeling, that you 
can contribute yourself to that. The requests we get from people: I would like to haul 
out my roof or I would like to replace that wall. That’s what the building also radiates, 
so to say. For a lot of people’ (interview 10, p. 9332). 
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Not just for the permanent renters the Volkskrantgebouw is an inspiring place to come up 
with new ideas. Also the temporary renters appreciate a certain soberness.  
 
‘The project space we have on the second floor is basically a total bare and austere 
room. Where you have more or less nothing. And where you think like: What’s 
special about it? But the funny thing is that we rented it a few times to people who 
[…] perceived it as an incredible stimulating environment. With small units all around 
it, where people are busy doing something. Where you’re going back to basic in order 
to develop your things. And then you sit in an austere room where certainly not 
everything is arranged. But, yeah, where you can, out of nothing, create your ideas. 
[…] In this sense the Volkskrantgebouw offers […] that an interesting culture 
emanates from there, or bridgings; that new and exiting bridgings can be made for 
the creative economy’ (pp. 92, 9333).  
 
The feeling artists and creative entreprenerus get from a certain building or the larger 
surroundings they are situated in are also recognised as important by Nico de Wit (Creative 
Spaces). He lays his emphasis on the feeling of freedom that stimulates the upcoming of 
creative ideas. 
 
‘Here [terrace of the Duintjer CS building] they can make there calls, smoke a 
cigarette. We also facilitate that. It also evokes a certain feeling. A feeling of freedom. 
Well, in freedom of course, creativity gets the best opportunities. So, we support 
that’ (p. 5034). 
 
6.2.2 ‘People stimulate each other, that’s what I believe in’ 
 
Not only the environment one is situated in plays a role in fostering creativity but also 
different sorts of contact with people around one can contribute to the emergence of 
creativity and innovation. 
 
BB assumes that: 
 
 ‘Within the (living)working spaces synergy between different cultural undertakers 
takes place’ (BB, 2001, p. 135). 
 
Monique Cruijff (Lingotto) approves that here and there mutual creative stimulation takes 
place in de Kauwgomballenfabriek (p. 27) and Ina Pronk (Kunstwerk Loods 6) also thinks that 
creative cross-pollination can lead to the development of new ideas which play an important 
role in the urban functioning. 
 
‘And it is…for a city, in my opinion quite important if you talk about new 
developments, the generation of new ideas. And than you also need places where 
people can come up with such an idea. And that stimulates…people stimulate each 




For Paul Meijer, it even was the reasons, he explains, why he and a group of other people set 
up Xpositron after they had to leave their former location de Tramremise, where different 
creative entrepreneurs and artist shared their working place.  
 
‘The synergy that arose in de Tramremise, we perceived it as very special. […] All 
different sorts of partnerships. And we had something like: It’s a great pity if you 
loose something like that’ (p. 1237). 
 
Synergy, partnerships and working together on projects is the main advantage Paul Meijer 
detects when he explains what makes a building like Xposition special. This is also the reason 
why they changed their criteria for the selection of new renters. While previously they just 
had to fulfil formal criteria, nowadays it is looked at if they can contribute somehow to the 
Xpositron-collective. 
 
‘In fact what has to be considered first is what can have an additional value for 
Xpositron. For the facilities as well as for the community in Xpositron. So since about 
two years that is our priority. And that yields first fruits. Because before that it was 
basically that an empty room had to be filled. […] And it seemed that that wasn’t 
enough. That we just…need people who…can make the building a more vibrant place, 
or who have more demand for synergy with others’ (p. 838). 
 
6.2.3 ‘You see people coming together and something beautiful comes into 
being’  
 
Mutual creative stimulation and cooperation with changing partners on single projects are 
seen as relatively important for small enterprises operating within the creative industry and 
are the main reason why physical clustering is preferred by many of them. BB in this context 
states: 
 
‘Today you are working together with one person, tomorrow with another one and 
another day you work on your own projects. Today one is the client of the other and 
tomorrow the roles are changed. Thereby disciplines get mixed up as well as the 
difference between artistic and commercial activities blurs’ (BB, 2005b, p. 939).  
 
Paul Meijer (Xpositron) explains that he actively tries, especially when new renters move in, 
to lay connections between them. In his opinion a diverse mix of different disciplines helps 
to enliven cooperation between renters (p. 9).  
 
‘It’s nice to see that people with different backgrounds, that there are similarities but 
that there are also very clear differences. That you can complement each other, 
exactly because of these differences. And similarities make it possible that you can 
work together is this way here’ (p. 1240).  
 
‘It’s like one plus one is three, or even more than that. And this, yeah, you easily walk 




Onno Warns (Cultuurfabriek) explains that the initial idea when Pakhuis de Zwijger was 
realised was a similar one: To bring together people who are all occupied with cultural and 
creative activities, but who all have their own specialism (pp. 56, 57). 
 
Commonly used spaces, beside the private studios, can facilitate the process of people to 
meet and becoming acquainted with each other. Ina Pronk states that all the buildings 
Kunstwerk Loods 6 manages have a location where the renters can get into contact with 
each other.  
 
‘And artists and firms who rent here could come have contact with each other and 
could do things together. And it would be easier to for a creative group to come up 
with things or just…to have a drink or a coffee together. That was the initial idea. 
And…actually it still is’ (p. 3743).  
 
Nico de Wit (Creative Spaces) has a similar opinion. Through common-used spaces, like the 
terrace in the case of Duintjer CS, and formal or informal events, people get the opportunity 
to simply chat with each other but also to exchange ideas. 
 
‘And through the organisation of get-togethers and people who just smoke their 
cigarettes here [on the terrace] […] you get cross-pollination. And what is there that’s 
more beautiful than that you see people coming together and tic, tic, tic, tic, tic, tic – 
something beautiful comes into being. And just like that a new undertaking is born. 
That’s how it works’ (p. 5044). 
 
The opportunity to easily meet other people at the one’s working place, according to Ina 
Pronk (Kunstwerk Loods 6), also makes it more attractive for people to rent a studio in a 
certain building – at least for some (p. 42). 
 
‘The advantage is that you quickly get in contact with other creatives. That’s also the 
reason that people want to rent a room in a building like this. But of course not every 
renter is looking for contact with others’ (p. 4245).  
 
To meet and getting to know people who are busy with similar things like one self seems to 
be one advantage artists and creative entrepreneurs value about renting space in 
broedplaatsen. The reasons are diverse. Developing new ideas and translating them into 
new projects together with the person you meet next door, or simply having some social 
contacts at your work place when you are self-employed or a one-man-business (p. 93).  
 
Bas van de Geyn (Urban Resort) explains what it is exactly that makes it attractive to work in 
a building together with a lot of different people, small businesses and organisations: 
 
‘That you meet like-minded people in an edifice. So that you have people on your 
floor who are in more or less the same situation like yourself. And that you’re not just 
sitting in your own little studio and are limited to your own way of thinking. But that 
you also can walk to the studio next door and think like: Hey, he’s busy with similar 
things’ (p. 9346). 
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But also a certain variation and diversity of people with different backgrounds gets cherished 
like Paul Meijer explained above. The same is valid for the projects of Urban Resort for which 
Bas van de Geyn conludes: 
 
‘That you on the other hand also can engage in unusual associations. Many people 
also conceive that as inspiring in a place like the Volkskrantgebouw. […] We often 
hear from renters that they like it if unexpected people moving in next to them. […] 
You’re getting in contact with people on your floor you maybe would not expect. 
That can simply be that you make a nice acquaintance, but it can also result in more’ 
(p. 9347).  
 
Onno Warns (Cultuurfabriek) also underlines the benefits people can have from working 
next to or meeting other people not necessarily from within their own professional group. 
That is the reason why Cultuurfabriek organises meetings where they try to bring together 
people from different contexts and with different backgrounds. 
 
‘We organise usually organise de Tafel voor 50 once in two months. Everybody invites 
some people of his/her own network, people with whom they recently had contact 
with. Because of the different networks which come together during a dinner, you 
get new encounters you normally would not get. If you organise a network dinner 
just for photographers, 90 percent of the people know each other. It’s more the idea 
that you meet someone new. […] We understand each other but we still do different 
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6.3 The economic role of broedplaatsen 
 
6.3.1 Facilitating creative entrepreneurs 
 
The initial motive of the municipality to engage in the creation of broedplaatsen was the 
scarceness of affordable small-scale working space artists as well as entrepreneurs and small 
businesses occupied in the creative industry. 
 
‘The central issues where the Programma Broedplaatsen is focused on, is the lack of 
sufficient affordable space. The supply of small-scale office and business space, 
according to research conducted by the Dienst Onderzoek en Statistiek [Bureau of 
Statistical Research], declined the last few years’ (BB, 2008, p. 1549). 
 
In this sense it is not only a stated goal of BB to accommodate the arts but also to offer 
affordable small-scale units to small businesses operating within the creative industry. 
Monique Cruijff (Lingotto) and Nico de Wit (Creative Spaces) both notices this lack and 
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turned the supply of small-sized working space units into their businesses case. Nico de Wit 
explains: 
 
‘Meanwhile I realised that there is a huge market demand for small-scale business 
spaces. And therefore, together with the owner of Venues [FanU – Venues & More], I 
built up Creative Spaces’ (p. 4750). 
 
Working together with real estate owners who want to rent out their vacant buildings, 
Creative Spaces tries to be the missing match between small enterprises and real estate 
owners in possession of large-scale vacant buildings. 
 
‘Creative Spaces is a venture with the goal to simply bring together demand and 
supply’ (p. 4751). 
 
‘Because what is nicer than…to make agreements with different parties so that the 
one sides sees their vacancy problem resolved and also some money; realises some 
cash flow. And the other party, well, can rent a nice location under favourable 
conditions’ (p. 4752).  
 
Onno Warns (Cultuurfabriek) is positive about the achievements of BB concerning the 
realisation of affordable working space for small businesses. 
 
‘They have made possible a lot of things. It suits the needs of hundred, thousand 
small firms that otherwise would not make it. With such a small organisation they 
realise quite a lot’ (p. 6153). 
 
6.3.2 Public funds for the creative industry – ‘Why actually?’ 
 
The question, to which groups subsidies should be directed to and if small firms within the 
creative industry should receive tax money at all is much debated. Jaap Schoufour from BB 
justifies the subsidising by underlining the economic value of broedplaatsen: 
 
‘Broedplaatsen are of course also accumulations of employment. They are not 
subsidy-slurping artist colonies. That’s applied entrepreneurism. Money is earned 
there’ (p. 6654). 
  
Ellen Ros (Ymere) thinks that it is positive that the scope of the broedplaatsenbeleid includes 
more professional groups than just artists: 
 
‘I think it’s good that they don’t just look at creatives, but also include creative 
craftsmanship, creative commercial activities’ (p. 8055).  
 
Others are much more critical about directing tax money to the creative industry in form of 
subsidising rents. Eva de Klerk (Kinetisch Noord) and Bas van de Geyn (Urban Resort) criticize 
the inclusion of entrepreneurs occupied in the creative industry into the target group of the 
broedplaatsen-policy. Eva de Klerk states: 
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‘The target group has gotten broader. The creative industries nowadays are also 
included, but they survive on the market on their own. They don’t need any public 
funds for that’ (p. 9856).  
 
The linking of the broedplaatsenbeleid to an economic agenda is the major point of his 
criticism of Bas van de Geyn on the current direction the development of the policy has 
taken. 
 
‘And here lies a big part of the critique so to say. That the broedplaatsenbeleid is 
quite limited to the stimulation of the creative economy. […] It’s the linking of the 
broedplaatsenbeleid to the creative industry. The moment of its economic 
translation, which always forms the basis for these sorts of policies. That it actually, in 
large part, overlooks the goal that we actually should broaden the economic 
objective’ (p. 9457).  
 
Nico de Wit (Creative Spaces) is critical about subsidising the arts but also is against spending 
public money on creative entrepreneurs. His argument is in line with the argument laid out 
by Eva de Klerk. 
 
‘Well…that sort of people, they make money. So you don’t have to pamper them. 
They simply should take care of themselves. And beside all sort of real estate effects 
it leads to if you subsidies things, I think it’s accurate to treat businesses, which are 
busy in the same domain, equally’ (p. 5158). 
 
This second argument is based on the conviction that political interference disturbs the 
functioning of the market: 
 
‘What I think is very tricky about broedplaatsen is that you […] disturb the market 
conditions. I still think it’s strange that you have to buy milk for one euro while 
somebody else can buy it for 50 cent. That’s just odd’ (p. 5359).  
 
Even though he thinks that creative entrepreneurs and artists are important for the city he 
does not support they idea of subsidising them; at least not with public money. Instead he 
advocates that companies within the creative industries, if they have a promising idea but 
not sufficient start-up capital, to look for private investors (p. 52).  
 
Onno Warns (Cultuurfabriek) asks why it has to be the creative industry that gets subsidies 
and reacts to the argument brought forward by BB that the creative industry has some sort 
of additional value for society: 
 
‘The creative industry is the core of the municipality of Amsterdam…and they spend 
quite a lot of money on it. Than you can ask yourself: Why acutally? The 
argumentation is always the additional value, the societal value of the creative 
industry. And I think that the creative industry itself, most of the time doesn’t want 




6.3.3 ‘…to attract interesting folks from near and far’ 
 
To keep and further strengthen the attractiveness of Amsterdam as a city to live, work and 
visit is also mentioned as an objective the broedpplaatsen-policy should contribute to. Jaap 
Schoufour (BB) explains what is characteristic about Amsterdam and makes clear what the 
objective is. 
 
‘The essence of Amsterdam – dynamic, diverse, creative, intensive. These are all 
things that are connected with Amsterdam. You let surprise yourself to suddenly 
encounter, next to something expensive, a small strange gallery or something like the 
Volkskrantgebouw, whatever. This is very essential’ (p. 7161). 
 
‘The essential thing is that we want to keep this city diverse, creative, dynamic and 
intensely used. And therefore new broedplaatsen have to be realised’ (p. 6662).  
 
For BB, broedplaatsen play a crucial role in the aspirations to keep Amsterdam an attractive 
city. Especially underlined gets the innovation they might contribute to. This is important to 
attract certain groups into the city.  
 
‘The broedplaatsen-policy can be of great value; as urban yeast that makes 
innovative processes possible. […] A city where the chemistry enables that a 
hotchpotch turns into gold, attracts interesting folks from near and far’ (BB, 2005b, p. 
1163).  
 
‘Amsterdam has to reinforce its position as creative city and has to develop itself to a 
city that knows how to attract and to keep hold on creativity’ (BB, 2005a, p. 164). 
 
BB concludes that as a consequence of its vibrant and innovative image Amsterdam will also 
be able to allure more tourists (BB, 2001, p.1). Eva de Klerk also thinks that broedplaatsen 
play a role in attracting visitors to the city. At least for the NDSM-werf she states that many 
visitors from within the city as well as from the rest of the country and abroad come to visit 
the former dockyards (p. 97). Paul Meijer (Xpositron) names another aspect how 
broedplaatsen can contribute to the positive image of Amsterdam: 
 
‘There is a range of very nice examples of products that have been developed in this 
building. And, what we didn’t know at the beginning was, that this impact would be 
world-wide. So, the impact is economically, as well as for the name of 
Amsterdam…really good I think’ (p. 1465).   
 
6.3.4 The New World of Work 
 
According to Nico de Wit (Creative Spaces) and Bas van de Geyn (Urban Resort) 
broedplaatsen meet the needs for small-scale working space of many businesses occupied in 
the creative industry. They both link the attractiveness of broedplaatsen for certain 
businesses to the New World of Work.  
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‘We have the phenomenon of the New World of Work. The New World of Work is that sort of 
things [points to a young man on the terrace talking on his mobile]: We walk around on 
terraces, we smoke cigarettes, we have the mobile, the smart phone, at hand. And 
meanwhile we continue earning money. In these days you are...in many fields you are able to 
earn money in very special ways. And it is not anymore like that, that you have to be at a 
certain place at nine o’clock from where you are allowed to depart at five’ (p. 4966).  
 
Bas van de Geyn explains how the working world of many people settled in the 
Volkskrantgebouw is like: 
 
‘…In fact the whole story about the New World of Work. […]. There are people in this 
building who are quite far in the supply chain and who have decided: I’m going to 
work as freelancer. They might have 20, 30 years of experience but like to be in the 
middle of a place where new ideas develop. Because it’s stimulating. But at the same 
time this person is a good fashion designer who has his cloths made in Romania or 
Thailand and subsequently sells them as haute couture in the small boutiques in de 
Negen Straatjes. For many people this is gradually becoming reality. An in between 
they occasionally need temporary or long-term office space. In an environment that 
you can shape yourself and which you consider interesting’ (p. 9267).  
 
  
6.3.5 Stimulating the neighbourhood economy 
 
Broedplaatsen are considered to contribute positively to the economy of the neighbourhood 
that surrounds them. BB argues: 
 
‘If you put a successful broedplaats in a neighbourhood, someone else starts up a 
restaurant and somebody else a shop, and that changes the neighbourhood’ (BB, 
2005b, p. 1068). 
 
Nico de Wit (Creative Spaces) points out that, in the case of Duintjer CS the shops and cafés 
that are in close distance to the building profit from the many people working in Duintjer CS. 
 
‘The good news is that they contribute to the dynamic in the surroundings. They buy 
their sandwiches here and the Vlaamsch Broodhuys for example just opened up a 
coffee shop. And all those things - each day people go there to have their lunch. So in 
fact the cafés and restaurants, the Albert Heijn, they profit from this’ (p. 5069). 
 
Paul Meijer tells about another sort of economic stimulation Xpositron contributes to: The 
cooperation between different businesses within the broedplaats and nearby located ones. 
The location of the broedplaats itself and the sort of businesses that are located around it, 
determine to a large part in which way the broedplaats interacts with the neighbourhood. In 
the case of Xpositron, which is situated at an industrial area, the connections are the 
following: 
 
‘In the first year I think, an artist from our building, started to make contacts with 
firms in the neighbourhood. We organised a big open day and an opening party, 
which was sponsored by some companies from the neighbourhood’ (p. 1370). 
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‘And...the broedplaats itself consists off all different sorts small businesses which also 
established this connection with the neighbourhood and which buy their products 
directly in the neighbourhood’ (p. 1371). 
 
He continues and explains that there are not just business contacts between the different 
businesses located around and within Xpositron, but that there are also examples where 
different companies learn from each other. The solar power plant on the roof of Xpositron is 
a good example for that, Paul Meijer explains: 
 
‘We installed a solar power plant here on the roof, and the electro-technical 
installation company [here in the street] considered it as so special, that they came 
here regularly to have a look at it. […] And for them again it’s instructive. And they 
are allowed to use our project as show case for themselves and take customers with 
them to have a look at it here’ (p. 1372).  
 
He concludes and sums up the relations between Xpositron and the companies in the 
neighbourhood: 
 
‘We are not really knocking down our doors, but yes, there are connections and 
cooperation’ (p. 1373). 
 
Concerning other positive effects broedplaatsen might have in the economic sphere BB 
points out that the creative industry in general and broedplaatsen in specific, contribute to 
the creation of new employment.  
 
‘The creative sector contributes to economic vitality and is an important engine for 
new employment’ (BB, 2005a, p. 274) and: ‘There are all sorts of employment in these 
broedplaatsen’ (p. 7175). 
 
Eva de Klerk (Kinetisch Noord) sees that broedplaatsen do not only create employment 
within the broedplaatsen itself but also in the surroundings (p. 97). Ina Pronk states that this 
is also valid for Loods 6: 
 
‘There are also people working here who live in the neighbourhood. In this sense you 
have an additional economic function. I employ someone who lives three streets 
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6.4 Social issues and the neighbourhood 
 
6.4.1 Counteracting social problems 
 
Besides creating employment opportunities in and beyond the neighbourhood, 
broedplaatsen are seen, by various actors, as instruments to tackle social problems in 
problematic neighbourhoods. Jaap Schoufour (BB) explains what sort of problems 
broedplaatsen should counteract: 
 
‘In a neighbourhood where there are…problems, social problems, like criminality, 
social insecurity and just monotonous functions with just social housing like in Nieuw-
West; with all sorts of problems. With problems with immigrants and this all is 
concentrated in one area which also has a negative image and where there are few 
initiatives that come directly out of the neighbourhood itself. If you establish a 
broedplaats there, that might have positive effects on the social situation’ (p. 6977). 
 
He underlines the positive effects broedplaatsen have in some cases for the neighbourhood 
with the two examples of Studio OH3 and the Garage Notweg. 
 
‘Just have a look at the Ottho Helderingstraat 3, that’s in Slotervaart, just in the 
middle of the shit there. There you have a lot of nuisance of youngsters and also 
burglaries. It’s really horrible. And some initiatives ended up there, like Joris Laarman. 
That’s a top designer who’s located there. In combination with some social 
organisations. Turkish and Moroccan initiatives which are also located there. A dance 
school where the kids of the neighbourhood can go to. And there is also a coffee 
shop there. Where the neighbourhood can experience something different that just 
the nasty snack bars you’ll find there. In short – it’s a special place. A place that, if you 
look at its functions, seems not to fit into that neighbourhood. […] So that’s a whole 
different order. And that is what we want as city. We don’t want these ghettos. We 
want a city where high educated, low educated, owner-occupied housing, social 
housing, places to go out…form a mix. That’s what we want of course. And that is a 
very exhausting process. But this is a concrete example. And this is also valid for the 
Garage Notweg. Fashion designers are located there in Osdorp who are linked to the 
skills of immigrant women who are very good in making cloths. But they where all 
locked up by there husbands. And they are now in the Garage Notweg and are 
making theses designs. And that’s, very concrete, of great importance, of social 
importance. Because these ladies they get out of their isolation, they get a feeling of 
self-esteem again. […]  In short – it works well in different ways’ (pp. 69, 7078). 
 
Lisette Langerwerf from housing corporation de Alliantie names similar motives why de 
Alliantie is engaging in the creation of broedplaatsen. The most important reason was to 
offer the inhabitants of the neighbourhood a perspective for the future. She explains that 
the whole neighbourhood, the broedplaats Studio OH3 is situated in was in decline, people 
where leaving and new people where only moving there if they had no other possibility to 
rent elsewhere. In this sense the goal was to break through the negative circle and to make 
the neighbourhood liveable again. Providing facilities where people can meet each other and 
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get together, as well as trying to create the feeling that the inhabitants can be proud of their 
neighbourhood where the main objectives of de Alliantie (pp. 83, 84). 
 
6.4.2 Amplification of functional mixing 
 
The social function of broedplaatsen is particularly about amplifying the different functions 
and facilities that can be found in a neighbourhood. In a publication of 2001 by BB one can 
read: 
 
‘Broedplaatsen are an extension of the supply of facilities at the neighbourhood level’ 
(BB, 2001, p. 179). 
 
‘The liveability of a neighbourhood increases through the accommodation of 
neighbourhood functions’ (BB, 2001, p. 180).  
 
Eva de Klerk (Kinnetisch Noord) states that for example through the redevelopment of the 
former NDSM-dockyards the area nowadays accommodates a lot of new facilities like cafés, 
hotels, student housing and various festivals (p. 97). Broedplaatsen can also be a good 
supplement for community centres and cafés because the atmosphere is quite different 
there, Lisette Langerwerf (de Alliantie) points out (p. 85).  
 
Linking the neighbourhood to the city is a task broedplaatsen fulfil according to Bas van de 
Geyn. This can be detected especially for projects that are further away from the city centre 
and situated in neighbourhoods where a residential function dominates. Like for example in 
the two Urban Resort projects Wijk 7 and broedplaats de Vlugt. 
 
‘Artists move into the Bijlmer and in fact connect the metropolitan with the local, 
with the scale of the neighbourhood. This process takes place in most of the projects. 
So the group of artists that comes there, to my knowledge, mainly comes from the 
city. And they try to offer something broader…theatre, music for the people in the 
neighbourhood. And that is also valid for the Burgemeester de Vlugtlaan’ (p. 9081). 
 
Broedplaatsen are not just a connection between the metropolitan of the city centre and the 
neighbourhood but also offer affordable space for initiatives, artists and cultural 
entrepreneurs from within the neighbourhood. Bas van de Geyn asks himself the question 
for whom a broedplaats should offer space and why. 
 
‘Who do you want to come to such a place? Here the emphasis lies very much on the 
connection with the neighbourhood. And then especially a connection with the 
neighbourhood as it is now. Try to let in welfare organisations, or try to let in groups 
who clearly state, that they in fact want to reinforce the current needs of the 
inhabitants’ (p. 8982). 
 
‘I think it’s really good that there is a policy, a guarantee for affordable spaces for 




‘Where the possibility arises, that they can connect to what happens in the rest of the 
city. And that they actually can occupy a relevant position within the city of 
Amsterdam’ (p. 8884). 
 
Other projects like the Volkskrantgebouw for example fulfil more of an urban function and a 
function for the city in total rather than for the direct environment, as Bas van de Geyn 
contines (p. 92). Ina Pronk considers the function of Loods 6 as a similar one. It adds facilities 
and opportunities to the neighbourhood but at the same time Loods 6 exceeds the role of 
just being a neighbourhood facility. She explains what the project Loods 6 might signify for 
the residents of the KSNM-eiland, where it is situated: 
 
‘And I think that it adds liveability to a neighbourhood. And that they neighbourhood 
can do all sorts of activities here in de Bagagehal. Activities for which they don’t have 
to go to the centre. For an exhibition, or an artwork or an art rental, you name it. I 
think it has a neighbourhood function in the sense that it transcends a 
neighbourhood function a bit. You know…it’s not the bakery around the corner’ (p. 
4385). 
 
6.4.3 Promoting encounters  
 
The engagement of artists and creative entrepreneurs with the neighbourhood is another 
way of enlarging perspectives and possibilities of the neighbourhood inhabitants by brining 
them in contact with each other.  
 
‘Broedplaatsen offer the possibility to build up, in new living- and work relations, 
connections with the direct environment: the street and the neighbourhood. The 
presence of creatives, cultural spaces and cultural programming contributes to 
encounter and interaction between inhabitants with their different lifestyles and 
cultures’ (BB, 2005a, p. 186). 
 
BB expects from artists and creative entrepreneurs in broedplaatsen a certain engagement 
with the neighbourhood and its residents (BB, 2005b, p. 7) and thinks that these two groups 
can mutually benefit from each other. Residents of certain neighbourhoods profit in the 
sense that they will have more a diverse offer of facilities to use and a supply of activities in 
their direct environment. Additionally, they will get in contact with other social groups from 
within the neighbourhood and beyond. On the other hand: 
 
‘From different points of motivation, more and more artists and new formed 
broedplaatsen-collectives see advantages in the connections with the 
neighbourhood’ (BB, 2008, p. 1187).  
 
Jaap Schoufour (BB), drawing back on the example of the Garage Notweg where Turkish and 
Morrocan women found employment as dressmakers, explains how the fashion designer for 
whom they work, benefits from this cooperation: 
 
‘The designers, who didn’t have money to have prototypes made of their designs, […] 
can have this done in a cheap way now’ (p. 7088).  
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Bas van de Geyn (Urban Resort) points out that in the case of the Volkskrantgebouw one 
floor has been assigned to a group of artists that come form the neighbourhood and whose 
initial idea it was to establish a connection between the Volkskrantgebouw and its 
surroundings. 
 
‘The group of people on the second floor they themselves can select who may rent 
there, they themselves have the possibility to…In principle they all come out of the 
neighbourhood. And this was also the way in which they started with their plans: As 
neighbourhood-artists we want to…They prioritized the interests of the 
neighbourhood. And it’s still like that. When there are activities from within the 
neighbourhood, when there is a Rode Loper festival, they are always the most active 
floor: Something big has to take place. The halls have to be opened up. And where 
going to hang up our art there (p. 9089)’. 
 
Beside that, the dance studio, formerly situated at the back of a café nearby, on the ground 
level of the Volkskrantgebouw is frequently used by inhabitants of the neighbourhood (p. 
91). Anyway, it depends very much on the scale of a project and where it is situated, in how 
far its neighbourhood function stands in the foreground, like Bas van de Geyn points out: 
 
‘For smaller projects and also if they are situated in the middle of a neighbourhood, 
like for example in the Burgemeester de Vlugtlaan […], it’s [the neighbourhood 
function] much easier and self-evident. There we also selected the renters according 
to that function. For example a group of architects who organise workshops for kids 
in the neighbourhood. Especially with pupils. And they try to stimulate the creation of 
their own living environment with those children. And we looked if it would be nice 
to have this group in de Vlugt. So that you get children into the building. And then 
they see what else is happening there. In this sense, the stimulation of getting the 
neighbourhood into the edifice. […] So we have ideas about how we integrate people 
in a certain context (p. 9190).  
 
But as Bas van de Geyn continues, organising interaction of people renting working space in 
a broedplaats and people living in the surroundings can not be established in a top-down 
process. 
 
‘We try to create a good mix so that the needs of the neighbourhood are well 
represented. This encounter should take place... […] In principle it has to come from 
within the group [of artists and creative entrepreneurs]. From the group of people 
together, like it was set up in the beginning’ (p. 9091).  
 
Trying to bring different groups from within the neighbourhood in contact with each other 
as well as brining them into contact with artists and creative entrepreneurs is something the 
housing corporation de Alliantie also engages in. Lisette Langerwerf explains that it is 
mentioned in the rental contracts for the units in Studio OH3 that renters should, in some 
way, interact with the neighbourhood. It has been communicated to the artists and creative 
entrepreneurs which sort of problems the neighbourhood faces and de Alliantie has assigned 
a certain budget to projects that try to establish a connection between the broedplaats and 
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its surroundings. She also mentions that providing inhabitants of the neighbourhood with 
the possibility to create something they can be proud of is one of the major goals (p. 84).  
 
Stimulating encounters, as Ellen Ros points out, is one of the three pillars the division 
community development of housing corporation Ymere focuses on.  
 
‘We have three focuses concerning community development. One of these focuses is 
‘encounter’. The organisation of encounters. Preferentially encounter in a special 
building that enables encounter. A multifunctional accommodation where 
encounters get facilitated. And there you enter the area of broedplaatsen. Where for 
example creativity gets stimulated or artists and creative entrepreneurs are settled. 
That’s what we are interested in and we also expect something from that. We do not 
just do that in neighbourhoods were we especially focus on, but our goal is: In these 
neighbourhoods we are going to invest additionally in encounters. So it’s not strange, 
that in the cases of these neighbourhoods we think about putting up broedplaatsen-
like initiatives’ (p. 7392).  
 
Even though she explains that Ymere prefers to accommodate artists and creative 
entrepreneurs who want to engage in activities with the neighbourhood, Ellen Ros 
continues: 
 
‘High standard creative activities are most of the time not connected with setting up 
nice things for the neighbourhood. […] So if you expect that too much you push 
something that the artists themselves actually don’t want. They first want to 
establish their own business. Than they maybe want to work together with other 
creative entrepreneurs and their sales market is on a national level. Has nothing to do 
with the neighbourhood. So I think that in some cases is has been tried to achieve 
this very convulsively. And we have to say goodbye to that sort of convulsive 
initiatives. The formula of combining image and something special and high-quality 
creative with a community centre for the neighbourhood – forget it. That’s simply not 
true’ (p. 7893). 
 
Ellen Ros concludes that adding a social function to a creative hotspot is possible, but first a 
clear concept for the project is needed in which the desired profile of the place is laid out. 
Trying to combine all sorts of different functions and activities does not work and is some 
sort of wishful thinking, according to Ellen Ros (p. 79). She also mentions that one has to 
take care that a cultural creative project like a broedplaats does not turn into a mere 
community centre (p. 77). 
 
Ina Pronk explains how she sees the function of the projects Kunstwerk Loods 6 manages: 
 
‘Some broedplaatsen explicitly try to engage in activities with the neighbourhood. We 
don’t do that. We just let it go and let it happen. Of course we have our policy and we 
critically look at which sort of activities we want to organise and who is going to rent 
a studio. But I would not dare to say: We are socially relevant, we fulfil a socially 
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Fig. 6.4, Positions on the social function of broedplaatsen  
 
 
6.5 Social innovation 
 
When it is about the social function of broedplaatsen this function is mostly connected with 
contributing to the upgrading of problematic neighbourhoods or counteracting social 
problems. This may be one aspect in which a broedplaats fulfils a social function. Anyway, it 
also has to be considered that a broedplaats itself is an own social space where people 
interact with each other. In this sense it can be a place where people can not only 
experiment on a artistic and creative level but also have the possibility to try out unusual 
forms of cooperation, partnerships and interactions. Experiments on the level of human 
interaction and cooperation may also have broader implications for the urban society as a 
whole in showing innovative ways of mutual complementation in skills, ideas and personal 
qualities.   
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6.5.1 ‘A place where people can do totally different things than in other 
places’ 
 
Bas van de Geyn lines out that the basic conviction and motivation of Urban Resort is that 
there has to be space in the city, for all kind of groups, where experiments can take place. 
Room for experiment should not be limited to artistic or cultural ones but also includes or is 
even linked to experimental forms of lifestyles. Following this idea, broedplaatsen should 
offer the possibility to work and live together in alternative ways (p. 88). He defines what 
according to his ideas a broedplaats should be and explains what the preconditions to let 
something cultural or social innovative happen are: 
 
‘It should be a place, to say it with nice words, that offers the city space for 
experiment…In the broadest sense of the word. This can be social experiment or 
experiments in the field of…activities that people carry out. It is about, and this is the 
most elusive term in my opinion, to create an exciting place in the city. […] That 
should be a so called inspiring place where people can do totally different things than 
in other places.  […] It’s actually the image of: If there are spaces that are not too 
much pre-assigned or not too much filled in, than you get the possibility to let things 
happen that are not so likely to happen elsewhere. There are some important 
preconditions to that. A place like that should be affordable. You should get there 
easily. And beside that you also should have the possibility to change this space 
yourself. You should get the feeling that you can appropriate a certain place’ (p. 
8795).  
 
Ivo Schmetz (EHBK) shares the idea that there has to be space for social experiment. Project 
OT301, according to him, unites the cultural with the social and has managed to become a 
societal interesting place (p. 29). He adds, that with a certain social relevance a project also 
adopts responsibility, which has to be realised by all its participants: 
 
‘If you rent here…than you are part of a project and I think it’s a special project. And I 
also think that people who rent here have to realise that they get into 
something…that also has a function towards the outside, towards the city. You know, 
it’s not just a place where you work as an individual…I think as building with public 
functions...There is also a responsibility towards the neighbourhood and the city’ (p. 
3496). 
 
Onno Warns (Cultuurfabriek) also sees a certain societal task Pakhuis de Zwijger fulfils in the 
city. He detects this function in offering a discussion platform where topics connected to the 
creative industry as well as their wider social implications and consequences get debated. 
Contributing to the societal dialog and enriching discussions by brining together very divers 
viewpoints are the distinguishing features of the initiative, as Onno Warns points out. 
 
‘And that is actually exactly what we want to be. We want to be the central 
place…the central forum, in particular for the creative industry in the city. For 
entrepreneurs, for creative entrepreneurs especially, but always connected to 
societal issues. Therefore, we work a lot together with the municipality, societal 




‘I assume that societal debate is important. We do something essentially different 
than other institutions. First, we are truly innovative in form and approach with 
different partners. We look in the first place at professionals and entrepreneurs. 
More at the doers rather than the thinkers. The thinkers are also important, but here 
we distinguish ourselves from others. Because such a place didn’t exist yet. And what 
we then…what we are good at is to bring people, from different disciplines, together. 
We think there, innovation can be situated. I mean, not organising talks with each 
other but with the others’ (p. 5998).  
 
6.5.2 Internal organisation: bottom-up or top-down? 
 
Various broedplaatsen handle different forms of internal organisation. The actual 
organisational system is strongly connected of how and by whom the specific broedplaats-
project was initiated. 
 
Jaap Schoufour explains that from 2005 on BB realised, that the degree of organisation 
within the target group of artists and creative entrepreneurs was very low and so was the 
management capability. At the beginning the broedplaatsen-policy was mainly directed 
towards squat collectives who, as a consequence of urban re-development, were evacuated 
from their buildings. The collectivity within these groups was traditionally quite high. When 
the definition of the target group became more orientated towards artists and creative 
entrepreneurs who operate more independently and fragmented the problem was stated 
that collective management was missing (p. 67). This was the major reason why 
broedplaatsen-managing organisations came into being.  
 
Ellen Ros explains that the expectations of housing corporation Ymere, regarding the self-
management of the artists and creative entrepreneurs where also not fulfilled. In the case of 
the Garage Notweg the initiatives that arose from within the group for joint activities are 
meagre. Connected to this she criticises the attitude and comportment of the artists and 
creative entrepreneurs towards the housing corporation, especially considering the low 
rents they have to pay.  
 
‘You have to roll up your sleeves yourself…I actually think that’s very healthy. What I 
realise, is that creative entrepreneurs or broedplaats-renters, behave quite 
consumerist toward their landlords…I want this and that and this isn’t fixed and could 
you maybe and the door is open to often…Do it yourself. Why do we have to fix it?’ 
(p. 8199). 
 
Different projects show varying organisational forms and degrees of collectivity, depending 
of their context of origin and development. Ivo Schmetz (EHBK) comments on OT301: 
 
‘They [BB] are of course top-down. They say something like: We are going to develop 
a broedplaats. They plant an organisational structure and voilà – there it is. We are of 
course bottom-up. We came into being out of our own initiative. We squatted it and 
said: Okay, we are going to develop this here. So we are the opposite of them, what 
concerns the development’ (p. 35100).  
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The goal is, as he continues, to be and stay a diverse and multifunctional place. To guarantee 
this, the engagement of all the renters, in some way, is required: 
 
‘We want to be something as a collective and not just a group of individuals. I 
consider it special if you are able as a group, as a collective to realise a concept 
and…You also can do more as a collective. And that again makes this place special’ (p. 
33101). ‘So we also really hope for and expect commitment’ (p. 31102).  
 
‘It is important…also within this project, that we include all the members. Because we 
can’t implement anything, in the whole system, without the votes of the members’ 
(p. 33103). 
 
Even if the process of consensus-finding in a bottom-up project might be difficult sometimes, 
Ivo Schmetz prefers to engage in initiatives that emerge from within. From this point of view 
he also formulates his critique on the way BB operates. The consequences of that approach 
he thinks are less responsibility and creativity. 
 
‘Another negative thing is […] that BB makes projects and they put it there and then 
people just move in. Whereas I think that I is important that people organise things 
themselves’ (p. 36104).   
 
‘Look, things that get initiated by the municipality, they are of course also nice. But 
well, then you miss the inspiration and energy and the new ideas of people who 
come up with things themselves’ (p. 36105).  
 
‘Everything has to be conditioned and well regulated by the state. So in fact you don’t 
let creativity...You are going to restrict it more and more’ (p. 36106).  
 
Onno Warns (Cultuurfabriek) situates his critique in a similar corner and criticises how the 
municipalities deals with forms of self-organisation and bottom-up initiatives: 
 
‘I think that the municipality and BB find it very difficult to deal with own 
development plans. Especially if they exist before BB engages in them. Like with the 
NDSM. Maybe it’s also not feasable...A municipality is of course...An organisation 
always has to have a final aim for anything. Because otherwise you can’t spend any 
money on it and so on. And to let things evolve organically, that’s very difficult for a 
municipality’ (p. 61107).  
 
He continues with another point of criticism on the way the municipality in general and BB 
more specifically, operates. This follows the critique brought up by Ivo Schmetz about the 
necessity for regulation exerted by the municipality.  
 
‘It is very typical for Amsterdam, in a negative sense, that the municipality can be 
very confiscating. Nice initiatives are sometimes used as examples for their own 
policies, which leads to the situation that they sometimes loose their peculiarities. It 
can be quite annoying for an organisation if they always have to turn up as good 
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example and on the other hand, if they really want to renew something, there’s no 
space for that’ (p. 61108). 
 
Bas van de Geyn (Urban Resort) thinks that the degree of how much regulation and control a 
project needs from an outside instance depends on the scale of the same.  
 
‘A bit more control and regulation is needed, at least in technical terms, in a place like 
the Volkskrantgebouw than for example in places like the Omega-building, where you 
just have ten people. But with 300 renters you have to function more like a real 
landlord’ (p. 92109).  
 
‘But we try not to pre-programme it too much. The idea is that you shouldn’t direct it 
too much. […] Well, at the beginning you actively choose renters and you try to direct 
it a bit, but…At the scale of the Volkskrantgebouw it’s more complex’ (p. 91110).  
 
He reflects on the position Urban Resort, as broedplaatsen-managing organisation occupies 
and concludes: 
 
‘The ideal, like Urban Resort formulates it, the ideal of the social broedplaats, that 
the target group itself can create its own broedplaats; we would like to stimulate 
that. Maybe Urban Resort should take a more advising function instead of managing 
these places, like we do now. So that we provide knowledge to people who want to 
set up something. Here BB clearly misses the point. It didn’t work out in the last 
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6.6 Spatial urban developments 
 
BB names four broad topics to which broedplaatsen contribute to in a positive way. 
Fostering the cultural scene in Amsterdam, stimulating economic activities and contributing 
to the social integration are the first three topics. The forth topic BB mentions stating the 
broader significance and positive influence of broedplaatsen is urban development. Jaap 
Schoufour (BB) explains: 
 
‘What we have discovered in the mean time is that broedplaatsen are also good for a 
whole range of other things. For economic development in general, but also for 
neighbourhoods for example. The significance of what broedplaatsen can do with 
certain neighbourhoods is interesting. And…it’s also a spatial strategy. We can 
improve areas with a bad image. [...] My collegues from Maatschappelijke 
Ontwikkeling [Societal Development] they said: This broedplaats is doing very well 
here with us in the neighbourhood. Can’t we make some more of them where we 
also accommodate social functions? […] And then we realised that the significance of 
a broedplaats is actually much broader’ (p. 66112).  
 
6.6.1 The (temporal) use of vacant space 
 
The scarceness of affordable working and living space in Amsterdam, also for artists and 
creative entrepreneurs, but not exclusively, is opposed by a high rate of vacancy, especially 
of office buildings. BB explains the two conflicting phenomena like that: 
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‘Apparently supply and demand side have difficulties finding each other. The reason 
for that, among others, lies in the qualitative mismatch. […] Partners like commercial 
developers, real estate agents and housing corporations together with Kantorenloods 
and Bureau Broedplaatsen have taken initiative to counteract this qualitative 
mismatch. The common goal is to diminish the amount of vacant office space and 
bring these places back to life. Most cases are about temporarily available spaces’ 
(BB, 2008, pp. 15-17113). 
 
This is stated by BB and seen as yet another motive to engage in the creation of 
broedplaatsen as they offer, beside providing affordable working space for artists and 
creative entrepreneurs, the possibility to transform vacant space, temporarily or 
permanently, into cultural, economic and social valuable space.  
 
Reusing vacant space may not only be a first step towards supplying the demand for small-
scale working spaces but also helps real estate owners solving their (often temporary) 
vacancy problems. Monique Cruijff from development company Lingotto explains why they 
chose to redevelop the location of the former Kauwgomballenfabriek: 
 
‘We as project developers support the idea that you have to redevelop buildings. […] 
A large building, distinctive, not beautiful and also not a monument, but still a 
distinctive building at an interesting spot. […] It’s a pity that it isn’t used. And we 
directly saw possibilities there (p. 25114).  
 
She continues why they opted to include broedplaatsen-units into the project: 
 
‘Because, if you develop an area…you need forerunners. And forerunners are mostly 
people at the bottom of the rent-limit, so to say. Who are not just here between nine 
and five and who not just want to have their fancy offices. No, that are people 
occupied in the creative sector and who are looking for something raw and jagged. 
They make something out of it and the can give such a building the boost it needs. 
They like it to rent for a low price, in this sense it’s a marriage of convenience 
between us as […] commercial business…Between us and BB it is simply a marriage of 
convenience. What can we signify for each other?’ (p. 25115).  
 
And they [artists and creative entrepreneurs] are our ambassadors. And at the 
moment that there are already some people in the building, who give the building a 
certain vibrancy…who make sure that it looks nice, with that you are also able to 
attract commercial renters. In this sense it’s a correlation’ (p. 25116).  
 
Nico de Wit (Creative Spaces), beside that he helps real estate owners to rent out their 
properties; he states that his personal motivation to do so is connected to a certain societal 
relevance he detects in reusing vacant buildings (p. 47). Nico de Wit states that as a 
consequence of economic restructuring processes: 
 
‘A certain part of the building stock we have today is going to be vacant soon. […] This 
means that we will have to reinvent the city a little. I myself am very enthusiastic 
about dealing efficiently with space and time. […] So I’m a supporter of looking very 
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well for solutions for all these temporary vacancy situations. There are of course 
many approaches of how to deal with vacancy’ (p. 48117). 
 
Temporal use of vacant space plays an ever increasing importance in urban development 
and especially real estate owners profit from continuous use of their properties. Projects 
that do not ask too much investment and assure an uninterrupted cash flow are especially 
appreciated, as Ellen Ros (Ymere) explains: 
 
‘Housing corporations have the interest to upgrade neighbourhoods. And if 
development plans are not certain yet, then for the interim…The interim is getting 
more and more important in spatial development. The value of the interim time. And 
a housing corporation for examples says: We want to exploit that building 
temporarily. That should happen as uninterrupted as possible. Not putting too much 
into it. If it’s possible you get something with a not too high tax rate on the 
exploitation and then you get some vibrancy’ (p. 74118). 
 
Even though from another point of view, Ivo Schmetz, also welcomes the temporal reuse of 
vacant buildings as he points out: 
 
‘In principle I think it’s good if buildings get reused if they are vacant, even if it’s just 
for one or two or three years. To develop something there, for young artists who are 
in search for working space. […] In that sense BB is a good initiative of course, 
because they make sure that buildings get used’ (p. 35119). 
 
Like Eva de Klerk (Kinetisch Noord) points out, redevelopment and reuse of buildings and 
areas can not only be beneficial for renters and real estate owners but also for the wider 
public. In the case of the redevelopment of the NDSM-werf the area was made accessible 
again for the public (p. 97).  
 
6.6.2 Neighbourhood upgrading 
 
The conviction of BB that broedplaatsen do not just foster the cultural scene and support the 
creative industries in Amsterdam, but additionally have various positive side effects for 
society, got stronger the last few years. Using broedplaatsen as an instrument to counteract 
neighbourhood decline has become more and more common (p. 69). Through adding 
cultural or social functions, they are supposed to increase the quality, liveability and image 
of certain areas (BB, 2001, p. 8; 2008, p. 11). 
 
‘They [broedplaatsen] show the way where urban development can be set in motion. 
Amsterdam as a diverse and intense city with the high degree of functional mixing as 
it’s special quality, profits from the development of broedplaatsen, especially in areas 
where functional mixing (until recently) was low’ (BB, 2008, p. 17120). 
 
‘It is nice if you look into the cultural programming of the city and you see that not 
everything is just happening within the Grachtengordel, but that there are also things 
happening at other places and that people also get elsewhere sometimes and think 
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like: It’s quite nice here. I see a lot of misery but it’s also quite nice here. I think that 
this is also…a positive result of urban renewal’ (p. 70121).  
 
Monique Cruijff (Lingotto) who also advocates for multi-functional use, on the scale of a 
single building as well as on the scale of the neighbourhood, explains how the 
redevelopment of the Kauwgomballenfabriek has changed the area where the complex of 
buildings is situated in. Beside that the area is safer and more appealing since the 
Kauwgomballenfabriek is established there the effect was that other businesses also moved 
there (p. 26). 
 
The upgrading of neighbourhoods has been mentioned by various actors, especially by the 
housing corporations as primary motivation to engage in the creation of broedplaatsen. 
Attaining higher real estate prices and the revaluation of their properties has not been 
explicitly stated an aim but got identified by various other actors as one of the effects 
brought about by broedplaatsen.  
 
‘For the municipality and the districts but also for developers and housing 
corporations it is important that broedplaatsen get established. The appreciation of 
the neighbourhoods can rise through the presence of artists and broedplaatsen. This 
comes into notice in rising interests for rental and owner-occupied housing in the 
same neighbourhoods’ (BB, 2008, p. 11122).  
 
Even though Loods 6 has not been realised with subsidies from BB it follows the 
broedplaatsen-concept. Ina Pronk explains what the development of Loods 6 meant and 
means for the KNSM-eiland where it is situated on:  
 
‘This area was totally empty. So what you have here now wasn’t here before, apart 
from some harbour-buildings that belonged to the KNSM. And city-nomads moved 
here. It really was a place where the most people did not want to go’ (p. 37123).  
 
Through the redevelopment of Loods 6 and the incorporation of various functions into the 
building, like shopping facilities, a gallery and an art rental, more people have been attracted 
to the area which guarantees a certain bustle around (p. 42). The development of Loods 6 
was part of the revitalisation of the KNSM-eiland which led to increasing housing 
construction in the area. 
 
‘This building was also important for the municipality for the development of this 
area. So in fact…The housing corporation which stuck out its neck to negotiate the 
mortgage to renovate this building…it was also an incentive for other housing 
corporation to engage in construction of housing and later on also for other 




De Vlugt (source: MP) 
 
6.6.3 ‘Gentrification – that is what they actually want to accomplish’ 
 
Connected to the desired neighbourhood upgrading are often rising housing prices, the 
increase of owner-occupied dwellings and processes of gentrification. BB states in one of its 
publications: 
 
‘Broedplaatsen contribute positively to all topics connected to urban development’ 
(BB, 2005a, p. 2125).  
 
Jaap Schoufour (BB) thinks that gentrification is an often used concept for which the 
evidence is quite marginal. He does not think that gentrification processes can be witnessed 
in Amsterdam. Ivo Schmetz (EHBK) sees it differently and points out what he perceives a 
negative point in the direction of the broedplaatsen-policy: 
 
‘Usually there is of course a second agenda. Because districts and neighbourhoods 
they get sort of…hip again and attractive for people. And subsequently prices rise’ (p. 
35126).  
 
Nico de Wit (Creative Spaces) sees it similarly and also lays the direct connection between 
broedplaatsen and the aim of gentrifying certain neighbourhoods.  
 
‘That [gentrification] is what they actually want to accomplish. […] Yeah, look, it is not 
written down anywhere. But one expectation, if you put a broedplaats at the 
Burgemeester de Vlugtlaan in Amsterdam-West, is gentrification. Definitely. But it’s 
not written down anywhere’ (pp. 52, 53127).  
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‘This morning I had a meeting with a representative of the owner of this building 
[Duintjer CS], who possesses 32.000 units. The only thing that keeps him busy is to 
maintain the value of their properties. And that you can do by organising hip things 
and attractive things and a little festival…and a little market and…just – gentrification’ 
(p. 53128).  
 
Lisette Langerwerf (de Alliantie) thinks that neighbourhood upgrading can only take place if 
the current inhabitants play the leading part in it and can only happen from within the 
neighbourhood. If people of deprived neighbourhoods can be connected to initiatives that 
add something positive to their lives the attachment to one’s neighbourhood will change 
and subsequently also the image of that neighbourhood will transform. Gentrification may 
be a side effect but is not the primary aim, as she states (p. 85). Ellen Ros (Ymere) sees it a 
bit differently and explains why she appreciates the effect that artists and creative 
entrepreneurs may have on the surroundings they are situated in: 
 
‘It remains interesting, that artists and that kind of creative activities can trigger 
something from which we say: That’s still quite unique. You can’t trigger that in any 
other way. And they are also often the forerunner of people from whom we say: 
Actually it’s a bit like gentrification’ (p. 76129).   
 
For the Garage Notweg she states that besides being a temporary project in a 
redevelopment area the broedplaats also fulfils another function: 
 
‘The agreement around the Garage Notweg was that the Garage would be rooted 
like a sort buoy in the whole area of demolition and reconstruction. In the whole 
transition. There would still be one thing from which people could derive certitude. 
And also that the Garage Notweg would not only be rented out for creative activities 
but should also function as a place where people could go to inform themselves 
about the redevelopment plans’ (p. 76130). 
 
Bas van de Geyn (Urban Resort) thinks that Amsterdam is gentrifying more and more which 
first of all means that there is less and less space left in the city for vulnerable social groups 
(p. 88). He also identifies the processes of redistribution of urban space as the main drive 
mechanism behind the broedplaatsen-policy. That the city on the one hand, like Bas van de 
Geyn states, likes to present itself as a tolerant and cultural exiting place and on the other 
hand not leaves much space left where experiment and tolerance would be stimulated, is a 
major contradiction (p. 89). He also has a much broader vision in mind of which role 
broedplaatsen should fulfil, which includes that exactly these sorts of functions that would 
normally be lost because of gentrification, can find place in broedplaatsen. Broedplaatsen in 
this sense should form some sort of transitional spaces with the aim that more vulnerable 
groups and organisations finally can also participate in the broader society of the creative 
city (p. 88). Even though Urban Resort is sympathetic to different sorts of local protest forms 
against gentrification, they also see the double role the organisation itself plays in urban 
restructuring. 
 
‘In a way we are busy with actions together with inhabitants from the neighbourhood 
and try to be supportive. In that form we are indeed…sand in the wheels in the 
process of transformation’ (p. 89131).  
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‘In how we want to fill a place like this we position ourselves very clearly against the 
gentrification and large-scale redevelopment of certain areas. But at the same time 
we do exist by grace that these sorts of developments take place. That is why we get 
space. Why we get space from housing corporations. Why we get space from…the 
municipality. That’s why there is a broedplaatsenbeleid’ (p. 89132).  
 
‘The transformation of the Parool-driehoek, with expensive apartments and a large 
hotel development, which is supposed to work as a stimulator for the redevelopment 
for the Oosterparkbuurt and the Transvaalbuurt, in this process we occupy a…if you 
just look at all the capital accumulation taking place in the Volkskrantgebouw, than 
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Kauwgomballenfabriek (source: MP) 
 
6.7 Policy and approach 
 
Various points have been made by the different actors about what they appreciate and what 
they criticise about the current direction of the broedplaatsen-policy and the approach 
chosen by BB. 
 
6.7.1 Information exchange 
 
Ina Pronk (Kunstwerk Loods 6) explains that she is ambivalent about the information 
exchange between different broedplaatsen-managing groups and BB. On the one hand she 
thinks that it is positive that BB regularly organises meetings where information about new 
developments and projects is shared. The information provided on the website she also 
perceives as very useful. 
 
‘Especially at the beginning there was a lot of need for that. To be updated about 
current developments. […] Usually they also chose a topic and various people get 
invited to tell something about it. And these meetings are always interesting. To hear 
new things. I think they do it very well. And yes, their website is also good. You really 
can find a lot on it. Also for renters’ (p. 45134).  
 
On the other hand Ina Pronk criticises missing information exchange about practical matters 
between organisations or collectives who want to set up new projects.   
 
‘What I think is a minus point is that […] each building for itself is reinventing the 
wheel. And it also has gone wrong sometimes. The exploitation and management of a 
building is not something that you do along the way. It really asks for know-how. 
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From setting up rental contracts to how do you deal with renters. And I think it’s a 
pity that BB for example doesn’t make use of our expertise’ (pp. 44, 45135).  
 
Eva de Klerk (Kinetisch Noord) names it just as an advantage that BB has cumulated a lot of 
know-how in the last years (p. 98). And Paul Meijer (Xpositron) points out that in his opinion 
the, by BB set up schooling on broedplaatsen development and management is a very useful 
measure to support the further successful initiation of broedplaatsen. 
 
‘The level is exceptionally high…for the schooling. This is on the one hand because a 
lot of people are enrolled who work in that field. […] On the other hand it is linked to 
real estate owners. […] And project cases are discussed’ (pp. 14, 15136). 
 
6.7.2 Unclear arrangements  
 
Monique Cruijff (Lingotto) and Ellen Ros (Ymere) mentioned it as a point of critique that the 
responsibility of BB after setting up a broedplaats was unclearly defined. They both state 
that they were in situations where they expected a clearer vision from BB on how to 
continue with the project. Monique Cruijff explicates: 
 
‘For a long time there was very little contact with BB or the CAWA…You know, there 
is a new broedplaats set up and then they can show off with that but for the rest they 
think: Okay, next broedplaats…And I see this as an absolute negative point’ (p. 28137).  
  
In the case of the Kauwgomballenfabriek, as she continues, the situation emerged that it 
was unclear how the broedplaatsen-units should be filled after the expiration of the rental 
contracts of the current renters. 
 
‘Who is going to supply me with new candidates?...Because I don’t want to have 
vacant units, so you can already start looking. […] And now we have to write a 
proposal why we think that the current renters should stay. I have to say that I think 
that’s nonsense somehow. Because what is their policy concerning such situations?’ 
(p. 28138).  
 
She also mentions that the assignation of the broedplaatsen-units in the 
Kauwgomballenfabriek have been extraordinary bureaucratic – a waste of time and money 
(p. 27). Ellen Ros (Ymere) adds that in the work done by BB in the initial phase is well 
organised but subsequently obstacles emerged: 
 
‘The big problem I think is that in the next stage problems emerge around the 
exploitation of a building. Here I think the responsibility of BB is quite vague’ (p. 
77139).  
 
Changing interpretations of the rental price and changes in the conditions renters had to 
agree upon where mentioned as two further points of criticism directed towards BB.  Paul 
Meijer explains that there are two categories of rental prices in Xpositron. There is a 
difference between older and newer rental contracts because the composition of the rents 
has changes. Whereas earlier renters where only paying for the square meters of space they 
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used, later renters are also paying for commonly used and service spaces in the building (p. 
10). 
 
‘There where of course also tensions [with BB]…and yes…we had some 
disagreements when we wanted to buy the building…and…when they wanted to 
break up our rental contracts and to increase the rent. That’s simply not possible. 
That’s not possible legally’ (p. 15140). 
 
Monique Cruijff (Lingotto) tells about another situation in which a division emerged; 
between requirements that where expressed towards the renters. The first renters in the 
broedplaats-units of the Kauwgomballenfabriek had to sign contracts which obligated them 
to engage in some sort of societal meaningful activity in change for renting for a subsidised 
price. Subsequently BB selected renters, when units were available, without consulting the 
already accommodated artists and creative entrepreneurs. Monique Cruijff continues: 
 
‘And when they [renters] found out that BB, without ever asking them, was placing 
new renters there, they said: Listen, how can you expect that we do something 
meaningful for society as a collective and than you place an unknown in our midst? 
We at least also want to have to say something about who moves in here. Because 
we have to do something all together. And then it’s very strange that you just put a 
renter here, who in the meanwhile doesn’t have to sign the same contract as we had 
to with Stichting Ateliers Zuidoost, because they didn’t exist anymore…And the CAWA 
and BB have not adopted the same contract. In this sense you got some sort of 
bisection. Renters who where from the beginning on accommodated in building C 
and who had a societal task to fulfil and renters who joined later and who didn’t have 
that task. And they found that very strange’ (pp. 20, 21141).  
 
6.7.3 Cooperation of different parties 
 
Jaap Schoufour points out the importance of including various different parties in the 
process of building up and managing broedplaatsen, fortunately more and more parties 
showed interest to do so in the last years (p. 66). The low degree of organisation within the 
target group of the broedplaatsen-policy has been identified by BB as the main obstacle to 
guarantee the successful development and maintenance of broedplaatsen. The formation 
and involvement of broedplaatsen-managing organisations, to overcome the qualitative 
mismatch between vacancy and scarceness in affordable working space, was an important 
step in making the organisation around broedplaatsen work better, as Jaap Schoufour states. 
Bas van de Geyn (Urban Resort) is positive about the approach BB adopted. The delegation 
of the development to third parties instead of governmental management and allocating 
starting subsidies instead of structural subsidies are two points he considers quite relevant 
(p. 95).  
 
Ellen Ros (Ymere) thinks that there are still entrepreneurial organisations missing who take 
over the exploitation and management once a broedplaats is set up: 
 
‘For us such entrepreneurs are a very important party and we still miss too much of 
them. They are entrepreneurs who say: We want to take a certain risk in the 
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exploitation of the broedplaats’ (p. 74142). ‘That’s the weak link in the whole story. 
We are very much looking for this creative entrepreneurialism’ (p. 75143).  
 
Onno Warns (Cultuurfabriek) on the other hand states: 
 
‘What I think is negative is that real estate owners, the investors, that they can’t 
arrange it themselves. That would be better because now it’s always terrible tiring 
that the municipality…It is that the municipality took over this task because no one 
else would do it otherwise. But now you also see other places develop. Maybe they 
are not all labelled as broedplaatsen…’ (pp. 61, 62144).   
 
6.7.4 Allocating subsidies – to whom?  
 
‘We are in favour of a broad agenda. And we show this with the Programma 
Broedplaatsen. That’s why we also have broad support among politicians. And 
partners. In this sense it’s also very pragmatic’ (p. 70145).  
 
Even though the agenda of the broedplaatsenbeleid is quite broad, tries to cover various 
issues and therefore gets supported by quite different organisations and groups there also 
have been some critical comments on the general orientation of the policy.  
 
Nico de Wit (Creative Spaces) asks why subsidies are directed towards artists and creative 
entrepreneurs and not to other groups and misses a discourse about the justification for that 
policy rationale. He suggests to direct subsidies for example to immigrants in Amsterdam-
West who are exposed to the negative consequences of gentrification.  
 
‘Why are we not going to subsidise them? Or why don’t I ever hear anybody talking 
about that? So artists and creatives yes…but that target group not. Why don’t we 
have highly subsidised bazaars at every street corner? Whilst there are thousands of 
Moroccans, Turks, Surinamese, Indians?’ (pp. 52, 53146).  
 
Bas van de Geyn (Urban Resort) also argues for a broader perspective on the question to 
which groups and to which projects subsidies should be directed to. The change of focus of 
the broedplaatsenbeleid to the aim of creating high profile creative hotspot fails in some 
crucial points. Creating a fertile ground where new (sub-)cultural ideas and initiatives 
originate from and a broader participation of various groups of society in the creative city 
narrative, come too short in the current orientation of the policy; which he sums up like that: 
 
‘We have to actively stimulate that in fact the most successful should get more 
money. This is the integration of the Topstad-beleid into the broedplaatsenbeleid. 
Where the high-earners should get the subsidies. And this is how at least we see it: 
Such a policy is too restricted’ (p. 95147).  
 
‘It can’t be that such a policy is just formulated for top talents. For those people who 
finally will make it anyway. Or who are very likely to make it. The nice thing of a 
broad objective is that other people also get some space’ (p. 94148).  
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Bas van de Geyn’s other point of criticism is that the current distribution of subsidies does 
not always result in affordable working space, the principal and original goal of the policy. 
 
‘Another critique on the broedplaatsenbeleid is the stimulations, to simply say that 
tax money should be directed to places like de Kauwgomballenfabriek. Or subsidies 
that have been given to a place like Duintjer, where the rent finally still is very high. 
You just have to go back to look how much the rent is in the end. And there should 
also be a policy about that – how much is the person who’s going to rent there paying 
in the end? […] In these sorts of places, money that comes in doesn’t result in 
affordable studios for artists and the approachability of those places. I ask myself if 
that’s the sense of it (p. 95149).  
 
6.7.5 ‘There is no shortage at all’ 
 
Another issue within the broedplaatsen-policy and its realisation is the question whether 
there are already sufficient projects realised. The meanings vary between different 
organisations. Jaap Schoufour from BB states: 
 
‘I don’t think that the demand is extremely high. […] But there is still enough interest 
and demand for inspiring places. Popular studios. And I define a popular studio as a 
qualitative good space, on a location within the ring-road and affordable’ (p. 68150).  
 
Monique Cruijff (Lingotto) and Ina Pronk (Kunstwerk Loods 6) have other experiences and 
tell about having difficulties filling free broedplaatsen-units. Monique Cruijff explains: 
 
‘We see now, with the changing political climate so to say, that it is getting more 
difficult to find renters for the units. BB also can’t supply us with them. And then you 
are stuck to an arrangement for ten years, obligatory, so to say. And what…what’s 
the policy if you have vacancies? Should you continue realising broedplaatsen then? 
(p. 27151).  
 
‘I realised at a certain moment that I had a vacancy for a month. I think: How can this 
happen – vacancy? There are artists all over and there is a shortage. There is no 
shortage at all regarding broedplaatsen. Absolutely not. Because there are sufficient. 
Just the claims, so to say, that are put forward by the artists…I don’t know if think 
that they are up to date’ (p. 27152).  
 
‘There is a friction and I think: Maybe we can also have a few broedplaatsen less? 
Look, quite a lot of money is directed to BB. Maybe we have to…Everywhere there 
have to be made cut backs…maybe we also have to cut back there? It would not be 
too bad I think’ (p. 27153).  
 
Ina Pronk also notices that it is difficult to find renters for certain studios, especially if they 
are not in the cheapest rent category. She concludes: 
 
‘Maybe BB should put their subsidies and energy into something else and not still 
focus on the same group of artists’ (p. 45154).  
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Eva de Klerk (Kinetisch Noord) also names as a point of criticism that the realisation of 
broedplaatsen, contrary to earlier stages, is now supply- and not demand-driven (p. 98). Nico 
de Wit (Creative Spaces) adds: 
 
‘It is a political assumption I don’t get. There is a sort of political objective to add a 
few thousand meters each year. I per se don’t belief in a supply-driven approach. You 
always have to work with a demand-driven approach’ (p. 54155).  
 
6.7.6 Circulation of renters 
 
In a document published in 2001, BB states that BB does not see it as necessary to stimulate 
the circulation of artists and creative entrepreneurs in broedplaatsen. The physical proximity 
between successful and less successful cultural entrepreneurs is said to not only have 
beneficial effects on the synergy in a broedplaats but more successful entrepreneurs might 
also function as role models for others. The second reason named, why not to 
administratively regulate circulation is that in practice sufficient circulation takes place even 
without officially stimulating it (BB, 2001, p. 12).  
 
Bas van de Geyn who states that linked to the goal of Urban Resort to realise affordable 
working space is, that these spaces should give some sort of guarantee. He does not support 
the view that broedplaatsen should only be for start-ups: 
 
‘For us a broedplaats…it can be a place where people advance, but it can also be a 
final point where somebody stops. You also should have the guarantee to stay there 
for a longer period. […] That can be for somebody who is quite far in the production 
chain but that can also be for an artist who wants to work on the same painting for 
ten years; that has to be possible’ (p. 87156).  
 
Nico de Wit (Creative Spaces) sees it differently and advocates that broedplaatsen should 
mainly serve for the starting period of artists and creative entrepreneurs.  
 
‘I think a difficult thing is the pampering effect. And with pampering effect I mean: 
People rent there, I have seen that and it also seems to be the result of various 
researches, and after ten years they still rent there’ (p. 53157).  
 
‘You normally want to reach a certain goal. I’m afraid that this goal largely does not 
get realised. It then more gets a new way of being. You were a tiny artist and now 
you are a small artist. But…we have hundred thousands of them’ (pp. 53, 54158).  
 
Onno Warns (Cultuurfabriek) and Ellen Ros (Ymere) both support the idea of different rental 
categories and a system where more successful artists and creative entrepreneurs move to 
higher rental categories (p. 61). Ellen Ros states: 
 
‘The great danger is that everybody sticks to his/her unit and there is no movement 
anymore. I see it like that. […] It’s for the start-ups. And afterwards leaf it to 
somebody else because we have to keep moving. I support that idea’ (p. 75159).  
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Monique Cruijff (Lingotto) sees artists also as some sort of entrepreneurs and thinks that no 
further broedplaatsen are needed in Amsterdam but a better system of circulation of 
renters. 
 
‘In the end [...] artists are also entrepreneurs. And…in principal it’s that they should 
not longer than...You can’t stay in a broedplaats forever. The goal of BB always was 
like: You are allowed to rent for a subsidised price for some years. And than it’s the 
intention to move on to commercial rent. It’s not l’art pour l’art. In the end they 
should also earn some money’ (p. 22160).  
 
‘The goal is...to breed, for five years or for a determined time, and then you should 
be able to push along – or? But that’s…missing a bit…in the approach of BB…Because 
at a certain moment you should have sufficient broedplaatsen in the city. Because 
there has to be some sort of circulation. That has to be the underlying thought. Don’t 
keep subsidizing forever, I would say. It’s not healthy to be attached to the subsidy 
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7. Motivations to create broedplaatsen 
 
7.1 A summary of diverse positions 
 
The actors (apart from BB) can be grouped into four categories according to their principal 
motivation why they engage in the realisation of broedplaatsen. Their classification into one 
of the categories shows at the same time for which level they see the greatest benefits 
because of broedplaatsen: the individual artist or creative entrepreneur, the neighbourhood 
or the city.  
 
 
 Synergy and cultural production 
 
Paul Meijer (Xpositron) laid his emphasis on the benefits the physical 
clustering of artists and creative entrepreneurs leads to. Creativity and the 
process of creating are very much seen as collective processes in which people 
stimulate and help each other to realise their ideas. Brining together people 
from various professional backgrounds, who still share some basic interests, 
can result in uncommon partnerships and cooperation and subsequently to 
the emergence of new ideas.   
 
Ina Pronk (Kunstwerk Loods 6) mentioned not so much the synergy that might 
arise out of sharing the place of work but valuates the meaning broedplaatsen 
have for the cultural and art sector of the city. Offering affordable workshops 
to artists to foster the development of the artistic scene in Amsterdam was 
the main aspiration expressed. Being a place where art comes from and 
where art can be experienced was stated as the ideal function of the 
broedplaats. 
 
Eva de Klerk (Kinetisch Noord) also emphasised the artistic function of 
broedplaatsen. Anyway, a significant categorisation can not be made as the 
information provided in the interview was not sufficient to assign her position 
to one of the formulated categories. 
 
 Experiment and subculture 
 
Bas van de Geyn (Urban Resort) expressed as the main motivation to engage 
in the realisation of broedplaatsen the importance of un-programmed spaces, 
which can be appropriated to one’s needs and where experiments in creative 
as well as social terms can take place. On which level broedplaatsen are 
especially beneficial depends, according to him, on the scale and the location 
of a project. For larger broedplaatsen the urban function and for smaller 
broedplaatsen, especially when situated at the outskirts of the city, the 
neighbourhood function prevails. Additionally broedplaatsen should provide 
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affordable space for vulnerable social organisations and groups to prevent 
their social exclusion. 
 
Ivo Schmetz (EHBK) also sees the primary function of the broedplaats as 
offering space for experimental and subcultural initiatives. For him, anyway, in 
difference to Bas van de Geyn, who emphasised the function as a place of 
experimental creation, the focus lies on the function of consuming or 
experiencing cultural experiment. Alternative cultural programming and 
accessibility for the public are two characteristics he perceives of special 
importance. 
 
Onno Warns (Cultuurfabriek) in his statements mentions that broedplaatsen 
should comprise both functions - production and programming. Anyway, with 
programming he refers to events like discussion and expert meetings rather 
than artistic programming. Innovation, however, and offering a platform 
where information about societal relevant topics can be exchanged stand 
central in his vision. 
 
 Reuse of vacant space/own business case 
 
Monique Cruijff (Lingotto) explains that engaging in the realisation of 
broedplaatsen was because of practical matters in the case of Lingotto. The 
development firm was looking for renters who would make the location of the 
Kauwgomballenfabriek more attractive to commercial renters. In this sense 
the incorporation of broedplaatsen-units into the buildings was a strategy to 
initiate the successful exploitation of the commercial rented units Lingotto 
possesses.  
 
Nico de Wit (Creative Spaces) has stated a similar goal, namely to help real 
estate owners to fill their vacant buildings so that they generate value instead 
of being unused. Both, Monique Cruijff and Nico de Wit have named as 
motivation the reuse of vacant buildings to create economic value. 
 
 Neighbourhood regeneration 
 
The same goal can be seen for the housing corporations Ymere and de 
Alliantie, but has not been explicitly stated. Ellen Ros (Ymere) focuses in her 
explanations above all on making neighbourhoods more liveable and 
attractive by making place for a variation of functions. Different functions and 
the presence of artists and creative entrepreneurs should stimulate people to 
come together and engage in different ways with each other than they 
normally would. Artists and creative entrepreneurs are largely seen as 
instruments to revive deprived neighbourhoods. 
 
Lisette Langerwerf (de Alliantie) names similar motives for engaging in the 
realisation of broedplaatsen and also underlines the function of the 
broedplaats as meeting place for different social groups of the 
neighbourhood. Artists and creatives are supposed to interact in some way 
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with the inhabitants of the surroundings and contribute to more attachment 
to and validation of the neighbourhood among them. 
 
7.2 Discussion and conclusion 
 
Some of the motivations outlined above match the goals Bureau Broedplaatsen want to 
achieve, others are opposed to them. This last subchapter consists of an outline and 
interpretation of the objectives of the municipality behind the broedplaatsenbeleid in 
Amsterdam. 
 
The underlying motivations of the municipality of Amsterdam, to engage in the realisation of 
broedplaatsen, has changed during the ten years of its existence which can be divided into 
three periods. The initial motive was to relocate first of all collectives of squatters that were 
evicted from their accommodation because of broad-scale urban redevelopments. This, 
anyway, only happened because the city administration was alerted that the city would 
loose its special attractiveness if the cultural hotspots, which many of the squatted buildings 
were, would disappear. (Sub)cultural initiatives and projects was given space to because of 
the same reasons they where evicted in the first place – the regeneration of certain areas 
and neighbourhoods. After relocating many of the groups the policy entered its second 
phase. 
 
Around 2004 the creative city narrative and with it attracting artists and creative 
entrepreneurs, as well as tourists and inhabitants that would appreciate the creativeness of 
the city, became the basic grounds on which the policy was justified. Meanwhile the 
argumentation on behalf of the continuance of the boedplaatsenbeleid has entered the third 
phase. In the current discussion the possible social significance broedplaatsen can have, 
especially in neighbourhoods with a lot of problems like social exclusion, poverty and crime, 
stands central. The development of the line of argumentation shows that the assumptions 
about the benefits of broedplaatsen has gotten broader with the years.  
 
While originally the objective was to sustain the (sub)cultural scene in Amsterdam, it then 
turned to investing in culture and the creative economy to stimulate a positive cultural as 
well as economic climate. Increasing inter-urban competition on attracting tourists, 
inhabitants and investments, demanded for new strategies to keep the city’s advances. 
Finally, in times of sever budget cuts on public spendings in the cultural realm, as well as in 
many others (mainly social sectors), asked for more ‘essential’ rationales to sustain broad 
support among politicians. In combination with the current discussion on restricting the 
access to subsidised working spaces to successful artists, the broedplaatsen-policy can be 
read as ideological tool of reallocating scarce public funds away from socio-economic weak 
groups and towards the middle classes. Cultural initiatives are more and more seen as 
measures that can counteract whatever social problem in the city, ranging from combating 
violence to enhancing employment. Possible negative consequences like gentrification get 
thereby overlooked or simply downplayed.  
 
The increasing importance of the creative economy in the urban functioning gets not only 
reflected by relative and absolute numbers but can also be detected when observing the 
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changing distribution of urban space between various social groups. Places and social actions 
dialectically influence and shape each other. The creation of a special broedplaatsen-policy 
and with it the reassignment of urban space to artists and creative entrepreneurs has to be 
interpreted with the thought in mind, that the provision of spaces for selected activities 
follows the compulsion to reinforce dominant relations of production and property. This 
means a necessarily exclusion of groups and practices that do not contribute to the same. 
 
Anyway, it should be kept in mind that ‘much of the colour and ferment […] of street life and 
culture, as well as of artistic and other cultural practices, derives precisely from the infinitely 
varied texture of oppositions to the materializations of money, space, and time under 
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1
 Kunstenaars, de subcultuure met de vele kraakcollectieven, ambachtslieden en de vrijplaatsen in de 
rafelranden, hebben Amsterdam haar unieke karakter en attractie gegevan als diverse, tolerante en creatieve 
stad (BB, 2008, p. 7). 
 
2
 Betaalbare werk- en presentatieruimtes scheppen kansen voor talent en experiment (BB, 2005a, p. 2) 
 
3
 Amsterdam nog altijd een populaire vestigingsplaats voor creatieven uit de hele wereld (BB, 2005a, p. 1) 
 
4
 De vraag naar passende en betaalbare huisvestiging van de doelgroep nog steeds groot (BB, 2005a, p.1) 
 
5
 Volgens de Rietveld Academie en het Sandberg Instituur verlaten vaak de best gekwalificeerde 




 Broedplaatsen bieden ruimte om in Amsterdam het veelal buitenlandse toptalent en perspectief te bieden op 
(woon)werkruimte (BB, 2005b, p. 9). 
 
7
 Ruimte voor creativiteit is immers essentieel voor Amsterdam (BB, 2008, p. 5). 
 
8
realiseren van kleinschalige infrastructuur voor (overwegend) niet commerciele, culturele ondernemers-
waaronder met name (semi-)professionele kunstenaars – en het scheppen van voorwaarden voor een 
duurzame instandhouding van dergelijke infrastructuur in de stad (BB, 2001, p. 3). 
 
9
 De voorzieningen bieden de culturele ondernemers een kans om een cultureel/ambachtelijk bedrijf te starten 
en te kunnen continueren (BB, 2001, p. 1). 
 
10
 Broedplaatsen bieden de gelegenheid voor creatieven in de breedste betekenis van het woord om op hun 
eigen wijze een plek te veroveren in Amsterdam (BB, 2008, p. 5). 
 
11
 Want het is ?? voor jongen kunstenaars, ja het is heel moeilijk om een plek te vinden. Omdat .. Amsterdam is 
heel duur. En Amsterdam is toch wel een stad die altijd zoiets van .. zich zelf profileert als een creatieve stad. 
Waar de creatieve industrie dus ook belangrijk is. Dus dan vind ik, dan moet je daar natuurlijk ook iets voor 
doen (IS, p. 35). 
 
12
 Ja, ik denk dat het belangrijk is dat kunstenaars een goede plek krijgen in de stad want anders trekken ze 
allemaal de stad uit. Dat dreigt ook een beetje te gaan gebeuren en dat is het belangrijkste reden waarom BB is 
opgericht. Men zag gewoon alle kunstenaars .. of ze gaan naar het buitenland of ze gaan naar een andere stad 
omdat er hier gewoon niks .. geen ruimtes beschikbaar waren (IP, p. 43). 
 
13
 Wat ik heel positief vind is dat door het oprichten van BB heel veel panden zijn gekomen in de stad waar 
kunstenaars een plek hebben gekregen. Dat vind ik echt zonder meer een dikke pluspunt (IP, p. 44). 
 
14
 Ik deel de mening dat ... je geld moet vrijmaken om de creatieve sector hier en daar te boosten. Voor 
kunstenaars ben ik wat huiveriger (NW, p. 53). 
 
15
 Dus ik heb daar moeite mee. Wie gaat dat dan labelen? Wie, wat en waarom? (NW, p. 52) 
 
16
 Nou ja, eigenlijk kom dan meer, nou ja meer, misschien uitsluitend zelfs in een politieke sfeer terecht. Wil je 
dat? Moet je dat willen? (NW, p. 52) 
 
17
 Dit pand is, zeg maar .. en dat was in eerste instantie ook echt heel erg bedoelt voor kunstenaars. Jonge 
kunstenaars die hier konden werken. Maar ter gelijkertijd ook met publieke functie om dingen te kunnen laten 
zien (IS, p. 29). 
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18
 Voor een goed betaalbare prijs, zeg maar. Dus niet, zeg maar, die hoge standaarden die je overal hebt. Weet 
je we proberen toch alles wel laag te houden (IS, p. 30). 
 
19
 Dat geeft zo een gebouw de mogelijkheid om, ja, elkaar te ontmoeten als je daar een ruimte huurt en om 
daarmee naar buiten te treden. Dat je niet een gesloten .. ateliergebouw bent bijv. Dat je activiteiten 
organiseert .. Maar daarmee maak je ook wel je gebouw bekender en kun je ook weer makkelijker huurders 
vinden. Die het dan weer aantrekkelijk vinden om in een gebouw te zitten waar er van alles en nog wat gebeurt 
(IP, p. 44). 
 
20
 En dat staat ook in het statuut, dat wij een pand willen zijn voor jonge kunstenaars en voor experimentele 
podiumkunst en voor jong talent en jonge mensen die zich hier kunnen ontwikkelen (IS, p. 30).  
 
21
 Ik denk dat wij een aanvulling zijn op de normale programmering en .. stroom van optredens en presentatie 
in de stad. Ik denk dat wij wel iets bieden dat niet op ander plekken is (IS, p. 34). 
 
22
 Dingen die heel low key, low profile zijn en die nog niet op podia kunnen zoals Paradiso of Melkweg en clubs 
en zo (IS, p. 34). 
 
23
 Het is wel belangrijk om gewoon voor de toekomst te kijken [...] hoe kunnen we  blijven bestaan en toch 
blijven wat we zijn? Dus lage prijzen hanteren, voor de huurders maar ook lage prijzen voor concerten en 
voorstellingen. Want dat is belangrijk voor de stad. En plek als deze is wel een plek waar subcultuur vandaan 
komt. En wij hebben altijd gezegd: There is no culture without sub-culture. En dat willen we ook blijven zijn, zeg 
maar. Iets waar dingen ontstaan en dingen kunnen broeien, zeg maar. Dus echt een soort katalysator kunnen 
zijn voor kleine nieuwe initiatieven en dingen (IS, pp. 32, 33). 
 
24
 Dat is heel plezierig en dat is ook een garantie dat je, dat iets kan mislukken. Of dat je gewoon je kunst kan 
maken, zoals je het zelf wil maken (BG, p. 93). 
 
25
 Zoals het ontstaan van de eerste .. internetcultuur, moet ik bijna zeggen, gedachten van dat er dus een open 
source internet zou zijn. Een groot gedeelte van de hele clubcultuur in Amsterdam, die zeer progressief was in 
die tijd, die heeft zich op dat moment ook ontwikkeld en .. En op het culturele vlak. Dus allerlei mogelijke 
manieren van theater, stedelijk experiment (BG, p. 88). 
 
26
 Ik denk dat iedereen zich voor zichzelf moet afvragen: Nou, wat ga ik doen? Nou, ik ga een beetje kunstenaar 
zijn. Prima. Is daar behoefde aan? Ben ik .. Mick Jagger? Ja, daar is behoefte aan. Ik ga heel veel geld verdienen. 
Ja, prima, ga je gang. Maar ben jij een fröbelaar, ja, ook prima. Maar verwacht niet dat je er wat voor krijgt. Dan 
is het meer hobby (NW, p. 54). 
 
27
 Wat natuurlijk wel jammer is [...] dat men geen ruimte heeft geschapen, voor zeg maar de vrije plekken, zoals 
[...] de oude voormalige Graansilo. Het niveau en de schaal van de plekken zoals die er waren eind jaren ’90, 
dat is niet teruggekeerd met het broedplaatsenbeleid. En dat is eigenlijk wel een groot gebrek van 
het broedplaatsenbeleid, dat dat niet gelukt is. Dat was wel oorspronkelijk het idee (BG, p. 95). 
 
28
 Voor wat ons aan comparatief voordeel rest, zijn ‘highconcept’ en design essentieel. Dat vereist een 
omgeving die innovatie, dynamiek en onverwachte verbindingen stimuleert. Als broedplaatsenbeleid zo veel 
verder reikt dan het domein van de kunsten (BB, 2005b, p. 9). 
 
29
 Bijzonder gebouw, rauw en monumentaal, lekkere ruige omgeving en veel buitenruimte (EK, p. 97). 
 
30
 Weet je, het is een beetje rauw, niet allemaal met lage plafonnetjes en helemaal strak gepolijst [...] Dat 
vinden heel veel huurders heel aantrekkelijk (MC, p. 26). 
 
31
 En dat is ook, denken wij ook aantrekkelijk voor kunstenaars maar ook voor commerciёle bedrijven. Omdat 
dat toch een bepaalde vibe geeft, dat je in zo een gebouw .. Het is niet een duf kantoorgebouw geworden. En 
het trekt ook daarmee een bepaald soort huurders (MC, p. 25). 
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 Een omgeving die niet voorgeprogrammeerd is en waar je het gevoel hebt je kan daar zelf wat aan doen. Die 
verzoeken die je krijgt van mensen: Ik wil graag mijn dak eruit halen of ik wil graag die wand verschuiven. Dat 
ademt dat pand ook uit, zeg maar. Voor veel mensen (BG, p. 93).  
 
33
 De projectruimte die we hebben op de tweede verdieping dat is eigelijk een heel kaal en sober lokaal. Waar 
niks zit zeg maar. En waar je denkt van: Ja, wat is daar nou aan? Maar het grappige is, we hebben wel een paar 
keer verhuringen gehad van wat mensen die [...] dat dan eigenlijk een ongelooflijk stimulerende omgeving 
vinden. Met allemaal kleine hokjes eromheen waar allemaal mensen met iets bezig zijn. Waarin je back to basic 
gaat om van daaruit je dingen te ontwikkelen. En dan zit je in een saai, sober lokaal waar zeker niet alles 
geregeld is. Maar [...] ja, dat je gewoon helemaal vanuit het niks je idee kan ontwikkelen. Daar biedt zo 
een Volkskrantgebouw [...] dat daar een interessante cultuur uit voorkomt, of overbruggingen uit voortkomen, 
nieuwe en spannende overbruggingen kunnen worden gemaakt voor die creatieve economie (BG, pp. 92, 93). 
 
34
 Ze kunnen hier [terras] ze kunnen hier hun telefoontjes plegen, peukje roken. We faciliteren dat ook. Dat 
roept ook een gevoel op. Een gevoel van vrijheid. Nou ja, in vrijheid krijgt creativiteit natuurlijk de beste 
kansen. Hè, dus dat voed je (NW, p. 50). 
 
35




 En dat is .. voor een stad, vind ik, wel belangrijk als je het hebt over nieuwe ontwikkelingen, het ontstaan van 
nieuwe ideeёn. Ja, dan heb je ook plekken nodig waar mensen op zo een idee kunnen komen. En dat stimuleert 
.. mensen stimuleren elkaar, daar geloof ik wel in. Dus voor de stad, in die zin vind ik het belangrijk (IP, p. 43). 
 
37
 De synergie, die in die Tramremise ontstaan is vonden we zo bijzonder [...] Verschillende soorten 
samenwerkingsverbanden. En ja, we hadden zoiets: het is doodzonde als zoiets verloren gaat (PM, p. 12). 
 
38
 Eigenlijk moet er gewoon bovenaan staan van wat kan van meerwaarde voor Xpositron zijn. Zowel voor de 
faciliteiten als voor de community in Xpositron. Dus dat staat nu sinds ruim twee jaar bovenaan. En dat werpt 
zijn eerste vruchten af. Want vroeger was het vooral dat er een ruimte gevuld moest worden [...] En gebleken is 
dat dat niet genoeg is. Dat we gewoon juist, ja .. mensen nodig hebben die .. het gebouw 
weer bruisender kunnen maken, of meer behoefte hebben aan synergie met anderen (PM, p. 8). 
 
39
 Je werkt nu eens samen met de een, dan eens met de ander, om vervolgens een tijdje je eigen werk te 
maken. Vandaag is de een opdrachtgever van de ander, morgen zijn de rollen omgedraaid. Daarbij vermengen 




 Het is leuk om te zien dat mensen vanuit verschillende disciplines, dat er overeenkomsten zijn en dat er ook 
heel duidelijk verschillen zijn. Dat je juist door die verschillen elkaar kunt aanvullen. Ja, de overeenkomsten 
maken het mogelijk dat je zo samen in het pand kunt zitten en samen kan werken (PM, p. 12). 
 
41
 Ja, het is één en één is drie, of nog veel meer dan dat. En dat, ja .. je loopt makkelijk even een deur verder 
(PM, p. 12). 
 
42
 Zo ontstaat er ook leuke ruilhandel (PM, p. 13). 
 
43
 En kunstenaars en bedrijven die hier in zitten zouden dan met elkaar contact kunnen hebben en samen 
dingen samen kunnen doen. En het zou makkelijker zijn om met een creatieve groep dingen te bedenken of 
gewoon .. een borreltje of een koffie met elkaar te drinken. Dat was het oorspronkelijke idee. En .. dat is het 
eigenlijk nog steeds (IP, p. 37). 
 
44
 En door het organiseren van borrels en mensen die hier [terras] gewoon een peukje roken [...]krijg je 
kruisbestuiving. En wat is er nou mooier dan dat je hier drie mensen bij elkaar ziet zitten en tic, tic, tic, tic, tic, 
tic – er ontstaat iets moois. Er is zomaar een nieuwe onderneming geboren. Zo gaat dat (NW, p. 59). 
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 Het voordeel is dat je snel in contact komt met andere creatieven. Dat is ook de reden waarom huurders in 
een pand zoals dit willen huren. Natuurlijk is het niet zo dat elke huurder de deuren open gooit een veel 
contact zoekt met anderen (IP, p. 42). 
 
46
 Dat je gelijkgezinde ontmoet in een pand. Dus dat je mensen op je verdieping hebt zitten die ongeveer met 
dezelfde situatie zitten als jijzelf en dat je niet op je eigen kamertje zit en alleen maar beperkt bent tot je eigen 
manier van denken maar dat je ook eens bij een ander naast je binnen kan lopen en denk van: Hey, die is 
ongeveer met vergelijkbare dingen bezig (BG, p. 93). 
 
47
 Dat je anderzijds ook ongebruikelijke verbanden zou kunnen aangaan. Dat vinden heel veel mensen ook weer 
inspirerend aan zo een plek als het VKG [...] we horen het wel van veel huurders dat ze het leuk vinden dat 
onverwachte mensen naast je komen zitten. [...] je komt in contact met mensen op de verdieping die je 
misschien niet zou verwachten. Dat kan simpelweg alleen maar zijn dat dat leuk contact is, maar daar kan ook 
meer uit komen (BG, p. 93). 
 
48
 De Tafel voor 50 dat doen we normaal één keer in de twee maanden. Iedereen nodigt dan uit zijn eigen 
netwerk wat mensen uit met die ze actueel contact hebben gehad. Omdat dat verschillende netwerken zijn die 
tijdens een diner met elkaar in contact komen krijg je nieuwe ontmoetingen die je normaal niet krijgt. Als je 
een netwerk-diner gaat organiseren voor alleen maar fotografen, 90 procent van die mensen kennen elkaar. 
Het is juist het idee dat je een nieuw iemand ontmoet .. Die je wel begrijpt[..] We snappen elkaar wel maar we 
doen toch wat anders. En daarom zijn we zeker ook aan elkaar verbonden (OW, pp. 59, 60).  
 
49
 De kern van het probleem waar het Programma Broedplaatsen op gericht is, vormt het gebrek aan 
voldoende betaalbare ruimte. Het aanbod van klein kantoor en bedrijfsruimte is volgens onderzoek van de 
Dienst Onderzoek en Statistiek de afgelopen jaren afgenomen (BB, 2008, p. 15).  
 
50
 In de tussentijd heb ik wel gezien dat er ontzettend veel vraag is vanuit de markt naar kleinschalige 
bedrijfsruimtes. En daarvoor heb ik samen met de eigenaar van Venues, Creative Spaces opgericht (NW, p. 47). 
 
51
 Creative Spaces is een bedrijfje dat als doel heeft, eigenlijk simpelweg om vraag en aanbod bij elkaar te 
brengen (NW, p. 47). 
 
52
 Want wat is er nou mooier dan dat .. ja, om afspraken met partijen te maken dat 
de één zijn leegstandsprobleem opgelost ziet en ook nog wat geld, wat cashflow realiseert en de andere, nou 
ja, onder prettige condities een mooie locatie kan huren (NW, p. 47).  
 
53
 Ze hebben ook wel weer heel veel dingen mogelijk gemaakt. Maar het voorziet een behoefde voor honderd, 
duizende kleine bedrijfjes die het anders niet halen. Met zo een kleine organisatie lukt het hun wel om best 




 Die broedplaatsen zijn natuurlijk ook gewoon verzamelingen van werkgelegenheid. Dat zijn geen 
subsidieslurpende kunstenaarskolonies. Maar daar wordt gewoon ondernemerschap uitgeoefend. Daar wordt 
geld verdiend (JS, p. 66).  
 
55
 Ik vind het goed dat er niet alleen maar gekeken wordt naar creatieven, maar dat creatieve ambachtelijkheid, 
creatieve bedrijvigheid (ER, p. 80).  
 
56
 Doelgroep is breder geworden, is nu ook creatieve industrie maar die kunnen zich zelf in de markt redden, 
daar is geen fonds voor nodig (EK, p. 98).  
 
57
 En daar ligt ook wel een groot deel van de kritiek zeg maar. Dat het broedplaatsenbeleid zich heel erg 
beperkt tot de stimulering van de creatieve economie [...] Het is die koppeling van het broedplaatsenbeleid aan 
de creatieve industrie. Dus dat moment waarop die economische vertaalslag, die altijd de basis is voor dit soort 
beleid. Dat dat eigenlijk voor een groot gedeelte voorbij ziet aan het doel van je zou het eigenlijk moeten 
verbreden die economische doelstelling (BG, p. 94).  
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 Maar goed .. dat soort lui, daar wordt gewoon geld verdient. Dus die moet je niet gaan pamperen. Die 
moeten gewoon lekker voor zichzelf zorgen. En ook afgezien van allerlei vastgoedeffecten die het weer heeft 
als je allerlei dingen gaat subsidiёren, is het gewoon zuiver om bedrijven die in dezelfde vijver vissen ook gelijk 
te behandelen (NW, p. 51).  
 
59
 Wat ik echt een lastig ding vind van broedplaatsen dat is enerzijds .. verstoor je de marktverhouding. Want ik 
blijf het een gek gevoel vinden als jij een pak melk voor een euro moet kopen en iemand anders voor 50 cent. 
Dat vind ik gewoon gek (NW, p. 53). 
 
60
 De creatieve industrie is kerngebied van de gemeente Amsterdam .. daar wordt ook best wel wat geld voor 
uitgetrokken. Dan kan je je wel vragen van: Waarom eigenlijk? Het wordt altijd met de toegevoegde waarde, 
de maatschappelijke waarde van de creatieve industrie geargumenteerd. En ik vind, dat de creatieve industrie 
zelf, bijna nooit wil worden aangesproken op hun maatschappelijke verantwoordelijkheid (OW, p. 61).  
 
61
 De essentie van Amsterdam. Dynamisch, divers, creatief, intensief. Dat zijn allemaal dingen die bij 
Amsterdam horen. Je laat je verrassen om opeens naast iets duurs een raar galarietje of zoiets als het VKG, wat 
dan ook, te zien. Dat is dus heel essentieel (JS, p. 71). 
 
62
 De essentie is dat we deze stad divers, creatief, dynamisch en intensief gebruikt willen houden. En daarvoor 
moeten er dus nieuwe broedplaatsen gemaakt worden (JS, p. 90). 
 
63
 Het broedplaatsenbeleid kan van grote waarde zijn; als de stadgist die vernieuwingsprocessen mogelijk 
maakt. [...] Een stad waar de chemie zo werkt dat een allegaartje goud wordt, daar trekt van heinde en verre 
interessant volk op af (BB, 2005b, p. 11). 
 
64
 Amsterdam moet zich als creatieve stad versterken en zich ontwikkelen tot een stad die kennis en creativiteit 
aantrekt en weet vast te houden (BB, 2005a, p. 1). 
 
65
 Er zijn een aantal hele mooie voorbeelden in van producten, die hier in het pand ontwikkeld zijn bijv. En, wat 
we in het begin ook niet wisten, wat dus wel wereldwijd gaat. Dus die impact is zowel economisch als voor de 
naam van Amsterdam .. denk ik erg goed (PM, p. 14). 
 
66
 We hebben natuurlijk het fenomeen Het Nieuwe Werken. Het Nieuwe Werken dat is dit soort dingen [wijst 
naar een jonge man die op het terras staat en aan het telefoneren is]: We lopen op terrassen rond en we roken 
een peukje en hebben de telefoon, de smart phone, hebben we bij de hand. En we gaan gewoon lekker door 
met geld verdienen. Je bent in deze tijd .. In heel veel vakgebieden ben je in staat om op hele bijzondere 
manieren je geld te verdienen. En het is niet meer zo dat je om negen uur naar een plek moet waar je om vijf 
uur weer vandaan mag (NW, p. 49). 
 
67
 Dus eigenlijk dat hele verhaal over Het Nieuwe Werken. [...] Dus er zijn ook mensen die al heel ver zijn in zo 
een productieketen en besloten hebben ik werk gewoon zelfstandig. Misschien al 20, 30 jaar ervaring hebben 
maar graag in een omgeving zitten waar heel veel nieuwe ideeёn ontstaan. Dat diegene prikkelt. En waar die 
op hetzelfde moment een goede modeontwerper is, die inderdaad zijn kleding laat maken in Roemeniё of 
Thailand en die kleding aanbiedt als haute couture in de kleine boetiekjes in de Negen Straatjes. Dat is voor 
heel veel mensen langzamerhand praktijk aan het worden. Je hebt daartussenin af en toe tijdelijk 
kantoorruimte nodig of voor langere duur. In een omgeving die je zelf ontwikkelt en die je ook interessant vindt 
(BG, p. 92). 
 
68
 Als je in zo een wijk een succesvolle broedplaats neerzet, begint iemand verderop een restaurantje, een 
ander een winkeltje, en dan gaat de wijk veranderen (BB, 2005b, p. 10). 
 
69
 Het goede nieuws is, dat ze voor dynamiek in de omgeving zorgen. Ze kopen hier hun broodjes en 
het Vlaamsch Broodhuys bijv. die is net een coffeeshopje begonnen. En al die dingetjes hier, ja elke dag zitten 
er wel mensen uit het gebouw zitten daar wel te lunchen. Dus de horeca, de Albert Heijn, die hebben daar een 
voordeel van (NW, p. 59). 
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 In het eerste jaar volgens mij, heeft een kunstenares uit ons gebouw, die heeft allerlei contacten gelegd met 
bedrijven in de buurt. We hebben toen een grote open dag en openingsfeest gehouden, wat gesponsord is 
door een aantal bedrijven uit de buurt (PM, p. 13). 
 
71
 En verder is het zo dat .. de broedplaats zelf dat zijn gewoon allemaal kleine bedrijfjes die ook hier in de 
buurt hun weg gevonden hebben en die producten kopen hier echt lokaal in de buurt (PM, p. 13). 
 
72
 Wij hebben dus die zonnecentrale aangelegd hier op het dak, wat dat elektrotechnisch installatiebedrijf zó 
geweldig vindt, dat ze hier regelmatig zijn komen kijken. [...] En, ja voor hen is het ook weer leerzaam. En ze 
mogen ons project ook als visitekaartje gebruiken voor zichzelf en klanten mee nemen hiernaartoe (PM, p. 13). 
 
73
 We lopen niet de deur plat bij elkaar, maar ja, er zijn wel samenwerkingsverbanden (PM, p. 13). 
 
74
 De creatieve sector draagt bij aan de economische vitaliteit en vormt een belangrijke motor voor nieuwe 
werkgelegenheid (BB, 2005a, p. 2). 
 
75
 Want er zit allemaal werkgelegenheid in die broedplaatsen (JS, p. 71). 
 
76
 Er werken hier ook mensen die hier in de buurt wonen. Dus in die zin heb je ook nog een economische 
functie. Ik heb iemand in dienst die woont hier drie straten verderop. En de technische beheerder woonde ook 
eerst hier in de buurt (IP, p. 43). 
 
77
 In een buurt waar .. problemen zijn, maatschappelijke problemen zijn, zoals criminaliteit, sociale onveiligheid 
en alleen monotone functies met alleen (93) maar sociale woningen zoals in Nieuw-West. Met allerlei 
problematiek. Met allochtonen-problematiek en dat zit allemaal in een hoekje waar een negatief imago ook 
bestaat, waar weinig initiatieven uit die buurt zelf komen. Dat je daar een broedplaats vestigt dat kan dus 
goede effecten hebben op de maatschappelijke situatie (JS, p. 69). 
 
78
 Ga maar kijken op de Ottho Helderingstraat 3, dat is in Slotervaart, midden in de shit daar gewoon. Daar is 
enorm veel overlast van jongeren en inbraken daar. Is echt verschrikkelijk. Daar zijn dus een aantal initiatieven 
terechtgekomen zoals Joris Laarman. Dat is een topontwerper die daar zit. In combinatie ook met 
maatschappelijke organisaties. Turkse en Marokkaanse initiatieven die daar zitten. Dansschool, waar ook 
kinderen uit die buurt terecht kunnen. Er is dus ook een koffietent gekomen. Waar ook de buurt terecht kan en 
iets anders meemaakt dan alleen maar die nare snackbars die er zijn. Kortom – dat is toch een bijzondere plek. 
Die op zich qua functies niet in die buurt lijkt te passen. [...] Dus dat is van een hele andere orde. En dat willen 
we natuurlijk als stad. We willen die ghetto’s niet. We willen een stad waar hoog opgeleid, laag opgeleid, 
koopwoningen, sociale woningen, uitgaansplekken .. overal .. een mix vormen. Dat willen we natuurlijk. En dat 
is dus een heel moeizaam proces. Maar dit is daar wel een illustratie van heel concreet. En dat geldt voor 
Garage Notweg ook. Modeontwerpers zitten daar in Osdorp die gekoppeld zijn aan de skills van allochtone 
vrouwen die dus heel goed kleren kunnen maken. Maar die zaten daar dus allemaal door hun man opgesloten 
in zo een huisje. En die zitten nu dus in die Garage Notweg zitten die dus nu die ontwerpen te maken. Nou, dat 
is heel concreet van grote betekenis, van maatschappelijke betekenis. Want die dames die komen uit hun 
isolement, die krijgen weer een gevoel van eigenwaarde. Ik wist wel dat ik iets kon, maar nu kan ik het ook nog 
laten zien. En er zijn ook nog mensen die dat bewonderen. [...] Kortom – dat werkt op alle manieren goed (JS, 
pp. 69, 70). 
 
79
 Broedplaatsen zijn een anvulling op het voorzieningenniveau in de buurt (BB, 2001, p. 1). 
 
80
 De leefbaarheid van een buurt wordt verhoogd door het opnemen van buurtfuncties (BB, 2001, p. 1). 
 
81
 Kunstenaars komen eigenlijk weer de Bijlmer binnen en die verbinden eigenlijk het grootstedelijke met het 
lokale, met dat buurtniveau. Dat speelt zich heel veel af rond om de meeste van de projecten. Dus de groep 
van kunstenaars die daar komt, komt volgens mij voornamelijk uit de stad. En die proberen wat bredere .. 
theater, muziek aan te bieden voor mensen in de buurt. En dat geldt ook voor de Burgemeester de Vlugtlaan 
(BG, p. 90). 
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82
 Wie wil je graag dat die in zo een plek komen? Daar ligt heel duidelijk het accent op de verbinding met de 
buurt. En dan vooral ook de verbindingen met zoals de buurt op dat moment is. Dus probeer 
welzijnsorganisaties binnen te laten, of probeer groepen toe te laten, die heel duidelijk zeggen, in die manier 




 Ik denk dat het erg goed is dat er een beleid is waarin, zeg maar, een waarborg is voor betaalbare plekken 
voor kwetsbare groepen in de stad, laat ik het zo formuleren. Van kunstenaars tot sociale welzijnsorganisaties 
(BG, p. 94). 
 
84
 Waarin dus eigenlijk die mogelijkheid ontstaat, dat ze gewoon kunnen aansluiten bij dat wat er voor de rest 
gebeurt in de stad. En dat zij ook daadwerkelijk een relevante positie kunnen krijgen binnen de stad 
Amsterdam (BG, p. 88). 
 
85
 En ik denk dat dat meer levendigheid geeft voor de buurt. 
En dat de buurt ook allerlei activiteiten kan doen en bezoeken hier in  
de Bagagehal. Dat ze daarvoor niet per se naar het centrum hoeven. Voor een tentoonstelling, of een 
kunstwerk of een kunstuitleen, noem maar op. Ik denk dat het een buurtfunctie heeft in die zin dat het wel een 
beetje uitsteekt boven een buurtfunctie. Weet je het is wel .. niet de bakker om de hoek (IP, p. 43). 
 
86
 Broedplaatsen bieden de mogelijkheid om in nieuwe woon- en werkverbanden relaties op te bouwen met de 
directe omgeving: de straat en de buurt. De aanwezigheid van creatieven, culturele plekken en –
programmering draagt bij aan ontmoeting en interactie tussen de bewoners met hun verschillende leefstijlen 
en culturen (BB, 2005a, p. 1). 
 
87
 Steeds meer kunstenaars en nieuw gevormde broedplaatsgroepen zien vanuit verschillende motieven, 
voordelen in deze verbindingen met de omgeving (BB, 2008, p. 11). 
 
88
 Ontwerpers die geen geld hebben om die ontwerpen uit te werken naar prototypes, wat dus nu op een 
goedkope manier kan gebeuren (JS, p. 70). 
 
89
 Dat die groep van mensen op de tweede verdieping achter zelf kunnen selecteren wie daar komt, zelf de 
mogelijkheid hebben om .. En in principe komen zij allemaal uit de buurt. En dat was ook de manier waarop zij 
zelf met hun plan zijn begonnen: Wij willen als buurtkunstenaars .. Die hebben het belang van de buurt voorop 
gesteld. En dat doen ze ook nog vandaag. Op het moment dat er activiteiten zijn vanuit de buurt, zodra er een 
Rode Loper festival is, is dat altijd de actiefste verdieping die altijd voorop staat en: Er moet iets groots 
gebeuren. En de zalen moeten worden geopend. En we gaan daar de kunst ophangen (BG, p. 90). 
 
90
 Bij kleinere projecten en ook zodra je meer midden in een buurt zit, zoals bijv. in de Burgemeester 
de Vlugtlaan [...], is het veel eenvoudiger en vanzelfsprekender. Daar hebben we ook de huurders uitgekozen 
op die functie. Bijv. een groepje architecten die zelf allemaal workshops organiseren met kinderen uit de buurt. 
Vooral met scholieren. En die proberen het ontwerpen van je eigen woonomgeving te stimuleren met mensen, 
met die kinderen. En daar hebben we wel naar gekeken van of die nou een leuke groep zijn om binnen 
de Vlugt te hebben. Zodat je een aanloop krijgt van buurkinderen in het pand. En dat ze dan ook zien wat er 
voor de rest in het pand gebeurt. Dus het stimuleren om de buurt in zo een pand te krijgen. [...] Daar hebben 
we dus wel ideeёn over hoe we mensen daar neerzetten (BG, p. 91). 
 
91
 We proberen ook een goede mix te krijgen zo dat inderdaad het belang van de buurt relevant is en goed 
vertegenwoordigd is. Die ontmoeting zou zich moeten afspelen... [...] In principe zou dat vanuit de groep 
moeten komen. Dus die groep van mensen met elkaar, zoals het van tevoren bedacht was (BG, p. 90). 
 
92
 We hebben drie aandachtsgebieden in die wijkaanpak, waar we extra op focussen. En een van die focussen is 
‘ontmoeten’. Het organiseren van ontmoetingen. En daar is met name, het ontmoeten in een bijzonder 
gebouw, dat ontmoeting mogelijk maakt, dat is voor ons een multifunctionele accommodatie waarin 
ontmoeting in de buurt gefaciliteerd wordt. En dan kom je op het terrein van broedplaatsen. Waarin bijv. 
creativiteit gestimuleerd wordt of kunstenaars en creatieve bedrijfjes gevestigd zijn. Daar zijn we in 
geїnteresserd, omdat wij daar ook verwachtingen bij hebben. Dat doen we natuurlijk niet alleen in 
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die aandachtswijken maar we hebben natuurlijk wel gezegd: In die wijken willen we wat extra in die 
ontmoeting investeren. Dus dan is het niet gek als we juist bij die wijken denken 
aan broedplaatsachtige initiatieven (ER, p. 73). 
 
93
 Creatieve bedrijvigheid van een hoog niveau heeft zelden iets te maken met voor de buurt leuke dingen 
doen. [...]Dus als je dat te veel verwacht dan plak je iets op wat die kunstenaars zelf helemaal niet willen. Die 
willen eerst hun eigen onderneming op poten zetten. Dan willen ze misschien samenwerken met andere 
creatieve ondernemers en hun afzetmarkt is landelijk. Heeft niks met die buurt. Dus ik vind dat er soms heel 
krampachtig in geopereerd is en daar moeten wij denk ik afscheid van nemen, van dat krampachtige initiatief. 
De formule met een draagvlak, van imago en iets bijzonders en creatiefs en hoogwaardigs naast leuke inloop 
voor bewoners en leuk als brandpunt in de buurt – forget it. Dat is gewoon niet waar (ER, p. 78). 
 
94
 En sommige broedplaatsen daar wordt de buurt ook heel expliciet betrokken bij allerlei activiteiten. Dat doen 
wij niet. Wij laten het gewoon maar ontstaan en gebeuren. Natuurlijk heb je wel een beleid en je kijkt heel 
kritisch naar de activiteiten die je onderneemt en welke huurders er een ruimte huren. Maar ik zou niet durven 
te zeggen: Wij zijn maatschappelijk, we vervullen een sociaal-maatschappelijke functie (IP, p. 43). 
 
95
 Het zou een plek moeten zijn, om het met mooie woorden te zeggen, die de stad ruimte geeft voor 
experiment .. In de meest brede zin van het woord. Of dat nou een samenlevingsexperiment is of een 
experiment op het gebied van .. werkzaamheden die mensen doen. Het gaat erom, de meest lastige term is dat 
volgens mij, een spannende plek te creёren in de stad. [...] Dat dat een zogenaamde inspirerende plek moet 
zijn waar mensen hele andere dingen doen dan als zich overal elders zo afspelen. [...] Dat is eigenlijk een beeld 
van: Als er ruimtes zijn die een niet al te veel voorgeschreven programma hebben of niet al te veel ingevuld 
zijn, dat er de mogelijkheid is om dingen te laten ontstaan die elders niet zo snel zullen plaatsvinden. 
Daaromheen hangen een aantal belangrijke voorwaarden. Het gaat er dus inderdaad om dat zo een plek 
goedkoop is. Je moet er makkelijk kunnen komen. En daarnaast moet je erin zelf ook iets kunnen veranderen. 
Het gevoel hebben dat je het je eigen kan maken, zo een plek (BG, p. 87). 
 
96
 Als je hier zit .. dan ben je wel onderdeel van een project en ik vind het wel een bijzonder project. En ik vind 
ook dat mensen zich moeten realiseren als ze hier zitten dat ze ook ergens instappen .. wat ook een functie 
naar buiten heeft, naar de stad toe. Weet je het is niet alleen dat je in een pand zit waar je als individu lekker 
zit te werken .. Ik vind dat wij als pand met onze publieke functies .. Er is ook een verantwoordelijkheid naar de 
buurt en naar de stad (IS, p. 34). 
 
97
 En dat is eigenlijk ook precies wat we willen zijn. We willen een centrale plek .. het centrale praathuis met 
name voor de creatieve industrie in de stad. Voor ondernemers, voor creatieve ondernemers vooral, maar ook 
wel altijd gelinkt aan maatschappelijke zaken. Dus daarin werken we ook veel samen met de gemeente, 




 Ik ga ervan uit dat het maatschappelijk debat belangrijk is. Dan doen wij wel iets wezenlijk anders dan die 
andere instellingen. Ten eerste zijn wij echt vernieuwend in vorm en opzet met verschillende partners en. [...] 
Wij richten ons in eerste instantie op professionals of ondernemers. En gewoon ook de doe’ers en minder de 
denkers. Het andere is ook belangrijk maar daar onderscheiden wij ons echt in. Want zo een plek was er nog 
niet. En wat wij dan .. wat wij goed kunnen is mensen uit verschillende disciplines bij elkaar brengen. Wij 
denken dat daar de vernieuwing altijd zit. Ik bedoel, niet gesprekjes met elkaar maar juist met de ander te 
organiseren (OW, p. 59). 
 
99
 Je moet zelf je handen uit de mouwen .. Dat vind ik trouwens heel gezond. Wat mij opvalt is dat creatieve 
ondernemers of broedplaatshuurders zich naar verhuurders ongelofelijk consumentistisch .. Ik wil dit en dat, en 
dat is niet geregeld en kunt u misschien en de deur staat te vaak open .. Ga er zelf bij staan. Hoezo moeten wij 
dat regelen (ER, p. 81)? 
 
100
 Zij zijn natuurlijk wel top-down. Zij zeggen vanwege: Wij gaan een broedplaats ontwikkelen. Die zetten een 
organisatiestructuur en voila – daar is het. En wij zijn natuurlijk bottom-up. Dus wij zijn ontstaan uit ons eigen 
initiatief. Wij hebben het gekraakt en gezegd: oké, wij gaan dit ontwikkelen hier. Dus wij zijn natuurlijk van de 
andere kant dan zij qua ontwikkeling. IS 41 
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101
 We willen wel als collectief iets zijn en niet alleen een groepje individuen. Ik vind het wel bijzonder als je als 
groep, als collectief ook een concept can uitdragen en .. Je kunt natuurlijk ook veel meer als collectief. En dat 
maakt het pand natuurlijk ook bijzonder (IS, p. 33). 
 
102
 Dus we hopen en verwachten dan ook echt betrokkenheid (IS, p. 31). 
 
103
 Het is belangrijk .. binnen dit project ook, dat we alle leden betrekken. Want ik, we kunnen natuurlijk niks 
implementeren in dat hele systeem hier zonder de stemmen van de leden (IS, p. 33). 
 
104
 En een ander negatief ding is [...] dat BB natuurlijk, die maakt panden, en die zetten dat neer en daar gaan 
gewoon mensen in. Terwijl ik het natuurlijk belangrijk vind, dat mensen dingen zelf organiseren (IS, p. 36).  
 
105
 Kijk, dingen die geїnitieerd worden door vanuit de gemeente – nou, dat is ook leuk natuurlijk. Maar je mist 




 Er moet gewoon alles geconditioneerd en goed geregeld zijn vanuit de staat. Dus eigenlijk laat je gewoon 
geen creativiteit .. Ga je ze steeds meer aan banden leggen (IS, p. 36).  
 
107
 Ik vind dat het de gemeente en BB moeilijk vind om om te gaan met eigen ontwikkelplannen. Zeker als ze er 
al liggen voor dat het door BB wordt aangeboden. Zoiets als met NDSM. Misschien is dat ook bijna onhaalbaar 
.. Een gemeente is natuurlijk .. Een organisatie moet altijd een einddoel hebben voor iets. Want anders kan je 
er geen geld in steken en dergelijke. En het organisch laten ontstaan dat is heel moeilijk voor een gemeente 
(OW, p. 61). 
 
108
 Het is heel Amsterdams ook in zijn negatieve kant, dat de gemeente heel confiscerend kan zijn in dingen. 
Mooie initiatieven die worden ook wel als voorbeeld voor hun eigen beleid genomen, waardoor de eigenheid 
soms wat verdwijnt. Het kan wel vervelend zijn voor een organisatie als ze altijd maar moeten opdraven als 
mooi voorbeeld maar aan de andere kant als ze dan echt iets willen vernieuwen dan is daar toch geen ruimte 
voor (OW, p. 61). 
 
109
 En daar is wat meer sturing nodig, ten minste beheerstechnisch in zo een VKG dan bijv. in een Omega-pand, 
waar tien mensen met elkaar zitten. Maar met 300 huurders moet je toch veel meer gewoon als een 
echte verhuurbaas functioneren (BG, p. 92). 
 
110
 Maar we proberen zo min mogelijk voor te programmeren. Het idee is ook dat je dat niet al te veel moet 
sturen. [...] Aan het begin zoek je wel naar huurders, probeer je het actief een beetje te sturen, maar .. Bij de 
schaal van het VKG is dat wat lastiger (BG, p. 91).  
 
111
 Het ideaal, zoals wij het formuleren vanuit Urban Resort, het ideaal van de sociale broedplaats, het moment 
waarop doelgroepen zelf hun eigen broedplaats creёren, dat we dat heel graag zouden willen stimuleren. 
Misschien zou Urban Resort daarin ook een meer adviserende functie moeten hebben in plaats van zoals nu 
plekken in beheer te nemen, dat je mensen die aan de gang willen op de juiste manier weet te helpen. Daar 




 Maar wat we nu inmiddels zien is dat die broedplaatsen ook nog goed zijn voor allerlei andere 
dingen. Überhaupt voor economische ontwikkeling maar ook bijv. voor wijken. De betekenis van wat 
broedplaatsen doen in die wijken is interessant. En .. het is ook een ruimtelijke strategie. Gebieden met een 
slecht imago kunnen we verbeteren. [...] Mijn collega's van Maatschappelijke Ontwikkeling die zeiden: Die 
broedplaats die doet het hartstikke goed bij ons in die wijk. Kunnen we niet nog meer van die broedplaatsen 
maken waar we dan ook sociaal-maatschappelijke functies onderbrengen. [...] 
En toen hadden we zo het idee van die betekenis van zo een broedplaats is eigenlijk toch breder (JS, p. 66).  
 
113
 Blijkbaar vindt vraag en aanbod hier elkaar moeilijk. De reden ligt onder andere in de zogenaamde 
kwalitatieve mismatch....Partners als commerciele ontwikkelaars, markelaars en corporaties hebben samen 
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met Kantoren loods en Bureau Broedplaatssen inititatieven genomen om deze kwalitatievve mismatch aan te 
pakken. Het gezamelijke belang is terugdringen van leeg kantoorvolume en leven brengen in deze ruimten. Het 
gaat in de meeste gevallen om tijdelijk beschikbare ruimten (BB, 2008, pp. 15-17). 
 
114
 We zijn als projectontwikkelaar met het idee van: Een gebouw moet je herontwikkelen. [...] Een groot 
gebouw, markant, niet mooi en ook geen monument, maar wel een markant gebouw, op zo een interessante 
plek. [...] Het is zonde dat dat leeg staat. En wij zagen daar direct mogelijkheden (MC, p. 25).  
 
115
 Omdat je, zeg maar, met de ontwikkeling van een gebied .. gangmakers nodig hebt. En gangmakers dat zijn 
meestal mensen die .. in de onderkant van de huurgrens zitten. Die niet tussen (26) negen en vijf alleen maar 
hier zitten en een fancy kantoor willen. Nee, dat zijn dan juist mensen, die in de creatieve sector zitten en die 
juist iets rafeligs en iets rauws willen. Die maken daar wat van en die kunnen zo een gebouw een oppepper 
geven. Die vinden het leuk om in een lage huur te zitten, dus het is een verstandshuwelijk tussen ons als [...] 
commerciёel bedrijf .. Tussen ons en BB is het gewoon een verstandshuwelijk. Wat kunnen we voor elkaar 
betekenen (MC, p. 25)? 
 
116
 En zij zijn onze ambassadeurs. En op het moment dat er dus al huurders in zitten, die een reuring geven, die 
.. zorgen dat het er ook leuk uitziet, daarmee trek je ook commerciёle huurders. Dus het is een wisselwerking 
(MC, p. 25).  
 
117
 Een zeker gedeelte van wat wij nu allemaal hebben aan gebouwen dat gaat gewoon leeg komen te staan. 
[...] Dat betekent dat we de stad weer een beetje opnieuw moeten gaan uitvinden. Zelf ben ik heel enthousiast 
over het efficiёnt omgaan met ruimte en tijd. [...]Dus ik ben er voorstander van bij al die 
tijdelijke leegstandssituaties goed te kijken naar oplossingen. En er zijn natuurlijk heel veel invalshoeken 
waaronder je leegstand onder de noemer kan nemen (NW, p. 48).  
 
118
 Corporaties hebben het belang om gebieden beter op de kaart te krijgen. En als een ontwikkeling nog niet 
duidelijk is dan voor de tussentijd .. Die tussentijd in gebiedsontwikkeling die wordt ook steeds belangrijker. De 
waarde van tussentijd. Dan zegt een corporatie bijv.: Wij willen dit gebouw tijdelijk exploiteren. Dat moet zo 
sluitend mogelijk. Niet al te veel erin. Als dat even kan dan heb je niet een al te zware belasting op de 
exploitatie dan ontstaat er beweging (ER, p. 74). 
 
119
 In principe vind ik het sowieso goed dat het er is en dat panden gebruikt worden als ze leegstaan, ook is het 
alleen voor één of twee of drie jaar. Om er iets te ontwikkelen voor jonge kunstenaars die een plek zoeken.  [...] 
In die zin is BB natuurlijk een goed initiatief, want zij zorgen wel dat panden ook gebruikt worden (IS, p. 35). 
 
120
 Zij [broedplaatsen] wijzen de weg waar stedelijke ontwikkelingen in gang gezet kunnen worden. Amsterdam 
als zeer diverse en intensieve stad met als bijzondere kwaliteit de hoge mate van functiemenging is gebaat bij 
de ontwikkeling van deze broedplaatsen juist in hun huidige omgeving waar functiemenging (tot voor kort) laag 
was (BB, 2008, p. 17). 
 
121
 Het is mooi als je in de culturele programmering van de stad kijkt dat niet alles in dat Grachtengordeltje zit, 
maar dat daar buiten ook wat te beleven valt en dat mensen daar dus ook eens komen. En denken van: Het is 
hier toch best aardig. Ik zie hier ook een hoop narigheid maar het is hier ook best aardig. Ja, ik geloof dat dat 
ook wel .. een positieve resultante is van stedelijke vernieuwing (JS, p. 70).  
 
122
 Voor de gemeente en stadsdelen maar ook ontwikkelaars en corporaties is het van belang wanneer 
broedplaatsgroepen zich vestigen. DE waardering voor de deze buurten kan stijgen door de aanwezigheid van 
kunstenaars en broedplaatsen.  Dit vertaalt zich in een stijgende animo voor huur en koopwoningen in 
dergelijke buurten (BB, 2008, p. 11).  
 
123
 En dit gebied was helemaal leeg. Dus wat er nu staat dat stond er allemaal niet, behalve een paar van 
die havengebouwen, die van de KNSM zijn geweest. En stadsnomaden waren hier naartoe getrokken. Dus het 
was echt een gebied waar de meeste mensen niet naartoe wilden (IP, p. 37).  
 
124
 Dit pand is ook voor de gemeente belangrijk geweest in de zin van ontwikkeling van dit gebied. Dus eigenlijk 
.. De corporatie die daarvoor zijn nek heeft uitgestoken om een lening af te sluiten om dit gebouw op te 
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knappen, betekende ook eigenlijk weer .. een impuls voor ander corporaties om woningbouw te plegen en 
later nog voor ander ontwikkelaars om .. koopwoningen te realiseren (IP, p. 38).  
 
125
Broedplaatsen leveren een positieve bijdrage aan alle thema’s die bij stedelijke ontwikkeling een rol spleen 
(BB, 2005a, p. 2). 
 
126
 Meestal is er natuurlijk wel een tweede agenda. Omdat ook wijken en buurten een soort van .. weer hip 
worden en aantrekkelijker te maken voor mensen. Waardoor de prijzen ook weer stijgen (IS, p. 35).  
 
127
 Dat [gentrification] is het eigenlijk wat ze willen bereiken. [...] Ja, kijk, het staat nergens. Maar één van de 
doelstellingen van een broedplaats aan de Burgemeester de Vlugtlaan in Amsterdam-West is gentrification. 
Keihard. Maar het staat nergens (pp. 52, 53).  
 
128
 Vanmorgen zat ik nog met een vertegenwoordiger van de eigenaar van dit gebouw, die heeft 32000 
eenheden. Het enige wat hem bezighoudt is de waarde van hun bezit op pijl te houden. Nou, dat doe je door 
leuke dingen en hippe dingen en aansprekende dingen en een festivalletje .. en een marktje en gewoon .. nou –
gentrification (NW, p. 53). 
 
129
 Dat blijft toch interessant, dat kunstenaars en dit soort creatieve bedrijvigheid iets los kan maken van wat 
wij zeggen: Dat is toch uniek. Dat kun je niet op een andere manier losmaken. En dat is ook vaak een voorloper 
van publiek waarvan je zegt: Dat is eigenlijk een beetje de gentrification (ER, p. 76). 
 
130
 De afspraak rondom de Garage Notweg was dat de Garage vijf jaar als een soort baken zou blijven staan in 
die hele sloop-nieuwbouw. In die hele transitie. Zo dan is er nog één ding waar de mensen zekerheid aan 
ontlenen. En dat in de Garage Notweg, dat dat niet alleen een gebouw is dat verhuurd wordt en waar creatieve 
bedrijvigheid is, maar waar ook de bewoners naar toe kunnen gaan om te horen hoe het met de 
herontwikkeling zit (ER, p. 76). 
 
131
 Op een manier zijn we bezig met acties met bewoners uit de buurt en proberen we ook er daadwerkelijk te 
zijn als supporters. In die vorm zijn we ook daadwerkelijk wel .. Zeg maar, een vervelende angel in het 
transformatieproces (BG, p. 89). 
 
132
 Dus de inhoud van zo een plek, daar positioneren wij ons heel duidelijk tegen die gentrificering of de grote 
herontwikkeling van bepaalde gebieden. Maar op hetzelfde moment zijn wij natuurlijk bij de gratie dat dat 
soort ontwikkelingen plaatsvinden .. zijn wij er. Krijgen wij ruimte. Krijgen wij ruimte van 




 De transformatie van de Parool-driehoek, met dure appartementen en een grote hotelontwikkeling, die 
eigenlijk weer stimulator moeten zijn voor de hele herontwikkeling van de Oosterparkbuurt en 
de Transvaalbuurt, ja, daarin nemen wij .. alleen al de kapitaalaccumulatie van het Volkskrantgebouw zelf, daar 
spelen wij een heel gunstige rol in (BG, p. 89).  
 
134
 Zeker aan het begin was daar vrij veel behoefte aan. Zeker dat je weet van wat zijn de ontwikkelingen? [...] 
Meestal wordt er ook een thema gekozen en worden mensen uitgenodigd om iets te vertellen. En dat zijn altijd 
wel interessante bijeenkomsten. Dat je ook altijd weer nieuwe dingen hoort. Dat doen zij heel goed vind ik. En 
ja, hun site is goed. Dat je daar ook heel veel op kan vinden. Ook voor huurders (IP, p. 45). 
 
135
 Wat ik een minpunt vind is dat je [...] elk gebouw zit zijn eigen wiel zit uit te vinden. Dat is ook wel eens 
mislukt. En dat het exploiteren en beheren van een gebouw gewoon niet iets is dat je er zomaar bij doet. Dat 
dat echt kennis en know-how vraagt. Van huurcontracten afsluiten enz. en hoe ga je met huurders om. En ik 
vind het een beetje jammer dat BB bijv. van onze expertise geen gebruik maak (IP, pp. 44, 45).  
 
136
 Maar het niveau is bijzonder hoog .. voor die opleiding, ja. Dat komt enerzijds omdat zich heel veel mensen 
ingeschreven hebben, die uit het veld komen. [...] Het andere is omdat ze dus, het gekoppeld is 
aan vastgoedeigenaars. [...] Dus er zijn echt projectcasussen van ingebracht (PM, pp. 14, 15).  
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137
 Dus er is heel lang, is er eigenlijk een enorme windstilte geweest van BB of van het CAWA .. Weet je, er is 
een broedplaats, en dan kunnen ze daarmee pronken en voor de rest denken ze: nou, volgende broedplaats .. 
En dat vind ik absoluut een minpunt (MC, p. 28).  
 
138
 Wie levert dan mijn nieuwe kandidaten aan? .. En ik wil geen leegstand hebben, dus ga maar vast zoeken. 
[...] Dus nu moeten wij een voorstel schrijven .. waarom wij vinden dat al die mensen moeten blijven. Ik moet 
zeggen dat ik dat een beetje aan de slappe hap vind, ook. Want waar is hun beleid op dat gebied (MC, p. 28). 
 
139
 Het grote probleem vind ik dat er in de vervolgfase vaak een probleem ontstaat rond de exploitatie. Daar 
vind ik de verantwoordelijkheid van BB wat onduidelijk (ER, p. 77).  
 
140
 Er zijn uiteraard ook wel wat spanningsvelden geweest .. en ja .. we hebben met ons allen even flink over 
hoop gelegen toen we het gebouw wilden kopen .. en .. nou ja, dat zij eigenlijk wilden dat wij onze contracten 
gingen openbreken en de huur gingen verhogen, wat gewoon niet kan. Dat kan juridisch niet (PM, p. 15). 
 
141
 En toen zij erachter kwamen dat BB dus, zonder enig overleg met hen, een vreemde huurder erbij plaatste, 
toen hebben zij gezegd: Ja, hoor eens even. Hoe kun je nou van ons verwachten dat wij als collectief iets voor 
de maatschappij terug doen en dan plaats je zomaar een vreemde eend in de bijt?  
Wij willen op zijn minst wel ook inspraak hebben op wie er bij ons dan komt huren. Want wij moeten met zijn 
allen iets doen. En dan is het heel vreemd dat er plotseling een huurder bijgezet wordt, die dus inmiddels niet 
meer zo een contract moest tekenen met Stichting Ateliers Zuid-Oost, want die bestond niet meer .. En 
het CAWA en BB hebben diezelfde vereisten niet overgenomen. Dus je kreeg een soort tweedeling. Huurders 
die vanaf het begin in de ateliers van gebouw C zaten en een maatschappelijke taak hadden. En huurders die er 
later in kwamen, die die taak niet hadden. Nou, en dat vonden zij heel vreemd (MC, pp. 20, 21). 
 
142
 Voor ons zijn zulke ondernemers een heel belangrijke partij en daar missen we nog te veel van. Dat zijn 
ondernemers die zeggen: Wij willen een stukje risico nemen in de exploitatie van die broedplaats (ER, p. 74).  
 
143
 Dat is eigenlijk een beetje de zwakke schakel in dit verhaal. We zijn dus heel erg op zoek naar creatieve 
bedrijvigheid (ER, p. 75). 
 
144
 Wat ik misschien nog negatief vind is dat de huiseigenaren, de investeerders dat niet zelf kunnen regelen. 
Dat zou veel beter zijn want het is nu altijd enorm moeizaam dat de gemeente .. Het is eigenlijk een taak die de 
gemeente op zich heeft genomen omdat niemand anders het doet. Maar ja, je ziet nu ook dat er andere 
plekken ontstaan. Misschien dat het dan niet allemaal broedplaatsen heet ..(OW, pp. 61, 62).  
 
145
 Wij zetten dus zeer op een brede agenda. Dat laat je zien met dat Programma Broedplaatsen. Daarom ook 
breed draagvlak onder de politiek. En partners. Dat is dus ook heel pragmatisch (JS, p. 70).  
 
146
 Waarom gaan we die dan niet subsidiёren? Of waarom hoor ik daar nooit iemand over? Dus kunstenaars en 
creatieven wel ... maar deze doelgroep niet. Waarom hebben we geen zwaar gesubsidiёerde bazaar op elke 
hoek van de straat? Terwijl hier duizenden Marokkanen, Turken, Surinamers, Indiёrs? (NW, pp. 52, 53). 
 
147
 Wij moeten actief gaan stimuleren dat er eigenlijk de meest succesvolle moeten meer geld krijgen. Dus die 
integratie van het Topstad-beleid met het broedplaatsenbeleid. Waarin eigenlijk de hoogverdieners de subsidie 
moeten krijgen. Dat is in ieder geval hoe wij dat zien: Zo een broedplaatsenbeleid schiet te kort (BG, p. 95).  
 
148
 Het kan niet zo zijn dat zo een beleid alleen maar geformuleerd wordt voor een topklassetalent. Voor die 
mensen die het uiteindelijk toch gaan redden. Of het heel waarschijnlijk toch wel gaan redden. Het mooie van 
een brede doelstelling is dat ook andere mensen een plek krijgen (BG, p. 94).  
 
149
 Een andere kritiek op het broedplaatsenbeleid is denk ik toch die stimulering, van simpelweg gewoon te 
zeggen dat er gemeenschapsgeld zou moeten komen naar een plek zoals de Kauwgomballenfabriek. Of 
subsidies die gegaan zijn naar een plek als Duintjer waar de huur uiteindelijk zo hoog komt te liggen. Dat is 
gewoon het simpele moment van teruggaan naar hoeveel kost zo een ruimte? En daar zou ook een beleid zou 
moeten worden geformuleerd – hoeveel betaalt diegene die daar komt te zitten? [...] Het definitieve inzicht in 
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die verhouding van hoe geld binnenkomt bij dat soort organisaties resulteert niet in betaalbare ateliers voor 
kunstenaars en de laagdrempeligheid van dat soort plekken. Daar stel ik wel mijn vragen bij (BG, p. 95).  
 
150
 Dus ik denk niet dat de vraag extreem hoog is. [...]  Maar er is hier ook nog voldoende interesse en vraag 
naar, ja, natuurlijk ook inspirerende ruimte. Populaire ateliers. En populaire ateliers definieer ik als kwalitatief 
goede ruimte, op een locatie binnen de ring en betaalbaar (JS, p. 68).  
 
151
 We merken nu, met de .. zeg maar, het veranderende politieke klimaat, dat dat lastig is om huurders te 
vinden voor die ruimtes. BB kan ze ook niet aanleveren. En ja, dan zit je wel vast aan een regeling, waar je tien 
jaar wat mee moet doen .. verplicht, zeg maar. En ja, wat .. wat is het beleid als het leegstaat? In hoeverre 
moet je dan nog meer broedplaatsen maken? (MC, p. 27). 
 
152
 Ik heb gemerkt, op een gegeven moment had ik een maand lang leegstand. Ik denk: Hoe kan dat nou – 
leegstand? Zijn toch allemaal kunstenaars en er is een tekort. Nou, er is helemaal geen tekort aan 
broedplaatsen. Helemaal niet. Want er is voldoende. Alleen, de eisen die, zeg maar, gesteld worden, door de 
kunstenaars .. nou, ik weet niet of ik dat van deze tijd vind (MC, p. 27).  
 
153
 Daar zit een frictie in van waar ik denk: nou, misschien kunnen we ook wel wat minder broedplaatsen 
hebben? Kijk, daar gaat best wel veel geld heen naar BB. Misschien moeten daar .. Overal moet bezuinigd 
worden .. misschien moeten daar ook wel bezuinigd worden? Dat zou geen kwaad kunnen denk ik (MC, p. 27).  
 
154
 Misschien moet BB subsidie en energie ergens anders insteken. En niet zo zeer nog steeds op diezelfde 
groep kunstenaars richten (IP, p. 45).  
 
155
 Dat is dan meer een soort politiek uitgangspunt dat ik niet kan begrijpen. Er is een soort politieke 
doelstelling om elk jaar een paar duizend meter toe te voegen. Nou, ik geloof per se niet in aanbod gericht 
werken. Je moet altijd vraaggericht werken (NW, p. 54).  
 
156
 Voor ons is de broedplaats .. dat kan een plek zijn waar mensen zich doorontwikkelen, maar dat kan ook een 
plek zijn, een creatieve plek zijn dat een eindpunt kan zijn voor iemand. Die ook de garantie krijgt om daar voor 
een langere periode te blijven. [...] Of dat nou zo is dat iemand al verder in de zogenaamde productieketen zit 




 Het andere lastige vind ik het pampereffect. En met het pampereffect bedoel ik: Nou, mensen zitten daar, 
en ik heb het ook gezien en dat blijkt ook uit onderzoekjes, en die zitten daar na tien jaar nog (NW, p, 53). 
 
158
 Je wil een bepaald doel bereiken. Ik vrees dat dat doel grotendeels niet bereikt wordt. Het wordt dan meer 
een soort nieuw zijn. Je was zo een kunstenaartje [maakt met zijn vingers een afstand van vijf cm] je bent zo 
[maakt met zijn vingers een afstand van tien cm]. Maar .. daar hebben we er ook honderdduizend van (NW, p. 
53, 54).  
 
159
 Het grote gevaar is dat er iedereen blijft kleven en dat er geen beweging in komt. Dat vind ik wel zo. [...] Het 
is voor de opstart. Daarna doorschuiven want we moeten in beweging blijven. Vind ik wel heel sympathiek (ER, 
p. 75).  
 
160
 Want uiteindelijk [...] zijn de kunstenaars ook ondernemers. En .. in principe is het ook zo dat zij, niet langer 
dan .. Je kan niet onbeperkt in een broedplaats zitten. Het doel van BB is altijd geweest van: Je mag een paar 
jaar gesubsidieerd huren. En daarna is het eigenlijk wel de bedoeling dat je doorstroomt naar commerciёle 
huur. Dus het is niet l’art pour l’art. Dus het is ook nog dat er uiteindelijk geld verdient moet gaan worden (MC, 
p. 22).  
 
161
 Het doel is toch .. broeden, voor vijf jaar of voor een bepaalde tijd, en dan moet je door kunnen stromen – 
toch? Maar dat is .. dat ontbreekt een beetje .. in hoe BB daarmee .. Want op een gegeven moment moet je 
voldoende broedplaatsen in de stad hebben. Want er moet een doorstroom zijn. Dat moet de achterliggende 
gedachte zijn. Blijf niet eeuwig subsidieёren zou ik bijna zeggen. Dat is niet gezond om aan subsidie infuus te 
liggen. Maar daar denkt BB toch anders over (MC, p. 28).  
